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fhe following thosls Is based on unsupervised

roaearth work carried. out ~t the University of

:t. Anar««a during ths period'1949-1950. ao part

of the thseta has previously boon orosaatod for a

hl^or <le;'T£K3» '• lior© work ma oarriau out la

col laboratior with others, aa ia&ioation is given

If posaltols of f:j Individual contributions. la

particular, the asthod of relaxation outlined on

p. SI wis used by the present author although no

contribution ®e antio towards its discovery.
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IKTiitiJUUTIOn

In the numerical solution of differential j uutlons uah

attention has recently boon given to tho replacement of tho

differential equation by an equivalent finite difference

equation. This technique has received a boost in recant years

with the rapid development of computing machines.

The exact solution ¥ of the difference equation depends on

the mesh spacing, and as the mash becomes infinitely fine, V

may converge to the exact solution D of the differential

aquation. The conditions under which V->D is the pro data of

convergence. The computation of V my, however, be so laborious

aa to render this procedure impracticable. In such a case an

approximate solution H of the finite difference equation is

obtained. The conditions under which M —>1 is the problem of

stability. Tho numerical methods used in obtaining

approximate 'solutions of difference equations separate into

two main types?

(1^ explicit methods whore the numerical solution is calculated

step by step from the difference equation and its initial

boundary conditions, and

(2) implicit methodswhere the unknown values of the function

are given by a system of simultaneous equations.

The present dissertation is concerned with the numerical

solution and stability of differenoe replacements. few

references are made to the problem of convergence. It is not
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intended to duplicate iaat©rial which can be found in recent

text books on numerical analysis (1), but rather to give an

account of the particular topics which have interested the

author in recent years,

First and second derivatives of a dependent variable u

are constantly being replaced, and so fro© Blolcley (£), the

following finite uifferenoe approximations of varying degrees

of accuracy are listed with obvious notation

u'(o) m llM - % jai" (0) (1)

. t a(9i. ♦ fc nu " (0) (2)

- ->m-i zaiM.<■)

. hau '" (0) (4)

. tHatMnfoft)-.t -Mtvl * A h;u ;/'(o).... (s)«5X1 e

. -nu(0) ♦ lauto -9a(8h) ♦ au(0h) _ {a)

. zSalzM♦ a-4fe), -«(u.) <7)

. u(-8h)-^(-h^. au(o) + aH(b). ^au "" (oi-... (a)

+ »" {0) < (B)
'•14



u " (o) « t - h J" (0) (10)
k*

-2u(0) ♦ u(iv, (u>
h'J A *

u(-^) - 2u{~fo) t U<.#m + h u (0) (12)
htJ

6U(0) - ISullU .>lau(8hI - autoh) + ||t,8u "" (0). .. (1»)

-aut-^h)«iau(-;;hJ-iau(-h)-usula) (o).... 114)
iih

,sula)-l04ulh)■gi-toiam-bauUh) »u(aa) - a au (0) (la
1211° **

\^Iut f6H"u(o)1\ + Twh°u ' ' (0)».., (16)
12h

sattMte&kMkIgiLfeMfekl*V-utefo.^A """ (o)...(i?)12h

12)/

Mu Hfa)-5au(-.2Il,} ;txi|u (r2h)~X04U (~Iij +bsu jaj, | h8u inn (o)et1Sl1
(19)
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In tills chapter y will be taken as the dcpsndtant

variable ana x as the independent variable* The extant

of the problem, it finite, will be from x » 0 to x - L,

Tiia number of internal nodes will be U and so (B + lih = L,

whore h la the mesh length.

If at leuat one boundary condition is given at auoh

end of the extent of the problem, the difference aquation

is solved implicitly by relaxation methods, This

technique forces B to tend to V, and instability does not

vitiate thia method unless round-off errors are introduced

before the relaxation oomencss. On the other hand, if

no boundary condition is given at one end of the extent,

the difference equation la solved explicitly by stop-by-

atap methods uiiu round-off-errors introduced at any stags

of the calculation my give rise to large errors in the

final solution II, consequently, stability is essential

in a step by step technique,

UkM.U ..ITU QbLgTaBT? CO 'UO'IOIACTS

stability condition for -top-by-atop othoda.

Let a linear differential ©quition with constant

coefficients be replaced by a finite difference

approximation of order p (i.e., one involving p + 1

tabular values). Than the n^*1 tabular entry is calculated
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from

+ ♦••••• * ^pya-p - 4*h >

where A0, A^, Ag, ...... A^ are functions of the mash
length h, and 4^ id u known function of n and h» How
suppose the errors existing in the entries

yn-p* yn-p>l* ••••••••• » ya,i am €„.p, €h.j>+tj ,^-h-t
respectively, than the consequent error in y is £h where

Kt* + V.-, + 'U*.2 + • --- +/)„ £(,.p = 0, (si)
provided &> requires no rounding-off. if solutions of

h

(HI) exist of the fox® £h - A", (82)
than

A,X? + A,AP"' + MP*Z + " *■ Ap = °, <**>
and so the general error giron by (21) is

£h = a*, A, + f - + ^tV, (h>j>)m)
where a , a , *•••• a are constants and \tj\z v.* ; A-^x h P

are the roots of (2d). The condition for stability is

that all the roots of (2b) lie insida or on the unit circle.

In a recent paper (4-)» fodd demonstrateu the danger
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of replacing a differential equation, for the purposes of

step-by-step computation, by a higher oruer uiffereao*

aquation, Using (17), he replaced the second order

differential aquation

y " -»• y = 0 (25)

subject to the boundary conditions y(0) =■ 0, y'Co) = 1

by the fourth order difference equation

y„ „ - ldyM , * 30y • I0y . 4. y = 12hay (36)n*E n+1 n nr-1 n-2 n y

(n > 2)

where yn is written for y (n li). The values of yQ, y^, are

given by the boundary conditions, yg# y-,by using a second
order difference replacement,

yn,l " Syn + Vl * hBya = °« (S7)
obtained froia (11) y and y a (n ^ 2) by using (2d), Todd

expected the above atop*by-step procedure using the fourth

order replacement to give superior results to a step-by-

step calculation using the second order replacement (27)
at all nodes n ^ 1, This expectation was busou on the

orders of the terms neglected in the second and fourth order

central difference replacements of y
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The latter are given respectively by

ya" = Xa- 2yn * Vl1 - #2yn""
and

yn" = SP (-yn»8 ^ Wya,l " •** * UVl* W*
The principal part of the truncation error is thus uiuoh

smaller In the case of a fourth order replacement, and so

the solution of the differonce equation (7) should bo

correspondingly nearer the solution of the differential

aquation (D) for a proscribed mesh length in This not

so, however, because of the instability inherent in the

fourth order replacement. Equation (®b) becomes

- /t A5 + ( ic-ii-L1) \L ~ ICA + I = O,
and as h approaches zero the roots of this aquation tend

to 1, 1, 7 - \/48, and 7 +J4.&* The last root quoted lias
outside the unit circle and is responsible for the

instability found by fodo* In the case of the second order

replacement (87), equation (8d) becomes

A1 - (2 - <l) A + I ~ 01
the roots of which toad to 1, 1, as h approaches aero, and

so the procedure is stable. The additional roots 7 &J
introduced by the fourth order replacement arc culled
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"smuggled" {*ingsaohleppt) by Hutlshauacr (t))» It should
be noted that the largo* "smuggled" root will take charge

of the true (error free) difference solution in the same

way as the error, ana so the discrepancies in corresponding

▼alues in columns (1) and (4) of table II are due to

divergence as well as to i n stability.

^ ty of -«SW hethqds bused on, ffrdtaaofd
Plfforonces. urtcholl sins arag$p(3j7.
The use of a difference equation of higher order than

the differential equation doea not necessarily load to

instability. If, for example, equation (25) is replaced

using (19) by the fourth order backward difference formula

36ym-a - Wt*ml* u4yn " 34yn-l + * °' ls9>
(n ^ Z)

equation {26) becomes

(35"f UiS) X* - /£>«. XJ f -S6A + M =0, fcis)
and as h approaches aero, the roots of this equation tend to

1, Xt<J(lX/3fii and ^(ll/O^ A step-by-step calculation
based on (27) is thus stable since the roots of the

auxiliary equation (28) ail lie within or on the unit circle.

This 13 illustrated In table I which ahows values of

sin x to five places of decimals at decimal intervals.

OolUim (2) was constructed using fourth order backward

differences, Columns (1), (o), ma (4) are respectively
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It might he expected from the results just quoted that

methods hasod on fee use of bacfceird difference formulas

will always be stable. This Is, however, not the case*

Consider for example the differential, equation

y' ♦ y - 0 , (2©)

Writ©

=■ + ^vV~ + ^7Vf "
where 7yn » yn ~ y^x, 7"'yn - yn - syn.x * «t0--

This loads to the auxiliary aquation

< + (i-i) + i(i-i)%i(f-i)\ -- ■<&(!-*) =o.
A *' ' '1

It can be shown that for h » 0 the roots of (00) other than

\« 1 have modulus loss than unity for f§ ^ d. For m * 7,

there is a pair of conjugate complex roots approximately

equal to *, 1, For m ^ $ there will always be at least one

pair of conjugate roots of modulus greater than unity.

Table 21 demonstrates fee instability of the twelfth

order backward difference formula applied to equation (29),
The values of @"x at decimal intervals from 0 to 1*1

required to start fee computations, were token from five

figure tables* The theoretical and computed values from

1*8 to 2*0 are given in rows (1) and (2) respectively in
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table 1, .gain the 41fferences in corresponding value#

in rows (1) and (2) aro due to divergence as wall as to

instability.

II

x 1*2 1*3 1»4 1.3 1*6 1*7 1*8 1*9 2.0

(li .30199 «7253 .. 4000 .22810 *20190 .18268 *16500 44937 *15554

{2} *0)148.27341 .24708*22244 *208o7 *18655 *10017 4.4168 *16065

Hart consider >>cImm* method bused on the forxaula

where a sufficient number of starting values far yt y' is

suopossd computed by as independent method* (s«g* by

Taylor aeries). donaidsr again the first order squx.ition (29),

Adams* formula loads to the auxiliary aquation

Fx 5 S' I + -k\l+ t(l-a) *§/'"A; +T(<"A/i+H^ [l~T/ 'j = 0, 6l]
whore only fourth differences ari retained and it is clear

that there is stability aa h tends to zero. How from (51),

< 0, and Fbl) « - 2 + 551h/45, There is therefore

a root of modulus grantor than unity whoa h exceeds 90/351,

and the method la stable only for sufficiently snail

tabular Interval* ).lorcover if higher order differences
arc retained, the jooalsua value of h for which the method

is stable is decreased.
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flailar arguments sfeow that Maul ton's method bused an

the formula

i(V ) - % - iK• iv% - ?V -4fc - -
A® also unstable for large values of the tabular interval

■whan difforonoes higher than the first ar© rata Ansa. The

upper limit on h for stability for a given number of

differences la very much higher than ia Adams* method.

4- of
| -.©luxation i .pthoua to tho -oiutlon of

A "marching*1 orobloia is oa© la which the numerical

solution ia usually constructed by a stap-by-stop integration

process. Allan and Korean (6) cons ia©rod the solution of

the first order alfforoutial aquation

y ' - y « x, (3£)

over the ran,5© 0 ^ x ^ 1 with the ©ad condition y • 1 at

a » 0. mis is a "marching* problem, and the laok of any

given and condition at x * 1 apparently seemed to the above

authors an insuperable difficulty to the direct use of the

relaxation technique, accordingly by doubling the order

of the differential aquation by the substitution

y « y ' + y, (3d)



and imposing an arbitary boundary condition Y a Q at at s 1,

they -ware able to solve the second order aquation

v " v wY - Y s at,

by relaxation. oividittg the range of x into ten equal

intervals (h « 0*1), the mi lues of * at the node points

Co, 1, 2, «... 9, 10) are given ay the matrix equation

.90S

1

*1

*2.01

1

1

►3*01

1 -2*01 1

,/X -2.01

t~ -1
Y

o
2=5 -.1

.001

Y2 .002

Ya .008

*9 .00®

(•>4)

together with ¥-y;. « Q at x s 1. The value® of y at the
node points are then obtained from
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yl « r

?3
1

I

1

l

t

1

ya

y©

yl0—05

•5 15

-5 15

-5 15

\ N ">

\ \ >
\ *

N \ ^
-5 15

-5 1

-10

V
Y

1
Y

S
(y

I

Y9
Y

0

_Y«

together nitb y0 s I «t m a Q*

a pointed out by Mitchell (7) > --Ilea and &oYar» nem

not have doubled tho orear of the differential equation in

order to use relaxation in the present problem. Using
• equation (5) at a » 1 and (4) at all othar nodes* the

matrix aquation baoota&s
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-1

1

--3 1

*•1 •*•2

v

V

\

s

\ \

V X ^
\ \ ^

-1 -.2 X

«*1 «• #2

1 -4

yl = 1*02

*2 .04

1

1
I

.00
I

I
i

1
1

1
ya

1
1
i

.10

y« *18

} .v •20

io6)

)

from which th® values of y aan be obtained directly by

relaxation, It is not avygastad that in any problem tha

matrix aquation bo written out in full. This is

particularly the oaao in a two dimensional problem.

Sufficient ©laments should, hcr«over, bo sketched in to

indiaut® the structure of the matrix, The relaxation

pattern at any node can than easily bo read off from tho

ooluana of the matrix, tor example in the present problem

the pattern for the nodes at x » 0*2, 0*3, 0*4, 0*5, 0*C,

0*7 would be

(D- -O'Z €)
in each case, and the patterns far the nodus at x » 0*1,
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0*8, Q»9, 1*0 would b© respectively

, - o-T]— (-1
I -SD— <3(i

(£ —"ell <0
(p UJj

where the rectangle denotes the node which 1b relaxed.

The method of Allen and inform is of course a

feasible ona awl in certain oases it may happen that it

requires less laborious calculation than the direct method.

It should, however, be remembered that it involves an

additional approximation, the finite difference

approximation for (A3) , by means of which the values of y

are obtained from those of Y. It will he observed that

the diagonal elements do not dominate the matrix in

equation (bdi„ Accordingly the relaxation was carried
out according to a a©homo devised by Hutherford (7i details

of which will be given later.

In order to provide a bonis for comparison the problem

described by Allan ana ^evsm has been worked out using a

direct step~by~3tep method. "he difference approximation

to VM) used is

I en.i - yp ■| ea(1 ♦ ?„ ♦ «w ♦ *» '■ 07)
With h » 0*1, this beoaaes
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♦ 1$ <*n * *11.1 '• (B»>

(b *• 0 j 11 21 • * •« 9}

which together with the and condition yQ * 1 gives the
values y^, Yg# *••» directly la turn, It should bo
realised. that tha difference aquation (d?) is actually

unstable, the only root of the auxiliary aquation being

A* 21/19, 3ince y0 • requires no round lag-off, round-off
errors are introduced by the coefficient© 21/1® and

VI® (he 0 »l)» The effect of these errors appears to be

negligible in the restricted range of this calculation.

The mi lues of y as calculated by the different methods

at the nodes are shown In table ill together with the

theoretical values. The, calculation* are all accurate to

three decimal places. There asacas little doubt that in

this "marching* prebleta the use of relaxation, a a

described by Allen. and oavorn, does not prevent the

solution for y hawing cumulative errors, Imposing an

arbitrary condition on Y at x « 1 ha* failed to "tether"

the value of y at x * 1. (coaparo yiy from ..lion and
Severn for h » 0*1, 0*2), In view of the greater ease of

calculation and in this case greater accuracy of final

solution, stap-by-step methods appear to be superior to

relaxation methods la dealing with "ma rolling" problem*
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of this typ®*

Ifl.' HI

Balaxation ot$p-*oy-5fc®p Thoorotloal

Allan aaa

(tlQ » o)
Mltohell

•

h * o»i h a 0*2 h a 0*1 h a 0*1

yQ 1.000 1-000 1-000 1.000 1-000

yi 1»109 1*108 1 * 110 l.uo

ys 1.241 1.236 1.241 1-343 1.243

y3 1.397 1.396 1-400 1.400

y4 1.579 1.575 1.580 1-585 1-584

*5 1.792 1.791 1.799 1.797

y6 2.057 2.031 2.038 2-046 2*044

y7 2.319 2.318 2-530 2.828

y8 2*641 2.629 2-642 2.654 2-651

y® 3.007 8.006 3.028 8 .019

*io 3.422 3.405 3.433 8*441 3*436
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In a recant eomunication {$), /ox aakis a further

contribution to tha relaxation - «t©p~by~step ©oatroversary

In solving "marching" type problems. Ha considers tha first

order linear differential aquation

y ' - 12y + llax = 0 (80)

subject to tlia condition y • i at j » 0» Jifforantit%ting

(38) and eliminating y ' by using (38), the second order

equation

y " - 144y + Uo&* e 0 (39)

is obtained. /ox conaidera the rang© 0 ^ x ^ 1, and with

h m 0*2, the nodes are numbered Q» 1, ..... 5, ;,t a general

nod© r;equation (39) is replaced by

(1-lSh8) yr+1- (2+1201#) yr-s- (1-121#) y^^-^h8 U0«*f+e**+1+o*r"'1) (40)

and equation (30) by

(l-4h) hr ^-ldhy it- (1+4hi y^ (4#r>eXr*i+©2''i>,i) (41)

equation (40) is applied at nodes 1, H9 3, 4, together with

(41) at nod© 1 in a atep-by-step solution, and together with

(41) at node 4 in a relaxation solution. The values of y

given by fox correct to four places of decimals are
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i>tep~by~ j t®p aulaxation Theoretioal

y0 1.0000 1*0000 1*0000

*i 1*2214 1*2214 1*2214

1*4913 1*4918 1*4918

1*8218 1*8220 1-8221

?4 2 *2214 2*2255 2*2255

2*0644 2*7184 2*7188

This example is used by Fox to illustrate the statement that

"in certain oases relaxation will give hatter precision in the

computed pivotal values" tikia stop-oy-Gtop methods. Tha

proaant author {$) now extends this remark considerably by

showing that there is a large class of Initial value problems,

involving ordinary differentiul ecu tiona of all orders,, which

can only ha solved satisfactorily by relaxation.

The error equations corresponding to (88) and (e9) arc

and

= /?£

« /^e

respectively, with solutions
/<?*

£^x) = A-*
and

. . I2x -U*
e(x) = A,*e + Az<,

where £ is the error in y, The factor a12x will cause
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the error to inore&ae rapiuly with 4* In a atep-by-atap

calculation using a bifforenoe replacement of (d>8) or (b9),

the error will grow acooralng to the factor and so

a round-off error, introduced at any stage of the oaloulatlon,

will grew alarmingly. For example, the roots of the

auxiliary equation (sea p. (0 ) corresponding to the difference

equation (40) are

A s 1 1 X2h ♦ 7gfc®
and so the error equation corresponding to (40) has solution

£r . a^(l + X2h ♦ 7:'hS,..)r ♦ a£(l«12h * 72h2 ....)*
„ 12rh „ -I2rh

* a^a + age **r» ^

To illustrate the instability of a step-by-step calculation

using (40) together with (41) at node 1, the present author

his3 worked out Fox's problem as far as x - 1*4 (r»7 when

h * 0«2i» i5'or comparison the same problem has been worked

out using relaxation as described by Fox {(40) together with

(41) at node 6), and using relaxation as described by Allen

and Severn (9# /3). It should be pointabout that the

outline of the method of relaxation used by Fox was also

described by Allen ana Severn (6), although no calculations

using this method were carried out by these authors.

In all calculations, thu working- ia correct' to three places

of decimals, and the results are given in table IV.
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T Bb, 17 (h a 0*2)

Relaxation

Btop-by-litop TheoreticalFOX
alien ana Govern

{Z7 3 0)

yD 1*000 1*000 1*000 1*000

yi 1*221 1*228 1*221 1*221

1*492 1*493 1*490 1*492

y5 i.a*2a 1*821 1*798 1*822

y4 2*220 2*805 1*914 2*880

ys 8*718 8*554 -1*892 2*718

n 3*520 8*005 -49 *395 3*320

If rj
4*055 -1*036 -081*257 4*055

The moat surprising feature of the table la the apparent

Instability of Allan ana devern's method of relaxation.

Accordingly this method of relaxation will now bo studied

rather more carefully.

In Hie present problem, using the method of Allen and

"oTevn, the order of equation (38) la doubled by using the
sub titutlos,

y 5 Y ' + 12*/, (42)
resulting In the second order equation
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Y - 144Y * Ua a 0, {40)

subject to the boundary condition Y 1 +12Y * 1 at x «0» In

ordar to aolva a second ardor aifforenci replacement of (43)

uelng relaxation, a boundary con altion an ¥ is noaasaary at

X n 1*4, ellsn and ^tjw pointed out that the theoretical

solution y oi aquation {08} is independent of Y7, ana so ¥?
can bo oboeen Quito arbitrarily. In numerical calculations,

however, it doas not follow that the final values of y will

bo completely independent of Y^, and ao in the following
calculations Y7 is retained as a general quantity to which an

arbitrary Talus can bo assigned at any tine. Equation Ho)
is now replaced by

¥P+1 + Y^ - (a ♦ 144h';) YP * llh~e*r a 0

at nodes 1, a, ..... 8, una the boundary conditions by

Y, - (1 - IZh + ?Sh':)¥ - (h - s 0
1 o

and
K

Y? 9 Y7
at nodes 0 and 7 respectively* h relaxation is carried out

according to thi above scheme with h s Q.2 una the following

values of Y obtained

Y^ r .00000 Y,; + '.0770
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*1 as *00001 Yy 4* •0940

*a a *00004 Y? + *1148

*3 » *00029 Y? ♦ 11401

\ - .0022S Y? •¥ • 1705

H a *01718 Yr/ ♦ *3087

\ a *10108 Y? * *2140

*7 a1*00000 Y? + ♦0000

The# a values give zero r&aittual# at all nodes to four place#

of in the coefficient of Y7 ana to three places of
ciuoiraula in tho tern not involving Y?. ;quiition (42) is

now ropl.cod by

yr » (Sfr.l " W ^ liiYr
at nodes r • 1, 2 6, and by

j 7 -^rf*8 " 4?6 * 8<l*8W K?]
at node 7, Putting h a 0*2, the following values of y

are obtained

y0 « 1*0000
y s 1*3235 + *0002 Y?

ya - 1*4928 + *0012 Y?
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y a 1*8205 + *0090 ¥?

y4 - 2*2050 + *0090 Y?
yK a 2*5586 * *5234 Y„

a f

y5 a 2*0647 +4*0002 Y?
yr; «-1*6058 +1842021 Y?

The valuta uotad in table I¥ are the above with Yy * 0#

Two points ariaa fro.. the values of y y7j
(1) the values of y are not independent of Y?, ana
(2) the method is unstable, although a fortunate choice

of Yy mny prevent serious instability. {a«g*
Y7 * 0*512 will give value* of y close to the theoretical
values) •

It is the arbitrary nature of Y? in Alloa and Severn's
wethoc which prevents it being a true method of relaxation

in y» A true relaxation metnod requires a condition on y

at the node r « 7. 'Stamp,les of true relaxation methods

for solving first order "marching" problems are given by

Mitchell and authexforb f"7t and fox {$)» although the

method of the former authors, as pointed out by fox, is

only accurate to two decimal places. alien and Mevsra'a

method of course will give reasonable results in problems

where the error growth, governed by the original differential
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equation, ia anaXX* This is the ease in the problem governed

by aqa.ition (bg) whore aa error grows like ox, Over the

limitad range of the problem O^a^l, this will not causa

any appreciable error in the numerical calculations*

Bo far only first order linear differential equations

have boon discussad* How consider the second order

equation

y 11 - lly 1 - lay * 28e* a 0 (44)

subject to the boundary conditions y # y / « 1 at x s 0.

A numerical solution ia required in the range o £ x ^ 0*8

end once a@ein the problem ie of "marching" typo* The

simplest difference approximation to " (441 is „ ,

h1; (jrr»l"Zyr*5r-l' " M1<yx*ryr-l' "

which for h * 0*1 becomes

U*cby . « .*l,;y - 1'Bby . - *♦,«';:• *v. (45)
r+i r r-x

This formula is applicable at nodes r » 1,§, ••*.. 7.

It is not claimed that (4bi is the most accurate three

point difference replacement of (44), but that it is a

simple formula of reasonable accuracy* To start a atop-

by-stop calculation using (45), suppose for convenience

that y0 and y^ are known from the boundary conditions as
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VQ a 1* * o0**. ' 'The values of y2 ..... y@t correct to
throe places of decimals, ares then obtained in tuna from <45),
and oorapared with the theoretical values aa followsj

X 0*0 0*1 Q*2 0*3 0*4 G*5 0*6 0*7 0*8

y 1*000 1*105 1*222 1*353 1*505 1*705 2*080 2*808 5*284
• *'

s* l.uoo 1*105 1*221 1*300 1*492 1*849 1*822 2*014 2*224,

/roa these figures., the step-by-stap method of solving this

problem appears to bo unstable. This instability is again

explained by considering the error aquation

£."- lie' - IJl 6= 0,
corresponding to {44), with solution

£ (x) 8 *

and the error equation corresponding to (45) for general ht

with solution

« a1(l ♦ lhh + 72b3 ...)r + a2 (1 - h + ^ )*
» ♦ aga"*?^

The factor »*2ipk governing part of the error growth is again

responsible for the instability of the step-by-step solution.

A relaxation solution of (44) subject to the given

boundary conditions can be obtained without increasing the

order of the differential equation. This is accomplished



by using a third order difference replacement of {44) , which

allows a boundary condition to bo imposed on y at x * 0-8,

The boundary condition of course must not violate the

conditions of the problem. The difference replacement used

is

Hvrav»*-i) - #yr PV^rt'Vs) - 1Eyr + 3a°*r=
which for h * 0«1 reduces to

lg%t x - e-67yr * 2'ly^x - * <**»** s 0, (46}

This tomnia holds at nodes r s £„ 7* .a In the

step-by-step calculation, yQ and y are supposed known from
the boundary conditions y « y ' a 1 at x » 0 as yQ ■ 1,

yX 2 This Is merely for convenience as the boundary
condition y' a 1 at x » 0 should be replaced by a forward

difference formula involving two or mora nodes, depending

on the accuracy required, The extra"boundary" condition

imposed at x » 0*8 is a backward difference replacement of

(44), A simple formula of reasonable accuracy is

(y8-2y7^)-||{Sy0-4y74-y^) * lSyQ + 22e *0 * 0,
which for h * 0*1 bacoaes

0*77yQ - 0*20y? - 9«4by0 - ©♦22e0#a a 0, (47)
With y knows at r a 0, 1, equation,(46) at nodes r » iif 0,,,,?
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and equation {47) at r • 8 constitute aevea equations in seven

unknowns, Buffioient to aay that the relaxation solution

obtained, which, gIves aero residuals to three places of

decimals, is within 0*001 of the theoretical solution at all

nodes, a relaxation solution rf this problem can also be

obtained by increasing the order of the differential -aquation

(44), replacing the higher order equation by u difference

equation and adding the appropriate number of "boundary"

conditions at x a? 0*8 in th manor of Fox, This will

certainly require more labour, but may well give greater

accuracy. -t present, however, the author is only concerned

with establishing the fact that relaxation methods are

essential in dealing with "marching" problems,of this type,

Without oonsldaring differential equations of order

higher than tie second, the following consents can bo made

about the methods of numerical solution of initial value

(or "marching") problems involving differential aquaticms

of any order,

ill If a stable finite difference approximation to the

differential equation can be found, at«p-by-step methods of

solution should bo used, over any rang® of x,

(S) If a difference approxia tlon is mildly unstable, step**

by-step methods of solution my be uaea over a small rings of

x. This is the ease in the solution of the first order

equation y ' - y « 0 subject to the boundary condition y * 1
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1 8
If column vectors jr, y ,

lengths of the oolum vectors

1 1 2
c - ii.y * o »

02 - Ay2 s c'"\

can be found such tint the
t £

e » Q defined by

toad monotonieslly to aero, than the factors
1 2 1 1 3 g 8vx, v « v ♦ y , v * v + y , «...

toad to the solution v of av m h. For clearly,

Ik* at2 » h - v1 • ...y3, * a1 + (e2 - o-1-} « o2,
h - av® • h - Air2 - Ay2 so2* (a® - a2) s

In the usual relaxation method moh vector y3- is

chosen to have only one nan-zom element, aay, that in the

jth row. That is to say, amploying the Kronacker delta,

the n components yr* of y* are given by

y^ 58 #** (S9}

The bast value to bo chosen for the number will bo

determined, The components of the (i + Dth residual

vector ci+1 are found to be

Or1"1 - Or1 "

ienotiag tha length of the vector c* by | c* | , it is found

that
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i»aI «1+11 2 a X (a*1 ~

I «*/ s - 8k.* I o/ rj ♦ <k/)*Z (*/♦
Thus | a*+i | <• | s* | if

'V £ */ r} - V'" | (VE>0 ' (40i
that is to say, if

°5 VflVW? Urj' '

The left-hand side of (40) haa its rauxiiauta whan

(41)

(o- l2 U«)
7" * *J / ? *J

ana this mxiimB has the value

< <V8 (4al
whlah my be written

tejV1 arl)a , (44)
whore k.^ now has the value deter aineu by (48), Thus, by

a

giving kj* any value satisfying (41) it la ensured that
|0i>lj< Iq* I m To ensure the maximum reduotion In the length

of the residual Vector, &•}* must he given the value stated in

(43), Oinoe in most relaxation problems no oolusan of A has

mora than a few non-zero elements, the calculation of

Z Qr^rj aa^ Z will not he difficult, The labour,
V ~F
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h©wever, would be considerable if this method were employed in

the ease of a aatrix h of largo order possessing very few

vanishing ©lumcnta.

If It hapjseas that X * °» then yA is the aero

vector ana no reduction In o* is possible by moans of a vector

yi {3®}. At any stage, however, there are n possible

choices of 4 and at least one of these will yield a vector

yA which reduces the length of the residual vector, unless

for all 4
e- i
2. djp a g* « o.
-r

mssumlng, however, that A is non-singular, these questions

Imply that cx is the aero vector and that tho exact solution

v s vx has already been reached# It follows that the

length of the residual vector can always be reduced by the

foregoing, method provided the exact solution has not already

been reached. She value of 4 which gives the greatest

reduction at the 1th step will also give (43) the largest

value. In practice however it will be sufficient to

choose J so that (42) has a large, but not necessarily the

largest, value. -von this provision my be dispensed with

if each 4 is chosen in turn according to sect* plan.

The above method for obtaining II resembles, and is

related to, that systematise^ by Temple i/Oi and, more

recently, by stlefel ill), The original relaxation method

of Southwell was bused upon the analogy of an elastic
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framework subjected to proscribed .loads at the joints. At

each stags in the approximation the displacement at one

joint is aoalfled In such a way that the potential energy

oi* the system is diminished* Temple showed that this

procedure la equivalent to altering one component of the

vector v at a tlise in such a my as to reduce the value of

vMJfiAv - hi, v* being the transpose of the vector v. This
method can, in fact, ho applied to any system of equations

AV * h • 0, provided the matrix A la symmetric and positive

definite. If A docs not satisfy them conditions, Temple's

method can still be applied to the equivalent equations

A'Av - A*h « 0, which have boon "prepared18 by prosmultiplying

the original equations by the transposed matrix A*. The

modifications or© then ®<Iq with a view to minimising the

expression v*A (j£ at - h). In contrast, the method which
has bean described Minimises the expression (v*A* - h1 i CiV-h),
which is the square of the length of the residual vector,

since (v*A* - hf) t v - i| a Sv'A* {]& Av - hi + h'h, the
method here advocated mat be equivalent to Temple's method

applied to the prepared eqn-tion in the sense that the

modification of v at any stage will be the same* The

intermediate numerical calculations, however, will be

different in the two cases and the present method has the

advantage that it can be applied directly without any

preparation, whenever the mtrix A ia aoa-singular.
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Furthermore, A is usually simpler than the prepared matrix A *A
in the sense that the former is likely to have more zero

elements than the latter*

In many relaxation problem the diagonal elements of the

matrix A dominate the others in the sense that a diagonal

element has a such larger absolute value that the other

©lomants in its column* -If this la the ease then ftAfagg
will be a good approximation to the optimum value of k

d

gl▼«» by (42). This, indeed , coincides with the value

suggested by i-ox (IS) and by Temple* Fox also suggests

selecting the value of 3 which mahsa a maximum)

but it would appear from (44) that a better guess at the

best $ in the case under consideration would ba that which

makes | J itself a maximum, as originally suggested by
Southwell (1, p. 47 and p, 6b)*

if, however, the diagonal elements of A are of smaller

magnitudes than some other neighbouring ones, the choice

kg* a may b© a bad on© for the method, as may also
both box*a and Southwell»s suggestions for the choice of 5*

In such c-ses it would be wis© to uso the formulae (42) and

(43), Those formulae were in fact used in solving the

relaxation problem given by aquation (30) where tho diagonal

elements do not dominate the ijotrix.

The discrepancy between the numeriool solution N and tho

theoretical solution ¥ of a difference aquation may bo
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considered as entirely due to round-off errors, cause

of tha many oifferont places (coefficients, pivotal values,

etc). where round in -off my be necessary in a calculation,

no general expressions for round-off errors can be obtained.

Instead the following particular examples will be used to

Illustrate the errors dur to different types of rounding

in both relaxation (Mitchell </S>) and step-by-atap

solutions.

Consider Initially the ordinary differential equation

where f(x) is a known function, !hmx k « 0, (45) reduces

to Foisson's equation in one diaunaioa, Vho boundary

conditions consist of a knowledge of y at x * 0, L, Ilia

rungs 1$ X is divided equally by B internal points,

and for convenience suppose that K is odd,

The conventional finite difference approximation to

(45) 13

It the residuals at any stage.of the relaxation solution

using this difference equation are H (n « 1, 2, if), then

the errors £h in yK satisfy the W equations

(45)

(46)
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Assuming for oonvaaiano® £c *^h*! * °» tha tl error

aquations can bo written a® the aiuglo matrix aquation

iUl se ttf (47)
whsre s ana 11 are eoluton vectors and A la a square matrix

of oraar If, At any stag® of the relaxations prooess, the

roalunula lie In a rang® - H a ^ ♦ 8, whora E

decreases as the aoouaraey of the calculation increases,

now from (47) it follows that

I « aT1 a# (48}
whcra from ifutharford (X^) the p, iljjil)! ^ of

Vlw'^V4/V
whey®

* !SBi!~tAL& (t s o, i, a, .... if)
sin e

and

9 2 oos"*^ j - \ 8 * aS 1V I
(If + 1)* >J '

Thus tha round-off error at an internal nodo is glton by



£ - ->i & (N+!~ <*) &
A

5& lo* (/V + t)fr
r zb?si +*h + f s

"f*! S^-k\ H *f"tn+l tw* (Nil — ;* ,J-
( y\ * f/ N)

^ho worst possible round-off errors occur when

Hjj s 8#, {u 8 3>f 2f • • • • K)
Making this simplification in {49} the orrors become

cos # © cos $

^ * ■,«■»,«....■■■ i. 8 (50a)
3 oaa^&oos 9

If n is odd, and

sin — % sin &„.„t,..-l JUL $
2 2

fc
n « — — a (sab)

2 0©jrj ;a> cos ""'*■ " 9^

2

if n ia even.

A. residual distribution much more likely to be obtained

in praotice la the rectangular distribution - B ^ + R,

From {49) the maximum standard moan deviation in the error

which cmeours at the middle node is given by

* « {II + 1) - alntN + X) b „bot.,jg.

¥ . fr'>

7hen k « 0, « s 7T and (49), (50) and (51) become
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i I
* I & ^ _ M ♦ X — n —J /

r h•/ /V
£ -a<« » 1 - n)

to ♦ i) 10 "

UMKl

£
^ - j& n(K + 1 ~ ») R, (83)

^ S„ , , ,1», f,3,).(Pii„>liati t„3) {54)
144

rospeotivoly, vdion lc < 0, # is iuiamiliary una from. (50)

€a 1# bounded above aa M approaches infinity* VfeMNI k > 0,
© is real -ma from (30) £ boeowos infinitely la* ;© when

(i» + 1) & s 7T *

Consider neat equation (45) together with a knowledge

of y ana y ' at x « 0* Shis tiao the finite difference

approalxautlon is used to obtain a stop-by-atop solution, and

the appropriate error equation is

£„tl '(*- £-l (**')
where <= c and £» uro 1-iirnm, Ths solution of (§§) is

v DV i *V
C

K = A I * aT-^X }

(55)

(56)

wnaro

a » .■■4, .ft—a ana a a -±—2——i- and1 ai^A2 ax-A2 >



X1, Xg are the roots* of

X1- (Z--k+l)\
This time, although 6 0 tmy be 2^0,6^ will almost always
have a vuluo other than zero, ana so rouad-off-orrora will

develop according to (56). Theas errors will of course b@

serious if the modulus of either orA£ crosses unity*
In the stcp~by«*stsp solution described, rounding-off has

boon considered only at nodes where the valuj of y has boon

given by the boundary conditions. The growth of error duo

to rounding off any pivotal value is of course given by (56)

with the appropriate values of ana ag. In such oaaes,
expressions for th; general error are relatively easily

obtainod. This is not so, however, whan rounding errors are

introduced into the coefficients of the difference equation*

-..a a simple example of this, consider a step-by-stap solution

of the differantial equation y 1 - y » 0 subject to the

boundary condition y » 1 at x * 0. The difference equation

used is (b?),

yn>1 • (Bl/l»)yn * (1*10526 ) yn. (a> 0)

The coefficient of y is expressed as (C+ ;) whore 4 is the

rounding error. It is easily shown that the error 6 In yMn n

1@ given by

€
B • (C+iS)n - 0B; (n ^ 0)
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provided the calculated value ot y is not rounded ott at any

stage. Meit consider the equation y " » y * 0 subject to the

boundary conditions of gives y and y ' at s ; 0, Using the
. . a

| «NMHt difference replaccaant (Id) for y # th© difference

equation beocmca

yn " *«rt " Vs (n^8)

« 2{c^s) y^x - (c+3) y^ (57)
whar® again £ Is the rounding error in the coefficient. The

solution of (S7J is

yn s a^A-J* * h.>Xga (n ^ 2)

where Ax, Xg are the roots of

A2 * 2 (c+;s) A + (G+^) « 0,

and a,, Ug are obtained frcNt the boundary conditions. The
errors in ya due to rounding the coefficient® is given by

~ + ( \ > 2)
•wher©y^i»,U2 arc the roots of

A 2 - so A ♦ c « o,

and again the calculated value of y is not rounded off at any

stage. This procedure for finding the error when the

constant coefficients are rounded in a second order linear
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difference aquation oun be extended in an obvious manner to

a linear dlfforo&o* aquation of any order»

finally, if in a calculation involving a difference

equation, rounding-off is nooesoary in the values of y as -anoil

stage as wall as in the values of the coofficiants, the

estimation of the found-off error becomes rather troublesome,

and only a rough estimate of the overall error oan be

obtained by combining th® appropriate methods of this section,

?*

Consider the linear difference equation of the first

order

yn+l sMn)yn ♦ t{n) ^ (n>0) <S8)

whore A (n) and f (n) are known functions involving the mesh

length h* and. yQ is given.
If f (n) end him require no rounding, the error equation

is

St. = * "! '« , f"50)
whiuh has solution

£
n «■ ACn-i) a{11-8) ,♦»» A{Q)6q

- [ IT ^(^)J 6C (* > l) (Q9)1t'0

The error at any stage of a stop-by-stop calculation using



(58) la thus given by (59). II* f (n) is zero and A(n)

require® rounding, aay A (a) a Q(n) * An) (n ^ oi where

iS(a/ is the rounding error, the error at any stage is given

by

€n = i jj \ -ft \ C(k)jJ fe (1 » <)
Mo general solutions exist lor linear difference

equations with variable coefficients of order higher than

the first although infinite series solutions eon be

obtained in mm oases. (mine->Thomson il l)

gfrv
In this s action difference approxiraationa to aon~l incur

differential equations of the form

y* s t(z, y, y1, , y3"1) (so)

are examined. consider initially the first order

difforential %quatian

y ' : f (x,y) (01)

where y is given and y is required fox x > 0.

From (1),
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" yn> * k<JW - yn 1 •

ami so

i

Vl " yn *f (ya * yn*l K (Bi 0) (62>
Anoint ion to the probla© can now bo computed £*©<& (61) with

x z nh, (08), una tfc* boundary oomiition, $hs error

equation ooiTaaponbiag to (61) is

4' = iy e j (8a)
and so fxom (OS) the error in the nu&orical solution

satisfies tho difference aquation

^
h*& ^ ** f *y»a.-i'' 5 ^ ~ %# i? '

This aquation has solution

£„ - A," €0> ( h > i)
provided f is constant, whore

"S

h 3
A

^ * (,3:, .t jfi&D * 1 * hfy + |M?y + »♦»..• s e
1 - ify

(64)

in

i*ow A(a appvoziaats* to the solution of (63) whan f is
constant and the procedure outlined is stabi ; if L < o,

If £ is vurlabla, (64) will require fresh oxaiiiaation in
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order to obtain details of the stability of the prooedure*

Hutishanser (5) used the aoooad order difference

aquation

' / /

ya,.l - Vl + I (:'n "1 ♦ 4yo * ?n-l' <B ^ 11

to obtain a numerical solution of {61} . This loads to an

error difference equation

4 »♦! 11 * § *,,«♦!> -6^ *,<n 1 0 (65)

filth solution

= A, A," + ^A", 1^.2)
A", « j^y an<aA.,a * .provided f la constant, whereA*

The forxaer approximates to tLo solution of (60), whilst

thu latter has slipped in duo to the higher order of the

difference equation* As pointed out by Autishansar this

extra "smuggled" root of the error difference aquation will

causa trouble if f < 0* (compare ©action £» p# ^ )•
..gain if f Is variable, (63) will hexve to be ra-©xaiainad

in order to obtain stability details for Autlshanoer«a

procedure*

A numerical stop-by-stop method of solution is now

outlined for the ascend order non-linear differential

aquation
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y " > f (i| f» 3f ' I
/

•abject to the boundary conditions of given yQ and yQ

X(>®ES li)

<*•♦! - *n> "^n"
and ao

yna ■ yn * »»o' * & h^a" ■ la7)
Also from (2\

'Ji ' k <Vl - 'a1 ♦ v . (aa)

;i nutaerioal solution to tbe problem cam no«? bo acuputed

from {66), (S7), {68i and the boundary conditions,
Th® error equation oorreapondlng to (b6) is

£ " * {f ^ + iy' ^ (69)
and ao froia (67) and {68} respectively, the error in tna

numerical solution and its derivative satisfy the difference

aquations

and

(70)
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If f
f and f ' are constant, (70) ana (71) can be solved by

putting6: n 9 pKn oad€ ^ s qAn. The two resulting values of
A are

Ax,Ag « 1 ♦ fc[*y' JJ (f ,/a ♦ 4£y$]h ♦ ..... (72)
where the solution of (70) ana (71) ia

h = ^x ( h ^ Z)
How A^ and A o11 appfoxixauta to the solutions of (6@) with

fy and fy' constant, and when both lAt j and |A^| arc the
numerical procedure ia stable. If fv and f/ are not constant,

*f y

(70) and (71) will have to be solved in an approximate manor.

The procedure will depend on the values of fy and f / .

for example, suppose (27) and (68) are used to obtain a

numerical solution of Beseel's equation

ii i

xy + y + xy * o (7b)

subject to the conditions yQ » 1 and yQ' a 0. If (78) is put
in the form of (68), fy « -1 and £,, / ® 4 Considering
this latter value to have small variation over the range of



xt nh £ x £ (n+1) (70) ana (71J are solved with

*,.» - fy,n*l * " 1 liai1 V* * V.xwl " * & 1 t0 81,8

, . (2-h~> j (l? - 4h;' ♦ h4)&v,.—__
n

The numerical procedure will he ctable if the value of n at

each stop gives j/\,ja»d /Aij^l* luring the calculation,
n may pass through the following three stages,

(1) n" < leading to a stable procedure if
h (4-h )

|A,jund IX^|. as given by (74), are lass than unity.

(2) nk » -»—1-_ • A, »Aa « 1 " ' ^ ■ < X for all h,
h"U-h") 2th {4-h*)«

una so the procedure is stable.

(o) ns ^ g -•? , | A/j « lAijas ^^n""i^a * 30
h (4-»h )

procedure Is stable.

Hutishanaar usee the central difference formula©

Uollatz ( I ) p, 80)
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s '^n ~ ^h~l + iJK ^n+1 * "^n * ^n-1 ^

(75)
, , // " " .

y_ » y„ , -i> #h (y,. , + 4y„ + yin > )"'n+X &~1 4 *W1 a h->1

to obtain a numerical solution of (ddi . This la a fourth

order difference procedure, and .again provided fy ana f ,

are constant the fourth order error difference aquations have

solution®

^b ^b'V = ^'/ h
where and Ag are . iven by (72) , The "smuggled" solutions
As and A4 will cause trouble la the numerical solution if
i'i < 0, Sutlshanaer demonstrated this "smuggled*1 instability
y

by solving numerically the differential equation
II I

f 3 - (y + | y) - using (7bi. This equation will give anA '

trouble if solved numerically using (67) und (68) since from

(72) Ax and Ag have moduli lesa than unity*
The method used to solve equations (61) and (66) cam be

extended in an obvious manner to obtain numerical solutions

of (60) with r ^3. Provided the r difference equations used

in the solution constitute a difference procedure of order r,

no "smuggled" instability as described by Jutishanser will be

present. The r error equations corresponding to the r
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difference equations «un bo solved provided f , f / » 1 // , ,,,,
</' */ t/

ura constant, and the stability or instability of the method

determined* If at laast one of those derivatives is not

constant, no general method of solution of the error equations

is available, and un approximate technique, similar to that

used with Bosselfs equation, will have to be employed.

In conclusion, before leaving the numerical solution of

ordinary equations, mention must be made of a very recent

paper by hotkin ( IS ) where several standard methods of

numerical Integration are investigated for stability and error

propagation.
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Most of the partial differential aquations of mathematical

physics ays special eases of the aoeond-order linear equation

+ + c4>n + *4>x + -ed>y + 4 ' f 0)
where a, b, o, d, e» and f are constants or functions of x and

y, aquation (l) is said to he elliptic if b2 - 4ac <1 0,

parabolic if b2 - 4ac * 0, and hyperbolic it b1 - 4ac > 0,

The study of the numerical solutions of difference replacements

of partial differential equations is still in its infancy and

replacements of Laplace's ana goisson's equations (elliptic),

the heat conduction equation (parabolic), the aiyj equation

(hyperbolic) t and associated equations only will bo considered,

dcant reference will be xjstde to non-linear equations in this

chapter us no general theory is available In the non-linear case,

Two imin typos of problem arise in connection with partial

equationsj

(1) boundary value problems governed by equations of elliptic

typo where conditions are given on a closed boundary, and

(2) initial value problems generally governed by equations of

parabolic or hyperbolic type where the boundary conditions are

given on an open boundary,

uaaaplos of (1) are problems governed by Laplace's and Poiaaoa's

equations whose finite difference replacements are solved

Implicitly by relaxation methods,A® with ordinary difference

equ tlons, instability does not vitiate this method, examples

of i&i are problems governed by the heat conduction ana wave
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equations whoso finite difference replacements are solved eithor

by explicit or implicit methods. This time the atap-by-atop

nature of the solution permits rounu-off errors introuuooa

at any stage of the calculation to grow una render the final

solution h worthless. bonsaquontly, stability is essential

in the numerical solution of problems of this typo.

!• ^soqn'.a ,qUdUoft fcflclqutafi
Polssan'a aquation in two dimensions is

4> + d> = 4 (z)
n Uj

where t(x9y) is a known function. hen f * 0, (;.) reduces to

haplnoe'a aquation, for convenience suppose a numerical

solution of Foiason*ii equation is required over a rectangle

where the boundary conditions consist of a knowledge of (j> along
the rectangle sides x a £ a, ys + b. The interior of the

rectangle is covered by a rectangular net of {2*4-1) column©

i~li < m < ♦ 14) and (2U - §§ rows (-W < n < ::).

Tho conventional finite difference approximation to (2)
is

(-M <. m <.tH ^ -N<-n^ + Al) (^)
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whore A * andAy **® the aMl lengths in tho a- una y- directions

respectively* Considering the casi 4 ac »Ay * h, the

{2M-1) (£S»1) equations U) oua be written a® the single mtrlx

equation

I I

I A I

X A I
V V N

V

V V v

I A X

X A

«■*

Iv-Z °r«-a
^ /V-3

f
i

i
•

1

£
_ - A/+ /_

i

i

_& a

(4)

■where

A 3
r
-4

1

1

•4

X

X

•4 X
x \

v X

X V X

X N>
\

1 -4

1

X

»4

1
4>

<t>

d>
i A(-l,rv

4?*T M'l,*

I la the unit iaatrix of order (&*•!), and the oolman vectors

0 fstt < n < If) are known is torn® of f , h, nab the given

boundary values of £p ♦ 1th Laplace*a equation, of course,

only the boundary value® of 4> appear on the right hand side
of (4).
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The (8M-1J (Jhi-l) values of (p at the internal none point0
mn he obtained numerically from (4} by the method of

relaxation, ' This process forces the numerioal solution

towards the theoretical solution of (4) if sufficient number

of places are retained after the decimal point, ; a

estimation of the round-off errors arising from the numerical

solution will be made in the next paragraph* Various authors

hare shown that the solution ? of the difference equation (o)

converges to the solution 2 of the differential equation (2)
as Ay tend independently to aero. In particular in a

recent paper, Batseholct I 16 } shows that the solution of a

finite difference approximation to a general elliptic equation

converges to the exact solution of the differential equation

as the mash sise tends to zero. The boundary conditions my

involve derivatives and are given on a curved boundary,

Karlquist {17) and Joraoaic US) solved |4> by numerically

Inverting the matrix on the left hand side of (4). both

solutions, like the method of relaxation, fail to give the

answer in closed form. The present author has mads several

unsuccessful attempts at obtaining the inverse of the matrix

in (4) in closed form, by extrapolating from known inverses

when i> and M are small* for example when $? 3 M m 2 the

matrix and its inverse are respectively
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-4 1

1-4 1

1 -4

1

1

1

and -£§£ 3? 8S 7

28 74 28

7 28 67

22 14 6

14 28 14

6 14 22

7 6 3

6 10 6

3 6 7

1 -4 1 1
• v

22 14 6 74 28 10 22 14 6

1 1-4 1 1 14 8a 14 88 84 28 14 28 14

1 1 -4 1 6 14 22 10 28 74 6 14 22

1

1

1

—4 1

X X

X -4

7 6 6

6 10 6

6 6 7

82 14 8

14 28 14

6 14 22

67 22 7

22 74 28

7 22 67

-.1 though this example ana others give the general shape of the

inverse, the author can see no pattern in the actual numbers,

2. npuftd-qff ...rrqra %n ^elaautjqa.
As stated before, the dijtfereaee between the relaxation

solution U and the theoretical solution ¥ of (4) io entirely

due to rcsund-off errors* at any stag© of the relaxation,

the residuals at the internal noc.es must lie in a range

•a ^ IL ^ ♦ a (-11 < a < + Mi -14 < n < * U), where a decreasesm,n
as the accuracy of the calculation Increases. assuiaing that

the ©laments of the vectors G (-N < a < K) require no rounding
M

off 9 the errors € laO^^ « satisfy the equation
®#a '
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A I

I A X

X A X
, \ \ v

\ V s
V V ^

I A X

%-1

"-N+1

aU~S

ll~ti+2
a
-»*x

{5)

where

K.
*4 /y-K

'M'l,*

'M'IiKI

aad Rn -at a

H

-14+1,a

'-i£+g,s

lW,a

^X,a j

(HR < a < N)

Attempts to Invert the mtvix in (5) have bean

unsuoeoasful and so the follovaiag approximate aathou (Mitchell

(/3II is outlined. fhe conditions governing the solution aroj

CD (p is given at nobas on th, boundary in suoh a my that no

rounding off is required.

Cs) t is gives at internal nodes in such a my that no

rounding off is required.
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(3) A x and Ay satisfy the relation k « SAMZ « Q 2 « a
(Ay) V («!

M « 3 R for ull Internal nodes {ia,n), which distributionits *
of residuals gives rise to smxiimm round*off errors for a

given accuracy of calculation,

The orrora ia thus satisfy the (8M - 1) (SN - 1)

error aquations

M4/;/H ~ ^ £ hi,n * ^hi-^fS) +• ~ ^ ^
+ M f - N < < + N) , (g)

Qy making the substitution

»,•».-[*■.»♦( "* '*)] »■ (7)

(a) is simplified to

^m+l,n " 2Jim,n * "*mr*ltu + ^,4ia#n+l ** 2ifia#n * * 0 ^
with boundary conditions S^- a » -VMta * 0 for »» aaci

a & ^ ~ a2) a for all ra. Using the method of

separation of variables, {8) la »<** solved for %#a subject to
the prescribed boundary conditions, The solution obtained is

substituted in (7) and the errors found to be
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m I 00^22 ~+/i»] 8. (9)
,rs0 sin (r+;&)gg[ coa^/5

where

(-M < a < + M| - iJ < 12 < ♦ H)

cosh 5 r I * 4 »iag ♦ '^Tf& m
(10)

{a? g 0, 1, a, .... 11-1)

The (symmetry of the error in the four quadrants makes it

only aeoes sary to consider (9) cv#r the rsatriotaa rang© of

nodes Q £ m < Uf 0 ^ u ^ H. Setting

the results

MB s Agf

J.S a A (&L) ^ K s
kb*- a"*

(11)

(12)

arc obtained. The round-off error as given by (9) can now

be expressed in terms of the two purwaotdra, k the mesh ratio,
and A8 the number of internal nodes.

The maximum round-off error occurs at the origin and from

(&) is given by
> , t ,'/l

* r ii'i i_/t>\'/tfe«,« " L * V b 4/) W

A(t)'1-I ,r ii b'* ( b\'L IT

3 / r <//. I l i'/l J * * '
■F*0 «.'<*>»£ (i)*l .»* mWh
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whore

cosh 8*1+# ain2(r + ]'j ^ ~I jc ** a a d '

\ iA
(r s 0, 1 0- 1)

(14)

f»o calculations involving (lb) anu (14/ will now be curried

out hooping the mesh ratio una the number of internal nodes

constant in turn,

(a) Variation of round-»off error* (banatunt mash ratio).

The number of internal nodes is increased indefinitely, the
g

mesh ratio being kept constant. In the limit as A

approaches infinity, the last term in the series expansion

of (la) approaches aero. For the important terms at the

beginning of the ©ap-.iasion aB tends to

Successive terms in the series diminish so rapidly that a

very good approximation to the series sum is given oy the

first term and oo approximately

and so from (lb), &0 o approaches
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■ ■* * $ f1" „■ i ]"* (isi
2

as A approaches infinity,

i'or a square regicm (a s b) with unit aash ratio (k * 1),
(IS) gives £c approaching * 0»2$4 A% as A8 t«>4» to
infinity# This agrass with the round-off error given by

fiMNt (19 i for tills problem using the method of squares. In

addition an exact calculation* consistent with (20) and (21)

modified for a - b and k « 1* gives values for the error at

the origin as shown in table Y

A® 1 4 9

- £0/o/A% 0.S50 0.261 0.289

It would thus seam that In problems involving constant

(b/n) and k, (15) together with a few exact calculations for

small A*' will give the variation of the rouna-off error with

the number of internal nodes,

(b) Variation of round-off error, (Constant number of

internal nodes). In this section, the number of internal

nodes is kept constant, the mesh ratio being varied over its
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allowable rango*. The lattea? extends txm

(o/b)8l/A4<M a A2, N * l) to (a/b)2 A4 (14 s 1, N a A2) *
*

Threo values of k will be conoidorads

(1) k = (a/b)s 1/A4. Substituting in (la) ana (14) the

error at th» origin becomes

f v 4 i ^ (~l)roos(r * >4 )-4g
£ * - & A 4 —-f ^ gft,

v> L 4AS — — ——— •
-T so ,, 77"

•in4(* + & >

^gji
ix ♦ 2 (|) A4sia2 $ IfciSrC

S*i '

a.

dxoept for very small A (up to about 4) a vary good

approximation to tha error is given by

£ * - 4- f 1 «* 'V-" ri^l""" 1 "g'i;" ! k» (16)2 L nr 1^*1 JITff <|>
2) k * 1, This vtalue of the sash ratio (simplifies (lb)

and (14) and again except for very am11 A2 the error is

accurately given by

£ s » r 4b ll «S—. 1 a. (1?)
r o 3 L rr^'CO&bSi X JT^ooshg

jr^| |g. ^ ■̂**
• Aquations (10) and (14) reduce
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oonsiuerably to €c # * - ^ [l - 1/ cosh A^h, where
oosfc. « X > (b/u)2 1/A4* iighia except for vary small A2,
the error at the origin is given by

f = ~ %[l ~ \rV H# (IB)
o,c L cosh (■§) 2& _a

Aquations (16) , (17) and (IB) thus give the variation
ever

of the round-off error j^tho meah ratio range tor a given
number of internal nodes, 'fable ¥2 snows this variation

in the case of the square (a * b) tor three values of A2,.

1UWL -. ¥1

A2 « 16

«

# 0*06 1 16

- £0/#/B 0*87 4.7 69

Ag * 36
102 0.06 1 66

- £-6,9 /H 0 *87 10.6 650

AS « 100
202 0.01 1 100

** /h 0.87 89.5 2700

For ooi ivanion®® the inverse laoah ratio K a 1/k has been

used. It should be kept in mind that although the smallest
g

permissible K for each A produces thu smallest round-off

errors, the nodes are not distributed in an oven wanner

over the square, and ao factors other than minimising the

round-off error will influence the choice of mesh ratio.
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It will be emphasized again that the round-off errors

evaluated has?® ax'.j In oxowso 0* the armors which arise in

actual relaxation calculations. iicvertholoss, there soma

no doubt that round-off errors will ho important if the

number of nodes is large, unless a sufficient number of

places Is retained after the decimal point. A safe guide

to the amber of places necessary is given by the above

results. If <p requires rounding off at nodes on the
boundary, the results obtained axe still substantially

correct. If i requires rounding off at internal nodes,

adjustments will have to be mad©, These, of course, will

b® unnecessary with hepiaae*© equation.

$• m$3&M at
Hyiaan {ZOi replaced Iaplacc*o equation by the

conventional difference equation written in the form

dp -*r (4> * $ ) - (b Ovv*iMI h\,n h**/, h hi+/,h ' 'hi,/)-/ 7
whore r * Aj/Ax. A knowledge of at nodes on the (n-1)
and rows enables (fi at nodes on the (n+1) row to b©

calculated explicitly using (10), In order to start the

calculation, ^ must be given at nodes on the rows n * - IS,
*W + 1, and for the calculation to continue and cover the

complete rectangle <p mat be given at nodes on the columns
a n - M, + M, Ill© boundary conditions of the problem,
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however, consist of a knowledge of (p at nodus ou the
boundaries a a - M, ♦ M, and n ® - N, + H, and so somehow

the boundary data must be transferred to the ror n - - N + 1.

hymtm did this by solving (19) In the form of a series and

computing the values of $ at nodes In the row as* IJ + 1.
The solution is then stepped off using (19).

A more serious difficulty in the atop-'oy-step procedure

is the essential instability of step-by-stop methods when

used to solve elliptic equations. Von Neumann's oritur ion
for stability of stop-by-step methods, as outlined by 0'brian,

ayx&un, ana Kaplan (£1), will be uiacusaed in detail in the

sections dealing with parabolic and hyperbolic equations,

where the quantities used will bo explained. Corresponding

to (19) ia the auxiliary equation

f-zi\tZrsJ- £fjr)$ + I = 0J (fi>°)
from which

\i\ = I + Z-ruJ
and so stability criterion Jjf | £ j cannot bo satisfied for any

value of r. Other soaond-order finite difference

approximations to Laplace's equation are the backward

difference replacement

^ ^•l/c * ^m+lfh ) * ) ^/n,* ~ ^ ~ $ Mfh-Z >
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If a theoretical solution of the difference equation can not

be obtained, the stop-by-stop method is impossible and

relaxation will bo used,

#

4. Polaeon's, aquation in .-.Lruo Jlmuaaiuaa.

Polsson's equation In thro® dimensions is

whore f(x, y, z) is a known function, Suppose a solution is

required inside a reotangulax block whose faces are the planes

x * jt o, y » ♦ b, a «* „* o, where the boundary conditions
consist of a knowledge of <p at aoueu on those faces. The
block is divided up by (MP - 1) planes, h"P <£ p < + P)

parallel to the a, y plane, neighbouring planes being diatanoe

A z apart, His interior of each rectangular region parallel

to the x, y plana is eovdred by a rectangular act of fflfil - 1)
colu-me C-M < m < ♦ M) pamilel to the y- axis find {2M - 1)

rows (-ii < n < ♦ M) pirailel to the x - axis#

{MO)

(tu,nt fft)

p)

f p)

*



The conventional finite difference approximation to (20)

la

7- , (<$> f d> ~ 2 4> ) ^ ~^~ki [fa f 0
(4x) **!,»,p hi-i,*,? (duj * *», h-l, y>

-2K»,r) f 4)' (<*W, + )= f, (2()
( - Af < m < f M ^ - N < <n< + H ; - ? ^ V ^j

where Ax, ^ y, and 21 a ^arj the raeeh lengths in the x, y, una a

directions respectively. Considering the ease
SP-

/jxt^sAzsh.MtK, asi), the (SJJ - 1)" <2P - 1)

equations (21) become in matrix form

A X1 *P-1 « ap-l

h A X1 ap-2

*1 A *1 *U... **
«**• ap»3

V N N 1 1

\ X s
1 1

V N
v N

t l
|\ \ 1

s

k *1 J
-p*s i;-P+2

h k P
-P+l 0»Pel

— —

)
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vihora

A * B 1,

1Q B Xg
\ v s

\ v\

V \ \
'ig B I8

h 8

. *p ^ W-l

iw,n-2

$* -u+a

-ITN-l

l

^-n+a

{-PC p < ♦ P)

with

3 a ►6 X

l -e l

\ \ N
s \ v

\ \
\

n

I -6 1

1 -3

4>
xitlhltp

a,I">2»P

4> ' „„

& n,-N+l,p

{-IK n< *N)

. * :

lx unci X„ uru unit uutrloea of orders (£$!*»1)tJ and (Hii-l)
respectively, and the coluim vectors ya {-H < n < + H) era
iinowi in terns of t, ii uru tao given boundary values of 4* •
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'The values of Cp at the Intoraal node points can too
obtained numerically from (82) by the method of relaxation.

This la Illustrated for a eotap&ratively anull number of

nodes toy iUtt and Vomio f?3)» It is unlikely that (82)

will toe solved toy matrix inversion due to the extremely

complicated nature of the mtrix on the loft hand aids of (22),

3, The Ulhamonio equation.

The toiharmonio equation ie

una suppose a solution is required over the rectangle x a ^ a,

y 3 jt b, the interior of which is covered toy a rectangular net

of fHf » 1) columns (—41 <m < + &j and (214 - 1) row#

(*H < a < 41), The conventional finite difference

approximation to (8iS) with ^xri^ywhia represented t^ith

obvious notation toy the block

1

2 -8 2

-0 20 -3

2 -8 2

1
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It the boundary conditions oonalat at a knowladge of <p and
on i s j; a and of (p aM on y s ^ b, the values of the

unknown function p ara given by the matrix aquation

B A

A B

I A

I

I

A

B

A

I

A

B A I
N \ s

s s N N

^ N \
\

v V
ABA

I A B

$
HkS

11*1

-W+b

^-S+2

®H»8

Si-1

O.•if*5
a

-N+2

<25)

where

B s 20 «»{J

•0 20 •8 1

1 -8 20 -8 1

1 —3 20 -8 1

^ \

V \

1 -8 20 -a

1 -8 20
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»4

1

1

►4 1

1-4 1
\ s

\

\

\ V

\ ^ V
1-4 1

1 -4

* $ a ^-M+2,n
0-II+3,*i

(j)* 14-3,n

i&-2, a

(-W>l<n <;«-!)

I Is th# unit matrix of order {211-3}, aad the column vectors

0 (-N+1 < a<H-l) arc known in tunas of h» una the given boundary

values of at nodes on ia s - J-I, -14 + 1, If *• 1, M and as- H»
-N * 1, U - 1, H. The {211*3} (211-3) unknovm values of can

bo obtainoa from {23) by relaxation. Cornock {/£) has solved

(as) by numerically inverting the matrix on the loft hand side

of (2S) for the caso of seven internal rows ana columns.

If the boundary conditions consist of a knowledge of <fi
and <4> M X • * l and <p ana <b «i y ■ > b, the solution

nXX

can bo obtained simply in two steps. First 1st

(23)

3ince $ and era known on the boundary, b is also known

there, ana since

£> ♦ A)w ■0 (27)
J> X

at (&>1) (211-li interior points, Vi is obtained by relaxation in
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the usual manner. iceond, having found W, -oisaaa's equation

(36) is solved by relaxation for <p. IMs technique t® used
in solving numerically the equation for very slow flow of a

viscous fluid ana details will be given in the section on

fluid dynamics.

?v.. d'.;LlC u:AT.,T10ir.?,

1. fhe at donduotlon Jouatlon.

The parabolic heat conduction equation In one dimension

is

i - = f, (20)
where % and t are the distance anu time co-ordinates

respectively, (f> (x, t) is the temperature and f (x,tl is a
known function, usually zero. The boundary conditions consist

of a knowledge of (f) along 2:0,1 una t m 0. The solution
is required in the region 0 ^ L, t ^ 0.

Suppose this region is covered by a rectangular net, the

aesh lengths being A* and At in the x - and t - directions

respectively. It J ana k are the row and column number®

respectively, a general finite difference replacement of (20)
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- f -%* ' V'] • %,,J
" "af £*j,.J'

(j- !,a,-- -, k-1,1,-- *)
Where a > 0. «*§» difference aquation la first order la the

time co-ordinate and second order la the distance co-ordinate.

When a a 0, (SI) reduces to the four point formula

='+ + tj-y«J ' A* f, (aa'
where 3 « (4 x) '/A t. Using (Si)» the solution can he

atepped-off explicitly from the boundary values of <p » dor
any other value of a, (p is given Implicitly and a relaxation
solution la necessary for each row in turn.

2* mtub^llty, dor .tcp-by-ht^p,43thqaa.
The danger of instability in calculation:-- involving

ordinary difference equations has alr>jady been adequately

illustrated. accordingly von Neu®aim,s method (ZD for

exuiainia,: the stability of step-by-atop finite difference

methods applied to initial value problems with two independent

variables ie gov outlined and applied to (hi). t each step

of a step-by-atop calculation, a row of round-off errors is

introduced which propagates forward, in the case of (21),

according to the error difference equation
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»[* -26 +-6 J +{I-a.) j6 t £ ,"]
j,k-, p-H J L J-I/K-I j-1/k

= s L€j,-k ~ ^
wit!* obvious notation* 'Suppose a harmonic decomposition

le tiiiide of a row of errors iSjssi introduces at any steps say

i(3x
iCx) • X ^

n 11 p

where in general the frequencies / Sjtuid n are somewhat »

arbitrary* It is accessory only to consider the single

term whore ji is any vmX number* -or ooavenianoc,
suppose that the row being considered corresponds to t « 0.

A solution of (UA) which reduces to &^s when t ; 0 is

0^ a1?11 (24)

where o( « o(( (3 )* More generally, if the difference
aquation is order in t, there are ll^'s for aaoh 6* 'fhs

original error will not grow with time if

\^% | ^ | (Sbi
for allo(, which io von ttemnmi*& criterion for stability.

Substituting eft* e^31 in (So)» and simplifying, the
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result

m x m 4
3+4aain (5J x/2

ia obtainad. "ilia condition (85) for stability yields

•lil- 4 • $ X.
S+4aoln 31 ay'8

The right inequality is satisfied tor all a and a, whilat

the left inequality ia satisfied if

S ^ £(l~8a) &ln" ($A sv'S.

Thu i£6) is stable for all s if a ^ and for s^8(l-2a)
if 0 ^ a < ,J£ « The four point formula |S$| ia stable for
s ^ a.

for problems Halted in the x-ainotion to an extent L

with H internal nodes, the above criterion for stability is

too severe. For example, <81) ia shown to be stable by von

iieuimnn's criterion provided s &3{l~3n), but as will be

Illustrated in section @t the maximum value of sin" Is not
Z H 7r

unity but sin ggj -*? 9 and so the condition for stability
earn bo relaxed to give

& ^ 2(l~3a) ; lna ,

where M is the number of Internal nodes. The stability

criterion of von Eeumann will not be discussed further at this
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point, but will 09 raferrod to throughout the remainder of the

chapter,

^ in .,e;-,,fr>ootaenjs 02' the u^t-

Suiamiag up the results of the previous amotions, there are

two ways of solving the hoot conduction equation by finite

aiffe**nos muthodss

(1) explicitly using the four point formula. {22)* This method

has the groat advantage of ease of calculation. Unfortunately

the four point fomuli is only stable provided S ^ 2t and so if

a solution is required over a large time range the number of

stops of calculation necessary, even with S * 8, might bo

prohibitively large* % the Okeait siao, this method is free

from serious round-off errors.

(£) implicitly using the six point formula (Bi) with «^ j$ *

This method has the disadvantage of requiring a relaxation

solution at each stop. On the credit side, it is stable for all

0 and so A t ©an be chosen at the computer*® convenience. This

enables problems involving large time ranges to be Iveu in a

reasonable number of steps, provided the truncation errors

(Section Si are not largo. The relaxation solution at each

step, however, introduces round-off errors ana the remainder of

this section will be taken up with assessing the magnitudes of

these errors, and determining the value of the parameter a which

will heap those errors to a minimum. {Mitchell (B4Ni.
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for eonvanlonoe, suppose that {21) has bmn divided through

by a, and so tho error equation (SB) becomes

[e€/,« f £"j/*"J + *■ <•

'l*-Tklew 'r,,aJ - -rh*, Cst>)

where r^ (j * 1, 2, ,*•«$ k « 1* 2, ...» W) are the residuals
in the relaxation solutions, $Phs relaxation process is

continued at each v tap until all the residuals vanish to a

prescribed dagreu of accuracy, If r is the modulus of the

maximum residual neglootea, than all other residuals lie in

For axwaplo, working correctly to

tvo places of decimals, r st 0«005« It is assumed that no

rounding-off is required at nodes on the boundaries, and so

n 0 for all j una Is.

The error equations (26) for the ease of hi rows au» bo

written as the matrix aquation

the ranaa ^ ^

£J,° -£J,1U1

A % a

B A % i!s
B A

S N

\ s

"V N

>

1

H3
<
1

t

V N

B A

B A

f
»

%*g
<%&*!

1

RM-1
B A > %

(27)



so

whoro, If - (x) daaotes tho square matrix

-x

1 -x X
N V X

NX s
N X x

X .s X

x X

X -x

of orcar Ut A s P(S ♦ |) , B at #** a jL**a

v
fe.

t*7*

\

i

e,
AMtfr

L€^"_.
The aoXution of (27j ia

snd H
'J '4.1

?j,2
(

f
i

r
J »H-X

4.8

^j * 1, • • * • M)

$ a A"*- 3^
togather with

S1 3 A"S " "*Xaij-l« <j s
whioh laati iwnodlat oXy to

M)
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M

% * Z (-A~1B),l^ A~*hi4* (28)
1*1 0

Tho magnitude of the roundoff errors will of course depend on

the residual distribution. a good indication of the variation

of the errors with a ana a can be obtained by scmsldaring the

variation of the maximum errors ^ith those parameters.

Consider first of all the residual distribution

• ii * \* (1 3 2, 3, .... Ml«J A

This modifies (28) to give

8L «[ Z 1 1.
' LJ*1 J 1 >

where the latent roots of A~^ B are

4 gob1" ywf^"r
~ 1 + —~"" U a 1, MM H)

a>4 a oos^ gj

all of which have modulus lass than or equal to unity for

a ^ 2(1 - 2a), how can he simplified further to gits

% * [x + (-li^Hv B)m] (a+bt1 Bj,

where the p3 qtil element of {&***&) is
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N r~ a nng^ dJT —I

w\ m «^t 21 oia ^r- sin ] -1 > ■ ^ ii .#q l-7i its* «** l 3 ♦ 4b gob'- gs^j •

inc-j the latent roots of a"3* a oil have modulus leas than unity,

it follows that all tho olo/aanta of (a*%)* ' toad to ssero as m

approaches infinity, and so tho limiting -value of tho error

factor is given 'by

© 3 (a * b)"1 h ,

x **

it should bo not-id that (a + b) la iadspandont of tho iaeah

ratio 8 and in fact

« a af s? (2)1 , (29)
1 l j 1

where the p, q**1 ©lamest ^ of is
/ }& * .. .

(p ^ q)3
»*1 ».< * %.t

Maxt consider the residual distribution

rj a (-1)3*1 nx, (4 3 8, 3,
proceeding as before, this loads to tho now limiting value for

the error vector

&2 « (k"Br1nx
mzil * spt'sj's. a ft &)

"2
a

s*ww

2a- j

/ (bq]
*k, (a-^
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where no importance is attached to the sign of ©g*
The values of [*(«)]" are give* by liutherford (14-K The
maximum possible error vector is given by {29) or (00)•

For a ^ 1, the maximum error vector is given by •* which la

independent of a» Fr®a (a9) it is easily seen that for this

range of the parameter, the smallest mxlmum error is given by
a a 1. The value of this error is [&(&)]***■ & , whloh ia

Independent of the raosh ratio s, but ia a function of the

number of internal columns M„ For §| £ n <1, the mitfnwi error
vector is given by either a or a depending on the values of

1 «

o9 s, -O'c, h. For o < «.< Hi the mefflUMi error is given by e^
for all s and K#

Without carrying out detailed calculations in the range

0 < a < 1# it can be said that if stability is required for

all a, the value of a giving rise to minimum round-off errors
u*

always lies in the range % g a ^ 1. When a at 14# ^ beooaes
the six point formula suggoeted by von Keumnn, the round-oft

errors of which have boon studied in detail by the present

author {25)« mm u m 1, {21) taooenea the convenient baokward

four point formula with the simple result that the maximum

round-off error la [p(Bi]"*^i for all values of the mesh ratio s.

*• heuqnBft'a !:•; *'olnt - ormolu.

From the previous section it appears that if A t is to be

chosen at the oomputer's convenience implicit formulae will

have to be used# These formulae give rise to the smallest



fjimiiiffr s^rut* when 14 ^ a ^ a«* » «© %&« error© arising im

van K<3waaaa*a difference approaiiautioa, (21) with a » }£ , will
now be studied in dotal!,

i-'rota (27) with a « >2 , the errors in the first row are

given by the matrix equation,

n1 * k*x iix , (si)
where the p, q^ element of A*"1 is

^ -(-if*'1 ^2l< ^ts / . 1'm 't,? j (p (y v> ^g)N

whero

4> • - -"Jla1^1^" (t a 0, i# .... tt)t (OS)
and

a cos""1 [~(1+b)j
For all n»

©OS n 61 a >2 C-l) a [if1 + V^J (34)

where U » (1+s) ♦ (2a+a2)/2 and V a (l+s) -(3s*s)'".

Consider initially a constant residual distribution in

tkfl first row r - r (1 ^ II), Although this distribution
«•!»

is unlikely to arias in practise, it loads to the worst possible

round-off errors in the first row oaa so provides a useful upper

limit. From (ill;, (32), (33) and (34) » after a little

manipulation, the largest error in the first row, which occurs
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at the central naile, can be shes' a to be

£ lit! * ~ ISa a ~ <3)r» (bS)X *

where I/O m }% # yrife$+3*)Jm In a similar manner the
aaalXsst error is

€
1,1 *£1#W " ~ 2a (1 ~ ^*1 iS6}

wiiere

, v&m~x>
** ys«ww1; mot

The errors at all other nodes of the first row lie between

these fftlues. or N ^ 1, a > 0, it ©ay he shown that

0 < 0 < 1 anG O < I) < 1. In addition, for large K, {3b) and

(36} beooa© approximately,

, OIL - "SI, (37>> z y
and

{38}* e.,*-V

IIait consider a rectangular residual aistrlhu-ion in the

first mm 0 r ^ *x ^ ^ ♦ r (1 :$ k ^ iJ. fhis represents much
©ore accurately a residual distribution likely to be obtained

in practise, ©turning to {31} and {38} the error at the
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central node ot the first row la

'iigl 4>Jill
e\)m±ttt ^ r~~ [4> oirx i * *%$fJ A Y U

.... Hbji "i. * \ *HP +te&\. *&3 '
am bo thai standard mean deviation 6 in the error at this

node is given by

z. $ ^zi

6^ t&LI = "JTTT [*( Qc i + ' ' + 4* &Ljh ) * $tU.] ^ ■
N

i'ter sons manipulation using the right-hind aide

hacomes

i f ua „ jaa.,fr1j»|»..sa» .tirl)?](39)
is cos &ltSr&\ ® sin <£-

which, with the help Of {3d) gives approximately for large M,

s s g, „ .nJL D i inpai ^ /<!.. .0 i « . " 2 r • 4 - •
48s TJ (a ♦ 2)

Similarly, the square of the standard mean deviation at tho

end nodes is given approximately by
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for lurge W. again the? squares of the stundard moan deviation

at intermediate nodes 11® between th® values given by (40) and

(41),

la order to obtain the value# of the rouna-off errors in

subsequent tows» (£9) with a » J|> la first of all used together

with the eonatant ro3laui.il distribution r. * r (1 ^ N) In
*•*

the first row. The Halting values of the maximum and

minimum errors la the M^'a row are than given by

•" - " ~ li*11*1* * *4£)
and

•x - «M - - i "* <*»>

respectively as M approaches Infinity, If, however, the

rectangular distribution of residuals -r ^ ^ ^ + r (1 ^ k ^ N)
is ooaaideroa in the first row, the Halting values of the

maximum and minimum standard moan deviations in the errors in

the U%h row are given by

4r (w+l) (l^+JaB+a) r^ (44)Paail * 1^3

and
l Z

°i 9 0~i N 4 *E ««'
respectively#

Hoxt consider (bo) with a m % together with the constant

residual distribution in the first row, Tho errors in the
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M row approooh the values

o m r, (k • 1, 2, • •.. 10 (46)
k 48

and for a rectangular distribution of residuals in the first

row, the standard mm& deviations la the errors la the litla

row approach the values

P 2 (k a 1, 2, II) (47)
f6 483'"

as U tends to infinity.

Using a constant residual distribution In the first

row along with ij « ^ (4 a g, #M, u), it follows from
CdS) and (42) that in the limit us s approaches ssor©

= "¥
for II ^ 1. Consequently, provided 0 Is sufficiently small

| 6 I JiMy be larger than ] "^ao# J by a factor not exceedingV * x

2, for any II ^ 8, tha values of ®ej?it "for ^bich 6 tj h±i '**
•C/vjt arc shown in fig, I tmm which it follows that

x- i < u for s ^ for all a, the laaxiiaum' // *41) ^ I I crlt
error occurs in the first or last row, and us the row number

increases, the error at the lid-point either oscillates with

decreasing amplitude about, or tends asymptotically to, ,
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For II s 3, ^®crit* 9 fl#i 3 illustrates the change in the
iaid~poiat error with increasing row nutaoer fox a s Q«05 and

8 at 0»5«

If a rectangular distribution of residuals is used in the

first row together with (j a 8, .... M) it can b©

shown from (40) and (44) that in the limit, as a approaches

ssaro,

x 2-

x±L ~ 4-0 m.

for H ^ 1. .gain for any II ^ 3„ the valuos of i«g|* ar«
. 2. 2

shown in fig, / , for which of » /O ^ f For
; z I z

a^3orit. • •

When a constant residual distribution is assumed in the

first row together with H* * (•l)^1 B^(j » 2, M), it
follows froca (3b) and (46) that in the limit as II approaches

infinity

K,^ils al*J' lk■1', N)
for s > 0, The values of Vgyg* are shown in fig* I for which
| £ I = J-** | » ttmm which it follows that )e{ m j £ |< ]Ij —IJ / / i,

for H § Wcrit> (& = 1, 2, .,..11).
The results obtained using the rectangular residual

distribution in the first row aIon; with Bj* (-*1) (js2,., ,,M)
x x

are shown in (40) and (40) from which
^ < r (k»l,2# ...
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for a < Q*43b for all II ^ 1. ffc* vuluea of H unci & fox which
T- 2-

6f *ju * illustrated in fig. u.
%*

In all casus, th j maximum error or standard mmn deviation

in the error occurs in the first or last row and not in an

intermediate xmh ut a.,.. ■„ /■; ..ruin#| §mm 00k I 900 Z
'•hero the maximum occurs for given values 'Of II and a* If the

maxi;aura occurs in the first row, it is obtained 1 .ueaintely

from (35) or (40) depending on the residual district ion

assumed in the first row. If the maximum occurs in the last

row, th. results of (42) and (40) or (44; and (47) must be

considered, depending again on the residual distribution

assumed in the first row. how, in comparison with other

residual row distributions, 8j » 3^ and * (-1)^+1R^
(j * 2, .... M) appear to give rise to maximum anu minimum

error values or vice versa In the last row, depending on the

values of h and a. oomoquotttly for a residual distribution

lihcly to bo obtained in practise, it is cuffioiont,to consider

the required value of p as lying somewhere between the values
given by (44) anu (47),

as an illustration, suppose that it is required to

estimate the maximum rounding error when U * 2oQ and a » 0*0001.

A rectangular distribution of residuals will be assumed in the

first row, ana r is the maximum residual neglected anywhere,

f rooi figs. I and 2, it follows that the square- of the maximum

standard mean deviation in the error occurs in the last row, and

from (44) and (47), its bounds are shown to be 1*4 x lO^r2 and
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s. j&aSU
la a rosea! paper* Da Fori and Fraaleel U6) introduced a

difference approxlmtion of tiu heat conduction aquation

<txx = <£* , (48)

which is both explicit and stable for all values of th« mash

ratio. It is obtained by considering initially the replacement

-k)^\«.rzKk^h«*>\ Cv,)
together with the condition

~

* 1 fy + f,* * '
The lattor is the difference replacement of

t^ = 0» and (49)
is modified to give the "diamond" formula

(p ~ JL- /fj) j ± £l<L <b, (so)
}+\,k $+z ^fe-/ ***>-'/*-

: .'ubatituting e*?3 in (bo), ana simplifying* the result

./at . ! cos fiA % x a -
'

8 ' '
* >1

is obtained. Tha condition (;>SJ gives stability for all a.



Ska difference equation (§0) la second order la t, una so

(p mat be known at nodes in the two initial rows In ardor to
carry out tko calculation. Ska vakia of (p at nodes In tkc
first row Is given no a boundary condition ana <fr at nodes in

the second r<r is obtained from it by using a conventional

difference equation, first order in t, Tku difference

upproxiiiS.ition (49) in really tins conventional r-plu oansnt of

the hyporkalic equation

£ + = ix ,

wisera Ax am At have approached aoro with constant ratio

c s4x/4t, la the next section, the "diamond" difference

formula, altkough stable for all values of the a#sk ratio,

is shown to give inaccurate solutions for sou11 s duo to

truncation errors.

6. 'fruaoution rrora.

If is the exact solution of the differential equation

(48)^ than substituting In (50), the truncation error ^

in the "diamond" formula is given by

3 .-£-(# <■ i ) + — $ + r ' f,)
j*i,* s+S. S1"^ J'*4 '

■ -ubtructiag (50) from (51), tku error ($-$) cue to truncation
is denoted by a and satisfies tku difference equation
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a3*l,M ' 372 (aj,k-l ♦ * 372 * Ti,k '

where u is of course zero at nodes on the boundary of the region*

Uow the doiulnant t :.rm in T ^ ^ are given by

TJ.k " 273[ '4t,2#« " J

•flSfn
» ( Jx)4f

ft. (2+a) *" ->

sinoe the heat ooMuetion equation implies *^x*x* -

Thus the errors duo to truncation will be ataallest when s » 12® •

To oxaalae the error.:, due to truaoation for am11 s (largest)
it i necessary to consider the Soma of solution of (4a) and

(50)• Using the method of separation of variables, the

differential equation {48) is solved to give

$ - (A,.1!5" . uA* (38)
(b p p

If there are no boundaries of the problem in th.s x-uireotion,

than (3 takes all values# If, however, the extent of the
problem in the 55 -nirootlon is L ana Q a 0 ut x * 0, %, the

frequencies (h of period ZL are given by

(? = llX (r - 0, 1, a, .#.#,)
ana the solution beoones



„ x. jt
U,t) a C«o ' '"x»^" ^ !3in ^r- x,

r a X f S , # « •

The difference equation (to) is ulao solved by separation of

variable# to give

<ik* ^ -V
— I A *.

}>*■ <<

whore

'A-

4> = ifv"u +

2 & Leo oi t. { I ~ 4 ^ j
,,

Wi - ——; I + a &

with &» V#« «;;aln If the problem has no boundaries in the

X - airact Ion, oL tuiios all r jal values. If the problem is

limited in the x~ direction to an extent 1 with h internal

nodes and <t> . so), _ » 0, then
J, o ' j »«♦!

2 fer * {r » l» n)

and {54) baoomas
N

f j.fc * din fffjk (55)

with
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£ 6 COS ± (1 - 4&z aln'- &£)«
"(A (0)

1 ♦ 2 <T

In & prable&a of finite 021ant in the x •» direction, the

error due to truncation Is the value of <j) - (p obtained from
(53) and (55). The constants 0r in (53) are obtained from

U,o) , whilst the constants C and i) in (55) are obtained

from <j> _ , and , • .evaluation of those constants is aT Tl,k
tedious business, and us a now sot is require-., for ouch set

of boundary conditions, a rough guide to the effect of the

truncation error will now be given without evaluating the

constants* r2 jr£• ..... ..y. ■ t
In (S3), the term a can be expressed as

J& jr % jr £ _2 jr £ p t
# ffotmmm % - £*Jjmmj At d" ( A X) T.

a m <$ m (e } S

where
„ g£ jf ■'-

K » a ^:ar' 6 (5?)

this factor K la the amount by which ain £il x is attenuated
i»

in time At by the differential aquation. In table VXI K is

compared with JLL^t .mi Ah, as given by (56), for three values
of 6 . it should be noticed from (55) that una J\>lr are
ctMplax for 5in and are of ooiaaon raodulus

£(2 d"- 1)/ (2 <S + l)^ % *%enyU^ andyitg are complex, the
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^ s 0*10

r//K+l

0

ux
1

M-g/
*»Q»5?

K

1

Q.25

Q.SO

0.943

o.aa

•0*71

-0.02

0.94

0-78

0*75 0.71 -0.945 0*58

1 0»37

» 1.0

—1 0.37

r^H+X
0

U !

1

Ug
/

0.33

K

1

o.l 0.90 0»37 0*91

o.s 0.58 0.58 0.37

0.3 0.50 0.58 0 *41

0.4 0 *58 0.58 U* 21

0.5 0.58

if a 10*0

0.58 0.Q8S

r/K+!
0

/U1
1

ix, _

0.91

X

1

0.05 0 «95 0*95 0»92

o.oo 0*95 0*95 0.70

0.09 0»95 0*95 0.45

0.12 0.95 0.95 0.24

0.15 0.95 0*95 0*11

TABU ¥11
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modulus is the value induced in the tubl^, and a value zero

in the table means a value less than 10*^. although the

higher order of the "diamond*1 formula, resulting in two

attenuation factors U,^ and Ug, complicates com orison with the
differential aquation, it Is obvious from ta „-le ¥3 that the

difference replacement (60) will be of unacceptable accuracy

e'ice.pt for small (of, errors due to truncation are

smallest when 6 * 1/1S^) ..ax fort ana Arankel pointed out

that for sufficiently large ^>/ii^»ya^» and rJ ur©
essentially zero* This of course does not compensate for

the deficiencies of the "diagonal" formula already mentioned.

The errors due to truncation will noiVb© examined for two

other stable difference formulae, von Neumann's six point

replacement and the backward four point formula. Again if

£ is the exact solution of (48J, the truncation error ^

in von Hcumann'a formula is i^T/en by

| -i + T (N
j,*-/ j,* yf4iu j-i,k ),M)

where the dominant terms in T, , are given byj,k

*4,ic* I (J*>SIA«*[4 „« -*$«,] - | (4*>4 <£ „„

*1 ♦ I

*^s -
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This expression involves a t ivw la CP ^ _ which aop .nds only-4- X XXX

on A x, ;i»o so the errors due to truncation isuy bo saall when

A* Is aiasill* To verify thl# von liowmam's difference equation

is solved to give

<t>.. •z iK-H-ifi-'1.
which, it the problea is restricted in the x-direotion to an

extant L with II internal nodes and ^J.O - 4>j, N ►! * fc,,JCOiflas
/V

_

^,K* |( ^ ato ^ ' ,MI
where

- ** ~ ^ ot?a ^ (70)
r 77

i £X
s +1 - cos ra '

viisiin the fa ator ia the aiaount by which sin ia

attenuated in HIlit A t by the difference equation.

ith the four point backward difference forroula the

trunoatlon error T la given by
i,fc

""

i| j, ■'# $ s ? i ® ™"3 <33 , 4> T,* it**# ^J#3c 26 J,k+1 * J-l#k IfH

where the doainuttfc toi»a in T^ ^ are given by



It appears from this expression that the errors due to

truncation may be largo whan a is amIX* To test this statement,

the backward difference formula ia solved to give

%*^ttrnrArm? **, «P»
which, if the problem is restricted in the redirection to an

extent h with U internal nodes and U>. « & , .r , «* 0, becomes
J,0 T Jfh4l

TV _

4>j,k - £ °r V sifl <?s)
Ws/ >

whsro

** = a'mv'eoi if ff" (7a)
ET .

In table VIII, & and Kg are compared with K. With
5"* 1*0 and 10*0, r/ftji Is considered only as far us 0*8 and
0*15 respectively. The values of K^# K , and K given In tha
table are the important tunas in the .aeries (09) , (72) and (OS)

respectively. The table shows that tbs errors dm to truncation

am smaller with von ftoum>na*s replacement than with the

backward difference formula for the three values of <f considered.

This is in agreement with the preliminary survey of the truncation
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errors where only the dominant tarns in th 3 truncation are

considered.

To sum up the results of this 3 nation so far, it appears

that although von ib-mmm'Q replacement, the "diamond** formula

introduced by Ju -ort ana trunkal, ana the four point

backward difference formula are stable replacements of this

hsut conduction aquation for all values or a, only the first

and to a lessor decree the third can take advantage, of this

stability for M*il a. (1urge <5*1 • shown in table VII,

truncation errors are serious in the "diamond" formula oven

at a • i, /-gain it will bo emphasised tint this

approximate investigation will be most aceumto for large

values of N. (small Ax).
The study of truncation errors in this section is a

vary approximate one, ana there is need for an exact solution

of the error (& ) due to truncation for any von l?eumaian'e

difference approximation to the flow of boat equation. If

this exact solution wore kno- n, it would bo theoretically

possible to study the magnitude of the error due to truncation

for various choices of a una A a. Ithout this exact solution

It can only bo presumed (see table Villi that the use of von

Hstusunn's six point formula for small Ax and with a value of

3, say us low as 0*1, will not introduce truncation errors of

unacceptable isagnitui*. This value of 0*1 compares with the

value of 2*0 fur the four point forward difference replacement*

and so, for the same A a, the time Interval using the implicit



*hui
0

0*25

0-50

0.75

1

*/h*1
0

0*1

0.2

0.3

0.4

0.3

*'IUX
0

0.03

0.06

o.o#

0»12

0.15
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6'ss 0*10 (ts » 10*0)

% % K

1 1 1

0.95 0*95 0*94

0*82 0.84 0*78

0.71 0.75 0.58

• 67 0*72 0*37

& 2 1*0 (a » 1*0)

K1 Kg«©
K

1 1 1

0.91 0.91 0* 91

o.oa 0.72 0*07

0*42 0.55 0*41

0*18 0*42 0*21

0 0.35 0*09

& a 10*0 id *0.1)

** K

1 1 1

0.91 0.91 0*92

0*69 0*72 0*70

0*43 0.55 0*45

0-18 0«42 0-24

0.03 0.55 o.u

T .BLO VIII
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formula Is twenty times the time interval usiag the explicit

formula* •»-'or a moderate number of aoaes at each step, this

Insreused time interval my well offset the additional labour

required in obtaining a solution bp relaxation, eau so present

a case for the use of implicit foriaulae,

It has been aessuraod in this section that for u given value

of Ax the most desirable value of a for a given approximation

ftftlWilft i« the smallest stable value of a that leads to a

prsasslgaed upper bound of error doe to truncation# Blanch (87)

shows that in certain eases the smallest stable value of a

consistent with a preasslgasd upper bound of truncation error

is not necessarily most eooaoiaioal ana that a great deal depends

on the forts of the differential ay stem and the boundary

conditions* The difference replacements of the h sit

conduction equation studied by Blanch are thvj four point

forward difference equation ((hoi with f * 0) f ana u six point

forward difference replacement (given by (751), both explicit

and stable over a restricted range of s* Blanch also concludes

from the study that higher order difference approximations arc

worth while if solutions are required consistent with a

pra&ssignea upper bound of error due to truncation.

Bo far no mention bus boon mads of the convergence of the

fxuet solution of a difference replacement of the heat

conduction equation to the solution of the differential equation#

dourant, ^riedriefcs, and hewy (2$) found that the solution of the

difference equation (So) with f * 0 converges to the required
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solution in tto is&lf pluae t> 0 provided s * a. Loutart (29)

constructed a solution of (30 > which satisfies the boundary

conditions $ * 0 at x • 0,1 for t>0 and which for all values
of e, cooversea to the solution of the differential equation,
-■'•Ith tha correct boundary condition on t » 0 (0 < x 4 1), aa

ths jaesh alzo <1slll1ilM>i mrnmw when a < 2, oon?ortsanc®

oa&not bo realised in practise, allied In numerical calculation

round-off errors will grow duo to the Instability of the

difference apjpffoafii&itlan, In another rabout paper,

iilluebrand (30) establishes the convergence of (30) for

|) « 0 on at « 0,1 it > ■.;}, $ m f^ t at 0 (0 4. x 4L ll, for
the iBsali ratio range a ^ 8, the function f being aoverly

restricted when a « &• finally oohn (31) give® sufficient

conditions under which ttia solution of the ciff®r-.moe aquation

4 = Z C 4 ± At ci.
j'h*i- hk w *>k

convergences to the solution of the linear differential

equation

4% » uQ{x,tj^:r; * + a0(xat) (p * d(s,t),
where the Cr are suitable coofficiants and r my go from - cO

to

this amotion '411 us concluded with o stutenant ©oncoming

the stability of a certain typo of 41tt *rone# upproximtlbtt

to the flew of heat aquation# 3"ah» defines the solution^.j ,i£
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of -,m apprax;li&itljig dittos-mo,® aquation to h<* atafei* If it ia

bounded fo? ail fiait® t, 1 ailnjy<w<1<1*11j ofAi* Vstlmg tbl*

definition, &® ^miiliahaa that a 8Uffi«i*at thoaja not

a.jo aoadltioa fur thu stability of <p iu tu- 4ff ox'-moa

aquation

$$*£& • ^
/W-'fy

{74)

is that all this oooffltlont* should b® aim na^ittv®. •%»»

p ss 1, {741 b^oomta

*W * s'V' + ^>'} ' ' ' ^
and ao tin .iijiti oonditton givaa tho wall iBfetfNI *®ault ft
fox* stability, 'lion p » 2, (74J booon®*

" ^ [ <»•'' -I" > a)^J,lc ♦ <3»- J.to-X *4>i,kn)

*iwf* oil th® tsoaffioidUta »«• positive if jj^a ^ a. *P*

csoanml p» tha «oo?fioi<4Xta a ia {74} a*o obtained tia follows|

(II atptidl to o Vlayl*# msim <fi c (fi 4 Z ^7 ( t^-).
;>//* t-*> 'r' 1 jf,k

fSi ** ^u\kS (&)}* *" 8*»*■«
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—

i ■ — (4>. -4 \ - j (Ml!(
)H'k hk -r-i -T' v J xifJ f) k .

UJ substitute tlia abut© valu© in tbe flat of iiv t equntlsn

~ { j ^ -, | 00 rspluoti • pi
j,k a** ' as" d>k

by tiw ajpmpxbit* omtml nif£«#*©»©© rsplno^mats of order 8p»

It appsn&s lla-tiy witkuut doing &a **©soai?« <&ott&t of

©uloulution tbf.it increasing t&© wlu© of p in (f4i fivoa a

ali$it ktpsovmmt in sou oility, w msk&& improvement in qxxoxb

4u© to truncation (of. Jiaaob*» aa- o ©oaaitiorubls Increase In

cnloulutloQ tiisib Tbp restrict©*! raago of stability ^ili

prevent full advantage &©la& taken of the mill truncation

99X0X9 to* high values of pt and so it is unlikely t*tm% values
of p above 0 villi be eonnidored ©conoi ileal#

.notho? ooaaoquonoo of the dsfInitios of stability given by

John is that the difference equation satisfied by the error

duo to truncation can exist only if the find to

diff nco approximation satisfied by <f> ia stable.
moat finite different* ••<* solutions of tu» variable parabolic

bfobl'Saa, vthotha* linear or mu 11wa?, uao a difference solution

of <PXX * (f)+ in on© form or another (sea s .ation / /•
voooralnyly a suraiaury alll noo bo »fivaa of th© proport i is of th«

nor© useful differencc appro* ligations to the flovi of fcejut

squat ion*
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smmm of iUipXmmw&m of (p^ a (pxx -

W * <l"f * tj.kn '•
V , -2-L3K±L

< •>
),%*'" *'1 * •' «-i a * !!-»' <f>~ ^

1^1 <t>.^4) - (Z*a>4>.^ - <t>^( . -3 <p^
w tyf-,,« * ^[|s!HHi fy* * 'Is-3' < <k«.( - ' *«Hb*»

u fyi,* • <& <4^., ♦ #♦,' *151 ^.f/« .

Hoplaoaraattt t&p* tablllty
■'riaoipttl
^ruaoiitioa
Ttim

Bounc-off
xrors

ii ■Ztplidt » > 8 ft£r (AXJ4£12? *XXXX
i.--- XX

B JupXic&t 0 > 0 PP. 84--?/

C Ifaplloit a > o
IBs2 ****

pp. £2, ?3.

.Ajli'Oit e^ g toL0s)4i
lea"

. ._ ^

Scaail

a . &pllel% a > 0 ia-aL(^j% Plifcill
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rl^ESHTSI2M£m*
All the ttttoroao* roplaeaosata of tba flo* o* hmt

equation so fa* outlined bars boon stap-by-otop in Ilia tiiaa

oo~ordiaato# IMo is not surprising oonaidsriAg tba boundary

conditions usually consist of a fcnowiad,;* of p or its nomul
a-arivalivo along throe aiOaa of a rsetoaglo op an in the t^dlreotlon

'fho natural prooauura is to atop off the solution froa the boundary

valuta. It the differonoc rapluoi«aanl used ia implicit (good

stability properties*, a relaxation solution la a is accessory

si each cuius of t« In this caution the aofitc of difference

solution® miU bo ciccueacd ehiofe ore ralnaatlanal la t.

AH** ana Ucrejm {la\ OriCdlitplcl relaxation MiteM* of

solving the equation * 4>xx in the region o < x < 1» o < t < T,
auojaot to the bounds -i auditions (f) • 0 at .•■• « 0, t « 0, aid

<p * 100 at x a t, where foy oonvsnianoo 'i* is ta&aa to do t8/10«
Oy aiding the substitution

y a w ■#■ wxH *

the boat conduction aquation become®

*tt * %aux *

together with the boundary condition® w* * 0 on a * 0,

t » 0, and + w, « 100 on x « U «>inoo the equation for w

is second. order in t am fourth ordor in x, -11 an ami Oov arn

introduced the additional arbitrary boundary conditions w * 0
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m % 9 0, L and vt - 0 oa t 5 T, so abl* to soItj (70)
1

ay ?«Xaxutloa* tfco roauits of this amotion will U* iliuatrutod

wltu raap^ct %© too 00avat uaak tUuatratad balaw with 8 * ...

Tho approximation to

t - T
o
h
*
*

■?

t=0

/t^t - 0
2o

//-.
""r

/X

'5

l/i.

? j

tC-
...

Cf
r-

r

IO

I 0

II

1 O

/c-

t.

• 1

-7

t A

KJ

1

A

2

/

2

5

j.

I

f%,

B c

r

j>

O
O

"3
Q

11

1

X'O

(70) M®$

AxT yur = C
.MX

X-L

AXl^n ana i»

(dt)
/, iw *»4^. ♦0W, -4t¥ ♦«

0x)^ 4,jt-x J,k |tam, j,k*;
ana tho valuta o£ w at ti -t noda point® *r« glvon by the matrix

aquation

Is ax

41 q 41

41 4 41

41 q 41

41 »; 41

ai q

o

w.

o

W,

wa

c

0

c

0

0

Q

(77)

whara
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? a -si 8 -1

8 -22 8 -1

-X 8 -SB 8

-1 8 -21

;i s •18 4 -X

4 -14 4

-1 4 -14

-X 4

-1

4

C - 100 iAx)E 0

0

0

1

C

at*#

to-^thor With w - o 41% !50«laU 03 X « 0, L# VfllUo;,. Ot (p
a %h .3 nooaa ajp-j than otottilftwi Xjrota

1
i

i

3

4

S"

-i a x

-x u i

-x a x

-x H i

-x a

wc

wa

w.,

w.

a -s i

1 -2 X

1-2 X

1 -2

J a (j3)
B 4,

4,
4>3
4,

(78)

t©< 'ath jjp 'fi%h (p — ® " -» t » 0 **&<$ y ® 100 ®t x — I*
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nitohsll am uuth&$£Wi (7) pointed out t;iat .ilea

aa o^v-^a macs not bav 4 «ioubl<*£ tho order of tha differential

aquation in o*4or to uso relaxation. 'using

f \*+i ~
,% aoa '3 17, is, 19, so, umt

A*,* Ac* « 4>j,*., * <A< -24j/k M
at all other no&as, the values of (p at tho nodal roiafce ara

glvm by the matrix aquation

3 -1

I H -I

I 8 -I

i a -1

-I 41 a

*i

*,
i*

S

n

3

D

8

©

(so)

uhors
3 ar .0 •» •*100 "V ana 4? mZL( r<M

0

0

<P>
<£»

1 A

vt'vi,.•»5 1

1-0 1

X -3 1

1 -5

Of %h« t*s#mty iMMtfi in tMi not only tfcoss auiabarau 6 and 7 ars

tyiaal in that tliolr pattern, illustrate aolcw, is tinaffootsd

by the psmmm of ths boundary.

o

© ED -CD

©
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iijftd CuXi togothor with th« up; roprlat^ boundary conditions, ara

in sloao agra-as®»t <*ita tfe- ot 1xm »na .a

wlt'n. t&o eorreapeiidlap; problem la ordinary dlfforanao 'aquations

{p, /<? ^, tfctfNi raws no rotsaoo to suppose that relaxation la

superior to otabio a top-byatop aatbods in dsnliag with

"»aa robing" problM* in parabolic prmma, .>.x jv ^, *b«r« only

imatnbl® itop-by-ata;; foriiiulaa sr>> available, aoublia tba ardor

of th* aquation and ralaxin . in tbu manor of £oi {Si or using

a hl&vg ordar OlftaNM* aqaatlqa ana relaxing la tbo mnnar of
tba yxMMIlt author (*?}, mgr bo tbo anwr,

B. BaJ
In two dl©o&®ioao, thj pajnltolie hM coniuotia-i oi;nation

la this a atIon it will oa ursuaad for ooav^ni-.not tlv-.t <J> la
gliraa without round-off orro? oanO, L, y « 0, L, and t « 0,

•?l*o aoiutlon 4® rcqulra® la tb« mgion o ^ t.» 0^. y^ L,

t ^ 0. suppose tills region Is ©oToroe by on ortho./.orui isoah,

tb i mobh Xongtha bainp & ia tha x- and y dlruotlonr, and At in
th- ■ t- ulruetlon, is j and k ari tfe* raw and ooluaa nu bars in

th-3 (x,yi piano, and 1 la th - ami# of thu aquaro oration

;*a rullol to th* (xtyj x n. , e sli&pls aifforotic a r-p>Xa«ssBdftt of

{82 j la

is
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4* ^j,k,iti k,i^ ■ ^
dot thi puvpoao of oxtualniiig th* atatillty ox tim aii point

forward aiff«r«noj fomila (ao) # eonsiuoy a aistrioution of

Eirror« .i(jity) introuneoa at t s 0* * naraattlo dooouoooltlan

*;$p X * Y U,
,s(s,yi - Z. „ * o 1 ^ (04;

m

is aatS® of tha arrays, sb*** the sun <04) auat roduoe to the

eaxraot -ar*or veluo at each jaoah point ® t • o, The

fro'tuenolos )$ ) jy J and ?,.• ate in wnorai wou-^it oroltiuvy*I 'P ) ^ V ^

■ .onaidorin:; only the oin.-.:.lo t o 1 J " av'" t w:.. .-j-,; 5 i-no Jf oj?o

ro&l numbore, a solutloa of (05) whleh reaueea to tfcie tain*

v>aoc t a 0 is

/t #i/$» ,i*Ty

vr.ia'j original orroa? ^ :t> v&ll not

glow if

for allo(* fttltirlltotiwi 0$ e*'^* i$f$ xn {gg} un4 simplifying,
tlia result
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9 1 - ~(£sln" * alif*

Is obtained 'flb-sra & « fa8/At, unu Ax • Ay • &u Thus tho

yonaitioB for stability yi elds

-1^1- |{aitr ♦ sin3 ^-4/ ) 4 1,

which simplifies to S> 4 for all '3 and ^, This is also tfa®

condition for convert-onegiven by Joawrnt, e'risurioha and

howy US).

If J is the exact solution of the differential equation

(iKl» than substituting In (83) , the truncation error la , /? in
J t & * -V

tfaa six point forward difference formula is given by

£. = 5ir$ *?($ + $. + $ U r,,, Wf/*A/ $,*♦'/* frM j-i,W
where the itWtHlll tanas in Tj ^ ^ urs given by

•s^h4[W« ♦§$«„].
ffais truncation error will bo specially largo when a is aiaall,

but of course there is no danger of a largo truncation error

since the condition for stability is 3^4. nan a » 4,

neglecting ^ ^ = ^xuJ , (8Si becomes the» /tt ^

simple stable approximation



US'

4>., , = 4 (<P *<P. f <£, +<t> ) &>)

A useful forward difference formula g&vw by -dlno (j) is

/k = 3i[ + <p ^4 +4> )j,K,l+i 3o L ft!,*-*,* j'!,*'!/*-'

f i ^j-1,4,1 f ^i ,4ft,4, t(Pj/k'l,£) f ,

This approximation implies & » 8, ant. although requiring mora

calculation than (88), it has smaller truncation errors ana so

gives greater accuracy*

ha- If is to ha chosen at the computer's convenience, the

difference approximation will have to bo stable for all s*

.c«oroin.;.ay on itrplic.lt formula, corresponding to von iioaiiiaaa's

six point formula, will now he described. It is

4* W ~*W-»'* A* +

:ubatituting o^"6 in (87) am simplifying, -(^7)

M* 3 ~ 2 *-3laii ^ * 3ln!i"

a ♦ 8 [aIn® igk ♦ 9in£ j
is obtained, ana so (87) is stable for all a, Using (87), a
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obtained in the manner o£ section o of Parabolic gquutlons.

Unless U la aaall, the calculation of the roundoff errors is a

tedious business*

The truncation error the tan point Implicit

formula is given by

+ f fy'VM + ^3-/,*,<• * "''v + s;^(((x

where the dominant terras of T . are given by
j ?kf V

W-M&*-•&*„].
This principal part of the truncation error is negligible for

sufficiently small h irrespective of the value of tlx,, n-iah ratio

s«

aa explicit approximation of (3.1), stasia for all values of

the mesh ratio, will now bo derived* consider the replacement

^ * u, - b * y .1 ** &[<P. ^ M. +d) tip - fi I
together with the condition ^

^*■5 = +■
Th-i latter is the difference re claaoiaont of <6 • 0, and

substituting it In (90) , the six aoiat formula



Il<?

& h i - — t, s * " i <p 1'4> + & * 0 i (<?/)

1ft obtaliiaa. 'ubstltuting <t* a la (91) and

frfk,l + i)

simplifying the result

2 . -./a
* Mall) ijoay^, ; £(co^3 !,,,>,, qoa^h);- 4 *8 'frj

2 - s/2

is derived, which shows tho explicit approximation (91) to m

stable far all a. This explicit stable formula is eosparafcle

to the "diamond" replacement (60) of tho one dimensional heat

conduction equation. Aa with the "diamond" fowwtla it is

expecteo that (91) despite its stability, will givi inaccurate

solutions for ssa.ll a due to truncation errors. With tho usual

notation, the truncation error in (91) is gives, by

Sf if.L; h ^j+'z UJ f
where the dominant lama in f. are given by

<3 #«h



*i.k, " H*>a hsK J

*4 $>*n] ,

tf'or ooieruta values of la, t:.ia en?M will bo large whan tha

mmh ratio s is son l.'U

A •utsioasy will now bo @trm of th& properties of tta» most

useful uii'foroiioa approximations to tba haui conduction aquation

In two dimensions,

Summary of ^Iffaronoo itapl&owtte&ts of (p^ n (fixx* $u,a*—iiiiiiiriiiiiuitiiiiiii inftrr « «*»— —i t—m—-------—

(BI " *4 L( fy,,*,,** ^<* +fy,,4.i,4*
* 4(^VmW+ ^-(,*,1*' * 16 •

(G) W* ^ <*W
3" 4W-<" +8(2"st*i

,u! * WW
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ueplaoemont Type Stability
. rinclpal
Truncation
Tom

- iouad*©ff
...rrors

it axpileit s > 4 Ssfe^/i Small

13 .xplielt stable < Is 4*,^ 5ma 11

C Implicit 3 > 0
Probably
Small
if i» la
em 11

D ixpllvit 8 > 0 ai
3+4 (4-4)4> *t4> 1o / 4

AX^ J
Small

9. Tijte iXn<J->~ Hffereao^ sanation with Variable Coaffleioiits.
a general parabolic linear equation in ime dimana ion is

(J)t » ♦ qU,t>^x * rhtt)(pt (9%)
where p, q, and y are known functions of a ana t» a simple
explicit finite >11 ffo*-nee replacement of (93) is, with the usual
notfit.ion,

it = tl$ ' ipi,« * •'
+ + ~9,« '

which reduce® to



tzz

a linear difference aquation with triable* coefficients#

The solution of (9;>J m »y ha expected to provide a

reasonable approximation to the solution of (92) only if (9o) 1.3

at.-bio tor the values of A'& -*s 41 chosen. Ho femoral

criterion is available tor deteralning the stability or otherwise

of linear difference equations with variable coo.:fioionto. If,

however, the coefficients ,.Sv reasonably constant over .parts of

the ration to ba connleered, von H criterion for stability

{■ .-etlon 2) can be a pll-s4 within mofc part. If tlx - ooaffioisnta

a?-,) not rseasonably constant over parts or the rorion, no general

procedure L? uviilublo, although ,-m sort an- /ruu-cal (£6) rlva

necessary conditions for t ? stability of (io) us

(1) p ^ o

(2) | q At/A*|£l, and
(3) jrAtj^l.

These conditions urs of course not sufficient*

10. Hem-linear -^.nations*

Consider the non-linear equation in one dimension

(94)

simple explicit finite difference replacement of (94) is
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- • &s)
which can be usad to obtain a numerical solution at (94), This

solution will only be reasonable if (SSi is stable for the yaluos

of A s ana ^ t chosen, Mo ,v-oa«ral oritur!on is available for

determining th-. stability of son-linear equations, and aaoh

non-linear problem must bo considered Independently or, its o«

merits. In some problems, however, the stability arguments for

linear equations can bo a plied over limited regions of the

field, Orasic and Micolson (32) una Blanch (27) have examined

the stability of difference solutions of a two variable parabolic

equation containing a non-linear term* "..la en the non-linear term

is absent, the equation reduces to the flow of heat equation in

one dimension, and their stability arguments are really o.sed on

this rouuoeu equation. Other instances of finite difference

methods applied to nan-linear parabolic p roblams will be given in

Chapter 3,

m -.hOLic .. ixciinch

1, The Cay.g ^q^tlon.
The hyperbolic wave equation in one dimension i®

where f (x,t) is a known function usually zero. The boundary

(8d)
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conditions consist of a knowledge of (p uloo<i. a » o, L ana of <(> and

(pt along t * 0# 7hw solution is required In the region o ^ m-^L,
t > 0,

two general implicit finite difference r • yaueeuonts of {96)

are considered. The first is tho asymmetrical differa&ce

approximation

ftty*."2VW +(ha-)[i^-i ~l<pr^ + 4W"J
= -2<p *cp J+Wij (rU- ;*»*■■«):Ji J ' J ' r' / \

-(17)
and the second the sy;metrical approximation

with ft > 0 in both cases# The difference equations {97) and

{98) are second order in both the time aao distance co-ordinates,

•ixoept when a « 6, p is given implicitly fcy both {97} ana (98)»
and a relaxation a aation is accessary for .,aoh fssi in turn, 'lien

a * 0, {98) reduces to the five point formula

V ^'~s"Hy* +^M^r<*u)-4i.hK-(*t)% (11)
where a a Z)a/Jt# Using (99) the solution can do stepped off

explicitly from the boundary values of on the rows j » Q, 1#
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How for oojairoiiiaace dividing throu^gi (97) ino (98) by a, the

arrow 6, ,£ ln<p, k are sivon by the aquation

lej£)ej,k+ *>,*»] * *>-''*
+ __ 5 f- /.A ) €j-i, « *r € j-i,k*t -I ~ ^j,k> v'3,'/

6'r2'3-'"
ia the asymmetrical oaa©, ana by

^V*"' ~l J+ + f
+ [ej-i, M-i ~(Si

(p*2 ,

la the symmetrical aaae where r., - is the residual at the nod©

(J,k)» From (100) with r. ^ » O, it in easily sho n miag von
. • juraa&n's method of otmainlng stability tint (97) is stable for

all s if a and unstable for all a if 0 < a < 1,£ , From

(101) with rj j. s 0^ (98) ia ahorn to bo stable for all a if
a> ^excluding & • , -11(i atablo for a > (1 - 4u)'«* if 0<u^^«
The fivpoint formula (99) ia stable for a >-1, 'ind with sal

it r©duoos to

~ ^~ ^'-v* ^CZj
where f « 0» This formula is particularly easy to use, una it

has the useful property that it is satisfied by

<J> a ${% - t) + G(x + t),
which is the solution of the wuvj equation (9b) with f s o, .3
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a result, then* ia no problem of convergence using (102), since

V * $ regardless of mosh else.

s. ,ouad-o£f -.grora.

la order that At oa» too chosen at the computer's

convenience, the wave e ; oat Ion ia solved implicitly using (97)
with or using (93) with « > The relaxation solution

at each atop introduces round-off errors and in this section the

magnitudes of those errors will bo assessed and the value of the

parameter a determined which will &«* jg those errors to a

.iiiii.-u:i. (ado hitohall {2h-i)m for conveniens*, suppose that

no rounding off ia roc air .-a ut nodes on x - 0, L *na t * 0, At.
Iien.es 6 . »6, ..,, . « € . * 6, - 0 for all j one k» if

j »° <3 ,«+l o,ic l,k
rounding is required at those nodes tha errors naglaotod will

tevo small effect on the maximum roundoff error. The ralaxation

? recuse is continued at so oh stop until all the r -. siduals vanish

to a proscribed degree of acourucy. if r ia the modulus of tha

raaxiraiia residual neglected, then all other residuals lie in tho

range -r ^ ^ + g.

■itfa the asyaaotrical difference approximation (9?3, the

error equations (100) for th row J a 2 can be written in matrix

lorn with the usual natation

hg 9 A 32g (lOto)
where A * P(2 + a"Va) • Mow the latent roots of A~i, given by

"

0 3 7r ^T" (o(» 1, 2, .... 11), are saal.1 when S'V- is large.
4ooa



Turn the ml** a » )fe ensures stability for all s and gives rise

to miaiiaiit roun6~off errors in the «*w 4 • 8.

i-Hiking this aiiaplifItalian a • £ (loo) ana putting

% <* 3, i!j « 0, (j * X, 4, , the growth of error as far as
4 » 13 is given by table IX where A • ?[&(1 ♦ s1 J ana J » 4r*I,
I being the unit matrix of order K* Th; main f -attire of the

t ibia is the occur once of th- • binomial coefficients in the

diagonal columns.

VaT ^ {yj
^ «vj (SO lo Vs~^R

F1 J" ^ *1 m°
J- . .- -

V
W

"0?-"

u

IB
»

V
j 4s

rn
H

fTl rn
H r

«*» - "

m
f

*% 1

% -1

''*4 -1 1

<% 2 -1

SS 1 1

*3 4 -1

«1 6 -5

st 4 -.10 ©

1 -10 15

*11 -5 20 -21

*l£ -1 15 -35

-1

-7

8 -1

20 *9

TABLii] IX

ho'- tho latent roots of are "'X (n» lt a, «
1 -, fig coa'- j£j g
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all of whioh t-»nd to zero the meah ratio s tnad® to zero,

vhuo for 3 s 0, it ia suaa from to tool 1. that ig »- Jq«# «. a'
and s * g a o. 'iliits mlu=j of the mesh ratio

artificial tut the error Tractor obtained provides •• useful

guide to the mxSium error poa&lble for tsisull s« rfhis is

illustrated in fig 5 where th • growth of error ratio and the

maximum error poesible at thr middle node of aeon row &,«? far as

3 a 30 are shown for a « .1, 0*1, and 0 whoa N a o. XI. growth

of error ratio at any row la eons!Cored to be th ratio of the

error at the middle node in that row to the magnitude of the

error at the middle node In the row j » 3.

Another useful value of the parameter is a • X, Vhe

modified equation (loo) together with the residual distribution

Hg * H, 3 * 0 (3 a 1,4, ) leads to an error growth which la
illustrated in table Jl far ao j n id, where A » {; ■* 8W}»

(104)
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is*</\ XSl Kit
_ r* •- t* M

^ *=>, ^
m m
e f

m rn rrf m' m

Ml
M

c/
»̂* 1*

3i
•

i/i
»*

• k

rnJ
r*

_<«
m
e

„7"^rn
V H

K
£

&5
*5* j

-2

1

5

;i6

j£

ho

11

i£
IS

4

-4 -8

1 IS 18

-8 -52 -i>S

1 24 80 84

-8 -60 -l&S -128

1 40 240 443 256

-10 -224 -512 -1024 -512

I 124 400 1792 2504 1024

*P' it ,<: y
i!"w>i ii* iw««S»iL|!|iirTW»Mi

fcow th«.< latent rootsi Of 3s**-'* &3P© Ua 1,2,, #»M)

all of will all toad to zero as a tonus to zero, Thus for a « 0

it li so an. free table X that is « « j* « .... - 0, and so

irrespective of the values of the residuals at noues for which

j >2, tho error vactors ar~ given by

a, s A."*^SU (J - 2,3,4 (105)

Once again the Value s » q is completely artificial, out the
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error vector given by (105} provides an Indication of the size

of the i&ixtoita error possible for email a. The growth of error

ratio and the maximum error possible are shewn in fig# d for

a » 1, 0*1, and 0 when M * $.

Comparing the errors given in figs. 5 and d, it is seen

that although s * '% gives rise to minimum errors in the row

j s S, a a 1 give* a much smaller error growth. In fact whan

a ^ 1, no matter how many rows of calculation an •x,.iSlu*r-ja,

there is no chance of large round-off errors using th)

asymmetrical replacement (S7) with awl, provided h ia not

ax ooa 3 ively large.

•'itn the symmetrical difference replacement (ca^ , the

growth of error is again given ay table IX with A * ?(g ~ a®/a)
and a a (i=Ss») ?[«|l - « should he pointed out at
this stage that (97) aau (b8) rauuos to the same sxpr jsalon when

ti s ig , and so this value of a will be excluded from the

ay. .metrical case* The 1st tent roots of arc

tend to 1 - r£a as & tends to zero, anu to "Z as s tonus to
a

infinity. In audition, it can easily be shown that the

mo nituas of a latent root exceeds unity far s2 Q {u ^ 1) ,

( ts 1, . . . . » h} 9 u 11 Oftafo | Q|J
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The errors la the rem J : S ure given by (10b) una so a s 1
ensures stability for all a unu gives uiaiiauia round-off errors

in the row 3 a a. ' ith a • £ in UQl)» the growth of error
is given as far as j a 12 by table I with A a , \h(l + iis^Q
una $ a 2P £ 2(1 - ts'lj* here the latsnt roots of A~% toad to
S as s tanas to zero, and thoir iaa.;^iituaos are all lass than

unity when a lies within the range ^(i > eoa 4-^J < s^lfU+eoalpJ.)
It searaa likely that the minimum error growth will occur for a

value of a within th* above range. ,3 an illustration, consider

the simple ease II * 3 where the range reduces to *55 < s < -65.

The growth of error ratio ana the m&lmm error possible at the

talddlo node of onca row us far as 4 a 20 are shown for a si, Q»6,

ana 0 in fig, ?. The artificial case s a 0 being unstable

provides & limiting value for the error .growth which is far in

areas,;» of the growth when s is small but not aero. 'hen s s 0

it is sson from table XL that <j * {-1)^U-D ... (J ^ 2) ana so
1

using the residual distribution m {-1)■ (j > 2>, the iim-slmum

error vectors become

. Xl|iLL , (j s 2,0,..,.,) (106)
Consider lastly the value of the parameter a a 1. The

latent roots of iV^B tend to -1 as a tends to zero and to -Z as

s tends to infinity, and so the minimum error growth will occur

for small a. This time the case a a 0 is stable una so gives

a useful guide to the errors for small a. ith s « 0,

a • -a a ?(2j, ad so from table XX
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2 «, f —

3p-l 1 u nS
;J»j 3 m ^"*8 ** ui* •#»••••/

-*3p>l 3 0 •

Using the residual distribution

Vi * (-i',Au
a. 3 a, s i~i)pau (? * i, 2, i

3 dp

®9p4 3 0

the maximum error vectors become

®3p-l * P<a~1r)
e4 = a, t 2p(A*lR) (p - 1, 2 ) {107)3 op

v.i • p!A~liii •

It should bo realised that tha round-off orrora described

in this section are in excess of the errors likely to bo

incurred in actual calculations. hoverthcleaa, the present

study will give useful information concerning the valuta of ths

variable parameter and the mesh ratio, which give rise to

minimum round-off errors for ouch type of Implicit finite

difference replaooaent considered.

finally, for a given number of nodus along t # 0, the

smaller the value of the mash ratio a, the fewer will be the
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number of rows necessary to solve the problem for u given period

of time, una so from round-off error considerations alone there

may be no lower limit to the optimum value of 8» ror email a,

however, the solution of the difference equation may not be a

..cod approximation to the aolutior of the differential equation,

and so considerations other then minimising the round-off errors

will impose a lower limit on the mash ratio*

- '%?, „ , 3»^era,enoe.

The characteristics of the wave equation M) are the two

families of lines x 7 t a constant. In u problem of

unrestricted extent in the x - direction, any point ' in the

upper half plane has two characteristics passing through it.

The obarooteristics have slopes £ TT/4, and they out the x-aatls
In the points , and J. .it la well known from the theory of

characteristics in the solution of hyperbolic o -uations that only

those values of <f> on the x-axis in tl.interval influence
the solution In the triangular region APB. Mow using the

explicit difference replacement (99) of the wave aquation, the

values of Cp on the x-axla in the interval (inducing the
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interval A3) influence the solution In the region If

a ^1, end the valu ta of (p on the x-axis in the interval A^Bg
(included in the interval hi) Influence the solution In the

region AgPBg if a < 1. Oourant, i'rlodrlohs and Lewy US)
pointed out that if the region of determination AJP9L of the

difference equation Ilea completely inside the region of

datoriaiaation AP3 of the differential equation* then the

olution of the difference equation at P does not 'depend on

the boundary values of <p on the x-axis in th.> intervals A,»g
and h„* As the net spacing© tend to zero with a remaining

«a

constant, the above situation continues to hole, and so the

aolution of the difference equation with a < 1 does not in

general converge to the exact solution of the differential

equation. If, however, the region APo lies inaide or

coincides with the r egion of determination -kj^l the
difference equation, than the solution of th.; difference

equation at P depends on the boundary values of on the

x-axis in the intervals a^a, A3, BB,# as the net spacing©
tend to zero with a remaining constant, the influence on tha

value of (put A of the boundary values of (f> In the intervals

AjA and diminishes to zero, ana so the solution of the
difference aquation with a fh 1 converges to the exact solution

of the differential ; - nation.

- rom the above considerations, it soma clear thai

explicit difference replacements of the wave aquation are in
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general divergent If s < 1. Jy0 a result there is no point in

attempting to find ex .licit approximations stadia for all values

of s. (of. the "diamond" formula for tha lamat conduction

equation)• la fact there seams no doubt that the bast explicit

replacement of the wave aquation is the four point formula {102) ,

((99) <dth a a 1), which possesses the additional merit of having
no truncation error. It should be pointed out that Loutart and

0*erien (33) obtained a solution of (99), convergent for all

valuta of the mesh ratio a, which satisfies the boundary

conditions p s 0 at at s 0, 1 (t > >), </> m f(x), (pt • 0 ut t « 0
(0 < x < 1/. However when s < 1, convergence cannot be

realised in numerical calculation using (99), since round-off

errors will grow du. to the instability of the difference

approximation.

i'ho region of dertermimtion. of an implicit approximation

always includes the region of determination of a hyperbolic

differential equation and so implicit replacements of the wave

equation are probably convergent for all values of a. ainee

many implicit formula a arc also stable for all s» the lower

limit on the mesh ratio is usually imposed by the allowable

magnitude of the truncation error.

truncation -urrors.

If ^ is the exact solution of the differential equation (96),
and<p is the exact solution of the difference equation (99), then
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the error due to truncation is e ( » (jj -(ft) which satisfies the
difference equation

ik. elwU,^. »-USik.v - • . tJik

where Tj ^ is the truncation error in the explicit five point
formula (99).. The dominant terras in T, ^ are given by

hen sal, the dominant terras in T vanish together with all
,l»k

the other terms and so the difference approximation (102) has

no truncation error.

The truncation errors era now considered for two cosamon

implicit finite difference replacements of the wave equation,

which are stable for all values of the aeah ratio. First the

five point backward replacement |97) with a « 1) has an error

duo to truncation which satisfies the difference eq%tioa

\k " ^2 (As)8[ 1

3j.k-1 - 3j,k-i- l2^")Sjik . sB(ej.2>k - 23j_lfk> ♦ *3,k

where the dominant terms in T-j >ic are given by

^XX* ♦ Sh xv*x -WW '
(108)
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3«cond the symmetrical seven point replacement ((98) with a * )

has an error due to truncation which satisfies the difference

oquation

+ w.J * T).*j
whore the dominant terms in

^ are given by
T. - StCl (/Ax)4 <5 (10b)
j,fc - ^ a txxu - x

Without making any auaorioal assessment of the truncation errors

(108) and (109), it can be said t.iit the symmetrical seven point

formula la genorally mora accurate than the backward five point

formula. also when s ia suff iciently ama 11 for a givenA x, the

errors due to truncation will be unaocoptobly large with both

formulae, although Hie seven point approximation is still

superior at any value of s. As in the study of the heat

conduction equation, there is a groat need for an exact solution

of the error e due to truncation for say the symmetrical seven

point formulae. < nly from such an exact solution, can the

laagnltude of the error due to truncation be assessed for

different values of s una Ax, and a lower limit attached to the

mesh ratio consistent with a ^reassigned upper bound of error

due to truncation. If the lower limit has a value 0*1^the time
interval using the symmetrical seven point formula will be ten
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times the time iat«ml ualng the explicit formula (102) where

the mesh retlo has a value i»Q. As with the heat conductIon

equation, this increased time Interval pay wall offset the
additional labour required in obtaining u solution by relaxation.

Smanary of difference leplaaanaat# of TttTWtx*

(A) ^J-8,k

(B) K*- ?*l ^ 5-2jk

(0) ^3,k-X - (2+82Uj|k * ^j.k,1 " »l9k*
(B)

«

^i-2,k *cPfo$§to*^ -

. -2{l+aS>
,k-l

Kepluoataonfe Type Stability Principal
Truncation Term

l.Gunu-aff
<rroro

A explicit S^l i=4<Ai)4£
12s ^****

Small

B Explicit stable No Truncation
srror

small

G Implicit S>o pp. Ufc'/i?.

D Implicit S > o sfs( 403
pp, 126-133,
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S. gfau hyo .wuntjon ,1u 'fwo ■ toft,loan.

In two dimensions, the hyperbolic wave equation Is

*P ax + P yy mPtt • (ixo)

On)

The region to bo examined io covered by an orthogonal woah, whare

the lasah lengths are h in the x* ana y~ directions and At in the

t- direction. If j and k ara the *©w and column numbers in the

(x,y) plane, and 1 is the number of the plane parallel to tho

U,y) piano, a simple explicit difference replacement of (110) la

^V*-'/4 *%*"><■ +^j-i,*,■*-t<^jfi/*,£ 1
k~

(ItY ®j,Ki-i
Or,*,1")

(>"'/*/*)

Hakin the substitution

<p 1(ktl = a*!5* a15*
in (110), and simplifying, tho result

+ o"xat - a « - ^(eitt8^ + sin'3 )

if obtained where s • and As *Ay a h* This leads to
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{A2 -IV*

whore A a 1 ♦ sin" ^jf), and so the condition
for stability yields

-1^1-% (sin" % * sinf4 ^ 1,

which simplifies to a2 ^ 2 for nil 3 and 2T. how the region

of determination of the differential equation (110) for a

point P on the plane t « T is a cone with vertex ot P, whose

section by the plane t « 0 Is a cirolo of radius 8« T. When
*5

a" * 2, the region of determination of the difference equation

(111) is a pyramid with vertex ot P, whose section by the

plane t « 0 is a square of aide 2^ <;T. The pyramid just

encloses the circular cone and so aL ^ 2 is also the condition
g

for converganoe. ith a" m 2, (111) becomes the six point

formula
i

\k-ul r<^j /*♦(,« * $)+<,*,<. =3^,4ff
If ^ is the exact solution of the wave equation (110) the
dominant tarns in the truncation error Tj ^ ^ are given by

• h?1 if?-|1>8 $ .

• VVW,j:!W^,

This truncation error oan be made negligible by choosing h

sufficiently small.

The implicit difference replaces ait of (110) f corresponding
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to the symmetrical seven point formula In one dimension* is

+ ^j/tfisi+i + <*>/,*,<+i * ^ +
+^i,+<^i/+ + <P•*»<"' )

itf 1 M-< + <t>3,k<u' ~

(j+t,kti-0

(j-IJUf-i'l)

ubatltuting -e e*^y in (113) and simplifying» the result

^At 1/
B ^ (if - 1)^ ,

where B » ———-■•>« ■"■

1 ♦ «^(sin' -/sin'* <£j|
la obtained and so (113)

is stable for all a, Whan (11-) is used, a relaxation solution

is necessary at sash tins stop ana so errors duo to rounding-off

will arise during the calculation. The estimation of those
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errors is a long and tedious business, una taking the results

for the seven point symmetrical fomula in ons dimension as a

guide, the round-off errors us ins (113) uro unlikely to bo largo

provided the number of mesh points in the x,y plana is ansa 11.

The dominant terms in the truncation error T, . „ arc :,iven byj,k,l

- ih4 ['*&>l& ► i -2 fjf»J,
and so far a given value of h, the errors due to truncation will

be unacoeptably large for a sufficiently small value of s.

ithout an exact solution for th* error uue to truncation

showing tho variation of the error with a and h, no lower limit

can bo attached to tho raosh ratio a consistent with a

preaasigned upper bound of truncation error. If this lower

limit 1a considerably below 2fe^the value of a for the explicit
formula <112), the increased time interval jaay justify the use

of an implicit approximation.

b. General ueaarka.

It is often advisuable when aolving a hyperbolic equation

by difference methods to ensure that the mesh lines coincide

with the characteristics of the differential equation. This

is achieved by changing the independent variables to u and v

where u » constant ana v » constant are the two families of

eha.ruoteristics of the differential equation. If a rectangular
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co-ordinates, the regions of aatormination for not points

relevant to the aiffarenas aquation oan be made to coincide

with the regions of determination for the differential aquation.

In the case of the wave equation, u « x - t ana v * x + t, and

the wave equation reduces to $ uv » O, The initial line t » 0
maps into the Ifjjffi f - u <* G, ift§ the strip (t > 0, 0 £ a £ W

maps into the diagonal strip bounded by the lines ? - u s 0, uf V

u f v * 2L. The difference ropl.-.cement of d)* 0 tafeas the
LA + vT l 2 L u

U.

form 4^i 2 4>g +<P4 *" 4* 3 ^Ci* {1013}) for equal spacing# in
the u- ana v- directions. It is obvious that nothing has been

//lined in this problem by ch«aging the' independent variables to

u and v. The figure for the problem in x and t has-merely been

rotated antiolockwis through 7T/4. However in hyperbolic

problems where the characteristics are curves rather than straight

lino , the transformation to the characteristic variables is

advantageous. In particular, it simplifies considerably the

problem of convergence.

The general hyperbolic linear equation in two independent

variables is given by (!) with b* > 4ac. The simplest finite
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difference replacement of this equation using central differences

is an implicit nine point formula. This reduoes to an explicit

five point formula if Va.> tuna in $is absent. The numerical

solutions of t'icsa linear difference aquations will provide

reasonable approximations to the solution of the differential

aquation only if the difference approximations are stable for

tho values of Ax and Ay chosen. U© general criterion is

available for determining the stability or otherwise of linear

difference equations with variable coefficients. If the

coefficients are reasonably constant over parts of the x,y plane,

however, von heumann,a criterion for stability {section H) can be

applied within each pert where the coefficients are approximately

constant.

hothlng useful can be said at this stage about the

numerical solution using uifforonce methods of non-linear

hyperbolic equations, although instances of difference methods

applied to such problems will be given in Chapter 3* Ho* ever,

for a hyperbolic system of n quasi - linear first order partial

differential equations in two inaspendcut variables x and y,

Courunt, Isaacson, and toes (3^) have shown thrt the mesh ratio

Ay/Ax must be chosen in such a way that tho region of

determination of any point in tho net, as given by tho difference

aquations, is not less than the region of determination as given

by the corresponding differential equations.
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So far no extensive uas has boon onde of finite difference

methods in the solution of physical problems* The three main

reasons for this are

(li A separate amputution must be made for each set of values

of the variable parameters in a problem* and so it is difficult

to formulate general laws from finite difference solutions,

(Ei In problems involving non-linear differential equations, it

is ulffioult to establish the stability ana convergence of finite

difference replacements, and so in many cases there is no

;uarantee that the numerical solution obtained is a reasonable

approximation to the exact solution of the problem*

(oJ The time required to carry out the finite difference

calculation is often prohibitively large, especially when the

problem is three dimensional, /however, the stud, of numerical
solutions of finite difference equ. tions is still i... its infancy,

and once more knowledge of the stability and convergence of

difference solutions is obtained una more powerful computing

machines become available, finite difference methods my well

become invaluable in the solution of hitherto unsolved physical

problems.

In tiie present chapter, an account will be given of the

success so far achieved In the application of finite difference

methods to the solution of problems in fluid dynamics, In this

account, the : nortcomings of the methods used will be pointed

out, and suggestions made for further research in this field. To
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facilitate the lay out of the chapter, th j flow problem

described will coma under three mk headings*

I empress ibis

II rotational but Invlacld

III Yii3OOU0,

where overlap la unavoidable in may eases, i.'o mention will

bo made of the use of finite difference methods to the solution

o.f problems in classical hydrodynamics. finally, all problems

considered arc steady, and two-dimensional or uxially symmetric,
i

A list of symbols used in this chapter will now be .jivan,

ny deviation from this list will bo explained at the

appropriate point, but where possible the notation will be kept

standard.

hft* Qg

cartesian co-ordinates in the physical plans,

co-ordinates in axlully symmetric flow,

elliptic co-ordinates,

velocity potential,

stream function,

velocity.

velocity components parallel to th© a- and y« exes,

pressure,

density,

speed of sound,

temperature.

x. y

x, r

<P
V

q

U, V

p

P
0

T
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3 entropy.

Cp specific heat at constant pressure,
c speotfi* host at constant volume,

y v'v
a perfect gas constant.

k aiiab&tic ips constant, specific conductivity,

ju. coefficient of viscosity.
V coefficient of kinematic viscosity (u/^).

/ I
U standard velocity.

h standard length*

U rotation, temperature index in viscoaity le-w.

X />-»
H total head,

L log (1/q)«
i enthalpy (c Ti»

P
M Much number {q/ci,
H I- cynolde number (pt2hAU,
<f Prandtl number (fie /ki,
M non dimensional parameter Oi/u>h).
Cr mass flow per second in fro© stream,

V flow parameter (ii/p0oah), (suffix s denote..; sta.-nation
oonaitiona),

S mesh ratio.
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* eg.. ttflU eLd

The equations of two dimensional steady motion for the

irrotational flow of a non-viscous compressible fluid my be

written In the form

v*(xt) - = o, (0

wirara o , A ara ilia values at o, X at a stagnation point and

0 5kg >2
S7 * +■ j-rr • It la adtantu.jaoua to write (li and {2}
In the nonf»diiav3naioml forms

vYxv) - tvlx= oJ (»)

To do so, some significant linear dimension h pertaining to the

apaeifio problem under consideration %a selected, ana a son

dimensional parameter \) introduced where

v * vt? *
Q being the mm flow par second under free stream conditions.

Changing the notation slightly by writing X » *» V for the
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non dimensional quantities X/Xs» */&» y/h roup otlvoly,
(li ana (iij ta -to the non dimensional forms {hi ana (<U .

finite iflffoyenoo -pparo.xjflulftqftfr
To keep tbe network as flexible us possible the ftold to

bo examined is covered by a regular hexagonal network, a typical

hexagon being as Illustrated*

The square and triangular nets described by soutbwoll (/ ) are

particular casus ( &" * 45°» ©0°) of this mora general net. The

effectiveness of this network, however, may be impaired if &-
has a value outs ida the range 46° Ss ?S°, since in such cases

the six nodes of the hexagon are not the six nodes of the net

which are closest to the centre of the hexagon.

The finite difference approximations to (o) and (4i
a pplicable to the hexagonal nstwor are { .Itcholl and hutherford

(-«.,(>) 6sb)

(-a,o) Pt> ( 2e^/ O)

(35))

and
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a.-(I-%/"") = tAf
1 b

',2,+,r

+ i (ii'■ p-) {t.AiztJfi-irji
3> '

where ^ i* ^j, a®note the values of X »Vat the node labelled
1(1 a 0,1,3,,,,»*£), To obtain an approximate solution for a

compressible flow problem, (5) and (6) aust be satisfied

approximately throughout the fluid of flow. Initially, a value

of Tjr is assumed at ouch node of the net, and the appropriate

"\jf values substituted in (tSj. Thus X ^ determined at oaoh
node, and (5) now determines the residual F at anoh node. The

procedure thereafter is to modify repeatedly the Y" distribution
either by trial and error or according to a pattern, so that the

residuals in the field are made as small as possible,

Southwell describes a pattern as a systematic means of

eliminating residuals at the nodes, a finite difference pattern

for the regular hexagonal network (b « A) is given by the

formulae

sf, =-[£ Ml i imjK-K)x+ i, *J "fc,* *f I da. * i*/ 7

*Fi = [y-oA-^r if'MlWc >

( j- b*t "" '
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shears S F0, • #••• 8$$ ar® the bhanges consequent on a
modification Sv/^ of and

a « A ( '" a ; (#)

loading to

#i X ®f (U) , ""■r/iTyj ? *10i!{(1.SX 1 • «(
if (9) la expressed as X a f(B), 'i'h® pattam formulae (7/

«•

and (8) are used as follows to oliaiaate the residuals* From

the originally distribution, % in determined at each node using
(6), ana so f'(i) is obtained using (10). From formulae (10)
and (11), the modifications % r $ib arising out of an

increment Slfc lnt^ are then evaluated* A judicious choice
of $yo will almost eliminate ifQ although this will in general
'ao accompanied by a slight increase in the residuals tit the

surrounding nodes.

Application to ■;roblama,

■••ho flow of compressible fluid through a coavergent-

dlvergent aoznlo as shown using finite difference methods wag

first considered by vara on ana ..•outlnvell (36). It was assumed

by those authors that the fluid entered the nozzle radially
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across A3 und left it radially aeroas A a', Thus the stream

function ^ is known round, the closed boundary ,.BJA,
runsfomlng the region BB/A/ into a rectangle and using

difference equations (5) and (0) with a « 0 (square network),
a solution is obtained provided the mass flow through the nozzle

Is sufficiently small to ensure subsonic velocities everywhere

in the region. However, once the mass flow through the noazle

is above the critical value (value when a sonic velocity first

appears in the no-sale throat), the finite difference technique

using (5) ana (Si fails to yield definite results according to

Green and Southwell* They ascribe this failure to the very

large values taken by t1 iil) at una above tho spoon of sound,

causing large modifications $ ^ (j • 0,1,., to arise
from small incrcoMSts 5^0# Thus under sonic ,,nu aupersonlo
conditions, the finite difference technique using (9) and (Bi

diverges or at beat converges very slowly, 4 o meet this

difficulty, Fox and outhweli (37) devised an alternative method
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dealt with ooiaprc&aible flow through a convergent divergent

no 22 Is whore the flow la everywhere ouparaonio beyond the

throat#

In contrast to the results of dyeen ana outhwell, the

present author (88) showed tint many problems in supersonic
flow are amenable to solution by the finite difference technique,,

If relation (10) la tubulated for y» 1*4 as under,

X 1-00 1*15 1*20 1*25- 1*20# 1*50 2*00 2*70 5*50

M 0 0*75 0*03 1*0- 1*0+ 1*4 1*» 2*4 5*0

£1 (H) 1*25 3*70 15*5 * - -14 -26 -77 -256

it will bo observed that for suporsonic speeds (M > 1), £ '(a)
has large negative values, lorgo in comparison with the positive

values which it has for subsonic speeds. The discontinuity in

f '{ U at L! * 1 clearly indicates that the finite difference

technique will break down at sonic velocity, but In several

simple problems attempted using (5) and (0) no insuperable

difficulty was found, except in the immediate neighbourhood of

the sonic line, in applying the finite difference technique to

shock free supersonic problems with M < 8. It may be impossible

to use a central difference formula like (&) in dealing with

supersonic regions where the boundary conditions are given on

an open boundary. dor the present, however, the point at issue

is whether the .aagnitude of f '(d) prevents formulae (5) and ($*

doing used when the flow ia supersonic. In formula (10) there
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are two terms which contribute to the value ot $^0- o long
as the term Involving t '{M is not of u greater order of

tgnf^llT than the torn 2- A^, > HWI order of magnitude of

f (#) neoa not cause concern. In the supersonic problems

examined with U < a, nowhere did the tana in t'iEi outweigh

the other term. 'So conclude, it would emm that although in

certain supersonic problems the finite difference technique

using {Si and ($i my became unworkable on account of very
/ .

1•J3ft values of f (Hi, yet in many eases this is not so.

It will he evident from what bus been said above that the

finite difference technique us in; (5) end {6i works for

subsonic re ;lona uac for many supersonic regions, but breaks

down in the neighbourhood of the sonic line, hus mixed flows

which are partly subsonic ana partly supersonic are not directly

amenable to solution by finite difference methods. If, however,

the sonic line, whose position initially is unknown, is treated

as a boundary between the? subsonic and supersonic regions, the

finite difference technique can be applied within ouch region.

The position of the sonic line is determined by approaching it

asymptotically from the subsonic side. Using this method,

Itchell and autherford (351, in the problem of subsonic

compressible flow (free at roam i&xoh Kwaber of 0*3) past a

symmetrical double wudge, found a small asymmetrical supersonic

region round the wedge apex, however, too much reliance should

not bo placed on any procedure of. determining the sonic line
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when the latter encloses a localised supersonic region (a supersonic

to.'Xon embedded in a subsonic fioldJ• At the roar of auoh a

ration where the supersonic flow Is slowing down, a shook wave is

usually proaant whose strength dapand o on the oize ot the region.

The presence ot a shook wave together with an undetermined sonic

line will be too nuoh for the finite difference technique. The

existence of shock free localised supersonic regions has been

established matheoatioully for certain contours, bat if any small

part of the contour is straight, e continuous solution connot be

obtained. In the double wedge problem mentioned the supersonic

region is ao small that the shock wave is negligibly weak.

The position is much more hopeful when the supersonic region

io not localised. This occurs in the problem of flow through a

c nvergent divergent not.la where the flow becomes sonic in the

neighbourhood of the throat and lu supersonic in the divergent

part of the nozzle* . .1 though the boundary conditions necessary

for a unique solution are not certain, it is felt that the flow

conditions at the entry of the nozzle will suffice. The

computation of the subsonic region using the difference equations

(3) and (6) will determine the position of the sonic line

somewhere in the throat. .-.ram tho sonic lino the calculation

will proceed stepwise through the supersonic region.

It should be realized that (0), being a central difference

formula, is not directly applicable to step-by*step calculations.

This is most easily illustrated in the case a a b whore the general

hexagonal network reduces to a square network with a mesh length
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of 2® a# for convenience a block of four squares Is

considered as shown which requires the introduction of two

new nodes ? and 8. It is suaj-osed that T^anti ?C are known
at nodes on x - >L, X + ^ a, where (l,Y/ is node 8, It ia

ro juirod to find iff mi® X ut nodes on s » + 0~ a, the
calculation proceeding stepwise in the x-dlreotioti. A central

difference repi .assent of (4») ia not applicable In this

problem and so (4) is replaced at node 1 by a backward

difference formula* The latter is derived by writing

(©'"(fr- iviv) - ?rr
_ , r(v\ *l<r% - 2(f), <<r'l. *(V), - U<r').^
"

* I 7T + TT JL A a <Ct

_ % + V-r-Zytr,
^ + Mr, - 2 y0 1

k'n.4' J

= 4^[^" WIK-2V) +7
a, s 4-,{f,7 J
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which leads to the required backward 4Xtterence replacement

= J^[r,L-2&/r.-2Vb i0 1 ** f>,7

Using (11)* X is calculated at nodes on x 3 X * • from the

values of i|Tat nodes on a * X, X » 2& a una an assumed
distribution of ijfon % n 1 * 8^ n» 1th a » b, the central
difference replacement {£/ becomes

t>s Z x+iti-K )*°. a«»
* * h

The values of if'iiv nodes on x a X ♦ 3® a are alteroh until (5)
y

is satisfied at all nodes on x a X ♦ 3® a. The alterations in

Y" can be made by trial and error or according to a pattern.
Once the values of at noues on x a X ♦ 3- a are established,

these values together with at nodes on x a a * 2'- a enable Vr
14 -

on x a 1 + I#2 a to be found by the procedure described. This

step-by-step process progresses through the supersonic region in

the x - direction, The pattern for this process is given by

the formulae

SF°-[^v, (v; + 2«-1 \n)+K,jsir, a)' ' **W7

- Itihl r? (fr %) st/ ^

% F; = itlhl Vi ( t, - %) I («)
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where Sf0, 5%i 0% arc the changes consequent on a modifioat ion

srx o? Vi* )aoe again there is nothing to suggest that
formulae (lh), (14), and (IS) cannot bo employed in a supersonic

region if the terns invoicing £ '(a) are of reasonable

magnitude, In fact for shook fro© supersonic regions where

the A/aeh number is everywhere loss than 3 (a rather arbitrary

upper lisait) no trouble is expected using differonce formulae

(11) and (la) except in the nci.£ibourhood of the sonic line.

The situation regarding the application of finite difference

methods to compressible flow problems appears now to have

resolved itself as follows?

(1) if the problem is purely subsonic with conditions given on

u closed boundary, a solution can be obtained using

difference approximations (5) una (6),

(2) if the problem is purely supersonic with conditions ;iven

on an open boundary and no shock waves are present, a

solution can be obtained using difference fonmiue (11) and

(12) #

(di if the problem is mixed rith a localised supersonic region
embedded in a subsonic field, an attempt at solution can be

made using (d) and (S) on either aide of the initially
unknown sonic line. Unless the supersonic region Is very

small, however, the shock wave prsaent will upset the

calculations.

(4) if the problem is mixed with a subsonic flow becoming
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supersonic and remainlag so, a solution cam be obtained by

using (5) and (e; in tilts subsonic ration to determine the sonic

lino, and (11) rnd (la) in the supersonic part beyond it,

o far, no mention Jaaa boon made of boundary conditions in mixed

flow problems, au attempt will bo made to remedy this in the

next section* It will too mentioned at this stago, however*

that often conditions are known at the downstream and of a

supersonic region, and so central formulae (5) and ($) can toe

used instead of atap-by-step formula (11) -nd (is) in the

supersonic region* The use of the central formula® has the

advantage that instability if present will not entirely vitiate

the method, whereas instability makes a stop-by-atop process

invalid. An example of a problem where conditions are .known

approximately at the downstream end of the supersonic region

is the flow through a convergent-divergent nozzle where the

flow changes from subsonic to supersonic in the throat and the

nozzle walls are straight over a considerable part of the

entrance and exit, Tm subsonic flow enters approximately
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radially across the circular are imJ ana the supersonic flow

exits approximately radiolly across GiXi', with the apparent

jouroe of the exiting fluid at 0* jfrca Bernoulli1® law, the

mas,* flow threat;# the channel, and the udiabatio gas law, the

flow ia completely oute rained across C«x/. It should be

approeiated, however, that this condition at the exit of the

nozzle is not a boundary condition. The problem is completely

specifiad by the laasa flow through the channel together with

the conditions at the entry, and the flow across ;&&' is a

conae%ueaoa of these conditions. In computing a field using

finite difference methods, it la advantageous to have us much

knowledge of the solution as possible before starting the

calculation* If part of the field can be evaluated

analytically, the theoretical solution In this part will serve
> *

as a mstul check on the finite difference solution which Is

intended to cover the complete field. In th. problem of the

oonvcrgent-ulv:rg »nt nasal©, the analytical solution of the

flow across Cad' cei either sit In judgment on the step»by-atep

calculation using (llJ and (la) which is proceeding from the

throat, or better, can be incorporated from the start in a

difference solution using central formulae (S) ana (d), As

mentioned already, since nothing known of the stability of

the finite difference methods applied to compressible flow

problems, it is much more satisfactory to use oantral formulae

in u region with conditions given round a closed boundary, than
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to employ 8t9p~by~&tap tormxltv with conditions ^ivon on an

opsn boundary ana the solution waiting at the end of the last

step,

yoq*W,<w ,i.>
In the previous suction, no indication wan given of the

boundary conditions noossanry for a unique solution of a mixed

flow problem, ffha reasons tor the author's reluctance to

eommlt himself on this point will aw fee give®,

The mathematical formulation in this chapter so far

assumes the fluid to too ir.viacld and st.sudy, dot steady

flow does not exist In practise tout is the limiting state of

a flow changing under given boundary conditions from an

Initial state, with viscosity playing a lading part in the

transition. It is therefore toy no means obvious that tha

boundary Conditloae which govern the transient flow will be

the proper boundary conditions for tha idealised invisold

steady flow problem* In fact in isany problems this is not

so, and tha search for steady flow boundary conditions has

not been particularly successful, 'Jho main difficulty is

that the boundary conditions required depend on the nature

of the solution, ahoy arc different if the steady invlsoid

flow which they are to shamoti«rIns is purely subsonic, purely

supersonic, or mixed, and still different if the flow involves

shock wave®,

If the flow is everywhere subsonic, the differential
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equation for the stream function Is elliptic, and taking the

potential equation as a guide, alalia data will toe required

round a closed boundary* If the flow is everywhore supersonic,

the differential equation is hyperbolic, and the analogue is

nor • the law equation# Accordingly conditions will toe required

on ...a open boundary, -or example, in superconic shock free

flow through a duct, the stream function will be required on

the walls of the suet together with two initial conditions at

the entrance and none at the exit, if the flow is subsonic

with a am11 localised supersonic region, it ia sxpactud that

the same boundary conditions may too imposed as for purely

subsonic flow# (Ifca catstance of shock free localised

supersonic regions is discussed toy rim Msec (3$y* in,.illy in
flow through a convergent uivergont duct where the flow changes

from subsonic to supersonic at the throat una than remains

supersonic, it is expected tint one boundary condition at the

entrance and none at the salt will suffice.

The above correctives concerning the boundary conditions

necessary for unique solutions of steady continuous flow problems

have little mathematical backing, end when shock waves are present

the position regarding necessary boundary conditions la even

less satisfactory. However, since it is not claimed that

difference methods will in general determine the positions of

shock waves, the circumstances under which a 3toady flow

involving shocks will be uniquely determined by the boundary

conditions will not be discussed.
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It <§ Is the velocity and & the angle between the velocity
di jiiliill a»d the » - axis, the stream function 1jT for a

compressible fluid satisfies the differential aquation

q2 + q(l + + (1 - J8**)

where M a q/o is the Ilaah number, and the q, £- plane is the

hod©graph plans. -w B ;raoulli#8 equation for a compressible

fluid is

o^ + q*' * H, (17)

where M is constant, and so eliminating c between (Id) and (17),
the uquatioa

q2(l-q2i^? ♦ q(l- |cf + (1 - |-*§q2) * 0 (Ml
ia obtained where, for eonveaiaaea, tfco value %1 tea *.«B takun
for ii» If aquations (16) and (17) are made non-dimensional by

introducing a standard velocity cs and a standard msa flow a,
elimination of <v'es eaeu again gives (18) where q ,-nd iff now
stand for q/c and "^/o respectively*

If the field to bo examined in the hodogmph plans is

covered by a square network and the derivatives

re--laced by second order central difference formula®, (18)
becomes at u typical node 0,
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♦ 8(i-aqos»(fg-.if4) - 4li-5qoi:- q0")V"o » 0

for y2 1«4» vihors h Is the mesh length in the q~ ana

4,
(18)

air-actions. To obtain a numerical solution of a oot&prassibl«
Z

3-

4
n •&

I

V
flow prot>lam, (19) must bj satisfied approxin -tol* throughout

the field of flow, in a relaxation solution using (19) the

residuals a at nodes in the field ar® olimiaatod bp altering

the \j/"-distribution either bp trial ana error or according to
the pattern

STq a - 4(1 - bqoH - q/) $\jSQ
« (-hq^ ♦ Sq^*' - 4hq.}** - Sq^4)

5*3 » (fcq^ + v 4hq^w - ttq ^

5*g - *(1 - •*j.i8)5\(ro
5*4 a 2(1 - 6q4S)$vK0>

ilmib S*0, SSLt ...... arc the changes In the residuals
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consequent on a modification Sxfo of)J/~o0 In a step-by-step
solution proceeding in the q-direction* 119) is uaod in the

explicit form

"fx- «l-»)o8> < %*%> -fro8 -*% < * *»»Q8j)
'filers la no doubt that nwaoriot.il solutions* wliether

relaxation or step-by-atop, will bo obtained ajuob more easily

using (19) or (SO) # linear diff eronoo equations ivith variable

coefficients, than using non-linear system (5J and (6) or

(11) or (IS), This auiruntag*, however, is more than offart

in most compressible flow problems, by the difficult!as of

defining the boundaries of the problem in the hectograph plan#

and transferring a solution in the kodograph plans back to the

physical plane, 'Ihe former difficulty is Illustrated in flaw

through a nozzle where although the flow direction 0" is known

on the naxxlo walls, the velocity q is not known, na so the

nozzle walls cannot be represented in the holograph plane*

A mixed flow problem*where the subsonic part can be solved

numerically in the hodograph plane, is the flow of air over a

wedge with a detached shock wave* k& shown., BCii represents

the upper half 02* the wedge whose axis ox symmotry is the x-axis*
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AH is the detached shook, and the sonic line. In the

holograph plane tii , region a' 15 '» 'c 'b'a' corresponding to the

subsonic region AbbJ.-. in the physical plana is ishown, with

. ' 5' part or the shock polar. The subsonic ration in the

hodograph plana la oovorod by a squats net and a numerical

solution# using (19), is obt- inoo at the nodal points froa

the boundary conditions, which consist of a -■:. owledge of r
"long the open boundary bVb'b'c'. This problem in the

hodograph plane has been attacked recently with computing

a&ohiasty, in particular the Bell Belay Computer, at the

Ballistic Kesaareh laboratories, \berdecn, U , but so fat

no details ate available of the methods used or of the success

achieved.

It is & great advantage in carrying out a difference
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solution of a flow problem if a«ah points fall directly on solid

boundaries, Hie flow of a compressible fluid, especially near

the apead of sound, involves so many difficulties that it is

desirable to avoid the boundary condition trouble. 'fhia is

donu by using as independent variables the velooity potential

jjfp and the stream function Vj of the corresponding Incompressible
flow problem, choanal mils of any shape in the physical x,y

plana becomes straight lines parallel to the $ axis in the

plana, and obstacles to the flow in the physical piano such

as aerofoils, circular cylinders, etc, become slits parallel to

the $ -axis in the jf , yj plans, Hie incoapreauibls solution
of the problem la obtained either by theory or relaxation#

Several authors have carried out finite differonce

calculations of compressible flow problems on a grid in the

ifjjplane. In particular, iiaaOtt* {1+0) us#d the stream function
1If of the compressible flow us the uapandont variable,

ecording to lumens the relaxation process "must be watched

closely aa the speed of sound la approached ana beooues

confusing for supersonic velocities,n ilore recently, Tam, and

foods {l+[) have developed a method involving i» * log 1/q as the

dependent variable. If the angle between the compreaoibla and

Incompressible flow Vectors is assumed to bo negligible, L is

she a to satisfy the comparatively simple equation

■ + JL.Of m JLtjj8 <JUS) {^Jjli® HP w
whore i'. - q/o, and c is again given in terns of q by Bernoulli's
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aquation. ill© difficulty of b taking infinite values at

stagnation points and sharp corners is ovoreeae by modifying
tila finit© difference calculations in the neighbourhood of

these singularities according to methods outline© by Tfaaa (£2)
and V/oods ff3|* Those authors have used a finite difference

approximation of (21) to solve some aired flow problems, in

particular, the flaw mat an aerofoil with circulation where

a localised supersonic region appears on the upper surface of

the aerofoil (#■). In the latter reference it is stated that

"relaxation in the supersonic patches is still possible, but

somewhat leas convergent than in the elliptical region of the

differential equation.n The present author feels very

apprehensive about the accuracy of equation (si) in supersonic

regions. In supersonic flow, increase of velocity is

accompanied by divergence of the stream tubes, whereas in

incompressible flow, increase of velocity is accompanied by

convergence of the stream tubas. as a result in supersonic

flow re. Ions adjacent to solid boundaries with appreciable

curvature, it seems u likely that the angle between the

compressible and incompressible flow vectors will bo negligible,
and so in such regions equation (21) will be a poor approximation

to the compressible flow equation.

The methods of numerical solution of the compressible flow

equation described in this chapter will now be gathered together,
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uad ths merits una a isauvu ntagss of an oil outlined in brief.

(1) y U,y), Solution in the physical piano soe&s possible
except in the noighbourhood of the sonic lino and in regions
wfcar© the Ma oh number is high. Two diffareaos equations are

nocosaary, ana th# computation ia rather heavy*

(z) \jr (qs » If the solid boundaries of a ^roblara can bo
represented in the holograph plana, a numerical solution in
this plan© requires only on© difforone© aquation and th®
oaloulation la much easier than ia (1)• An additional

calculation, which may not always bo possible, ia necessary to
transfer the solution buck to th j physical plana.

is) Ij/" Th.; fundamental equations am comparable to
those used in (1). k solution of the corresponding

inooiaprssalble problem is required to start th® calculation,

on the cradit side, solid boundaries in the physical plane are

straight linos in the piano, and so irregular nodes are

avoided.

(4) L(f,^). On© difference aquation is sufficient and th©
calculations are relatively easy. The differential equation

is an approximation to the compressible flow equation, and it is

unlikely to be accurate for supersonic regions. As in {.ii, a

solutionof the corresponding Incompressible problem is necessary
to start the .calculation, an.; irregular nodes arc avoided,
/a though tentative claims have been mad© that the position of a

shooK: wave can be determined using methods id) and («U , the
experience of the present author is that th© detection of shocks

is still beyond the capabilities of finite difference techniques,
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»

and any ahook wa praaant must bo Inaerted in the field before

tile finite difforeaoo oaloulation oonnaeaoea#

•r. A ;
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IX ■'uri

legions Micro notation la present but viscosity effects

c m ba neglected are found aataaatvaly in wakes and slipstreams

usd behind curveu shock waves. comparatively few exact

solutions are available for problems involving a rotational

friotionleaa fluid for thw following reasons*

(1) except to some atopic incompressible problems, the

governlag aquations arc non linear in the physical plana.

(2) insuperable difficulties are encountered to lining the

holograph plan© to obtain analytical solutions of flows with

vortioity present. In the atopic problem of incompressible

uniform sho" flow past a circular oyUnder, Goldstein and

highthill (4-51 showed tint the holograph plana to a Biamann

surface of six sheet®.

In this section, rotational invtocid flow problaas arc

otoisiftod as followsj

(1) incompressible (a) constant rotation

(to; variable rotation

(Si oompro-aibto (a) iaentropio

(bi won-to mtroplo.

(a) ax tally symmetric.

finite difference methods of solution are outlined for each

typo of problem, and results given for the rotational flow

fields behind bm shook wave® to two btoensional and axially

ayataetric flows.
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The atresia. function ij^for the rotational flow of an

invisold incompressible fluid Is t#o dimensions satisfies the

equation
^3Tir 3Bi|r k

"T"11":? * ''r1"11"^1 ♦ 1-0 s# ©* (3fe)
o ar <3 y"

where the vort.lcity u> is given by

00 a » (S&)

u and v being the velocity components parallel to the x- and

y- axes respectively. The total head is constant along a

streamline ana is given by , f*o« which it follows that

U) s - n - nt>. (24)

ana so the vorticity is constant along a streamline* The

pressure p anywhere in the field is given by

p « "* fy^)^ ♦ ("^^)*"* (85)
M &ag$aa£

If the total head is given by

B . o - iv 0y,
where 0 and u)Q are constants* It follows from (84) that the
rotation takes the constant value CO Q everywhere in the field.
Introducing some significant linear dimension h and velocity 0

pertaining to the specific problem under consideration,
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aquatlons (28) and (25) take the pen d&aenaional fonaa

f - I " •» (a9i

and

p « 0 - |\f- (y^l' ♦ (y6" <87)
££

wherex, y, p, C now stand for V&» y/&t P/M; ^ »

Q/'fe respectively and H Is the non dimensional parameter

U/uyi,
dxact solutions of (20) have boon obtained for flow with

constant shear past stationary cylinders with various cross

sections, In particular, in the case of flow with constant

shear past a general elliptic cylinder with contra at the

ori in, . •itohall and iiurray (4-6) obtain the stream function in

the dimensional foam

\jr s ^Qbh ♦ Uj» sinh $ - be**" * sin Vj

m |u»0[oasinhEJ * [b2c S{£-J) - o2alnh2Jf ^ cos 2^],
where the elliptic co-ordinates $ , vj arc given by x « o cos/» $
coai/j, y « c ainh ^ sln^, the elliptic cylinder is / at ^ Q

with b the length of the semi minor axis, and the free stream

conditions at a : - oO consist of a velocity distribution

u m U - u)0y, v « 0 where U is constant, Fro® this stream
function it follows that the nonr-dimensional ordinate of the

stagnation str ;;naline at * • - oO is given by
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y * U - (If' + 1i ,

where fcl « U/ul,o*
The ignite difference approximation of (86i for a square

net Is
4-

21 \Ky - 4% + a2/H « 0, (28)
■r - /

where a la the nan dimensional iaesh length, In a problem

involving a free stream of breadth h, la rsatrlstsd to the

Z

rungs 0 & ^ (1 - X/imi* fho region to be examined Is
covered by a square net with the solid boundaries of the problem

passing through as may nodes as possible, jb, initial

\J/"- distribution is introduced and the values of modified
until (28) is satisfied at all the nodes of the field* This

procedure at first sight appears to bo com arable to that of

obtaining a finite different©© solution of Laplace's equation,

and in flow through a channel this is the ease* In the

problem of flow past a cylinder, however, the value of V7" is
not known initially on the cylinder, and this is a serious

handicap to the use of finite difference methods in solving

auoh problems, o'hon a if ~ distribution satisfying (28) is
obtained, the non-dimensional pressure at a node is given by
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p. c - At[ ~v/; - *i vx v3 - ra r4> j -1 %•

(to)

If the total h^uo la not a linear function of T^", It
follows from {24) that the rotation takes a differant value

i

on each streamline. Equation {22} takes the non-dimensional

torn

bBV ^
.—.u Id, ■in.w,i.»iii + la) jj Q (29)
Ix5 3^®

■hard lO aow ataads forwV^i and cUUnenaloaal u> la given by

(24).

hurray and the present author. In work so far unpublished,
have used {24) and (29) to obtain the stream function for

incompressible flow with variable rotation past a circular

cylinder, the vorticity distribution in the freo stream being

approximately linear in the neighbourhood of the x~ axis. She

stream function obtained is

(Xp

f* sssf-s 3lnh {¥ - *> *aJrotanl£ k (-l)B3s*lihBa(l.)ooatoe-o ms( $im o

{bO)4- 2UrQ Z (wl)'3^ KBa^(|r) sin(2is>1)

mhsre the polar oo-orhinatas r, are given by jg ; i cos#*,
y » r sin d^th© circular cylinder is r s r , the frss stream
conditions at x « - eO consist of a velocity distribution
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u s Umom eoah (•£ - k), v s G where U una k are constants,
oobji Ic *Q

ana I, K arc B<333@1 functions, In all cases considered, the

stagnation streamline comes from a ration where the velocity ia

hi..par than the upstream velocity on the x- axis, as Sex as

the present author is aware, this is the only theoretical

solution available In the oa.se of variable rotation,

A finite difference solution of an incompressible problem

with variable rotation earn bo carried out using

ZtfJ- s 0, (31)
-T5/

the difference replacement of (£9), whore a is the rob

dimensional mesh length ant dimensional o<j from (84) is a given

function of The problem of flow post a cylinder, where the

value of ia not known initially on the cylinder, again

presents difficulties using the difference technique,

8. Cotscreoaible ..-'low,

'the stroma function for the rotational flow of a

friction!ess compressible fluid in two dimensions satisfies the

©quation

f (x»jf) + i.(±yff)+U) =o, (3^)
where, if the entropy s ana the total head U are constant along

a streamline, the rotation cJ is given by (^7)
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„ z . . » H (35)X~l p so8 L £x by J >

,<«.«£ mm — 0 (o3)^ * 1r fy*
whore a is the perfect gas constant.

(a) laontropic oos.

If the gas has constant entropy, the rotation u) frota (34)

becomes

lO » - p * P r < V). (34)
from which it follows that u>/p is constant along a streamline.
The pressure p anywhere in the field is given by Bernoulli's

equation

h ? • * [4F •«* ]
where p and p satisfy the adiubatic .gas law

- &» (36)
P

with k taking the amm constant value everywhere in the field.

Introducing a standard density po, a standard pressure f>c
and a significant linear dimension h, equations (32), (35), and

(30) take the non dimensional forms

v>(x*j - rv2x - f> ~ = o, (37)
f * 5^ [i - V vVj = (y-i) H, (?*)

and

P a p ^ (39)
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where x, y, p, 0 » h uo* stand for ty{p*\&s
Hi S

x/h» y/'h, P/P0» p/p0* id oQ J respectively with a^'0 •fyg/p0 and
c../ov where and ov ur© the specific hosts at constant

pressure ana volume respectively. »lialnat&ng p between (oQ)
ana (d9i, the result

>-»>
+ ^4r-0 h M

is obtained. Neadlaas to say no exact solution has boon

obtained for any problem governed by equations (3?) ana (40).
The finite difference approximations of (a?) and (40) for

a square not are

ixAv.-rJ *>
and

sh C~*; + |V+ ii L%-2yn)nl H. frd
t'i ^

wiiaxo a is the nan dimensional mesh length. ;.n initial yf-
diatrlbutlon is introduced at the nodes of the network and X
calculated from (43) for a given total head distribution K(^~).
ubatltutlng the values of X obtained in (41) the residuals

are calculated at the nodea. The originaldistribution is

then loodlflsd until (41) ia satisfied at all the nodes of the

field. this finite difference technique is unsuitable for flow

past cylinders since the value of Tjf is not Known Initially on
the cylinder. s part of u general rotational flow investigation
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curried out undo? the supervision of the present author,

3, £, Murray (St# Andrews University), using the difference

methods described, is calculating the incompressible and

compressible fields of thorn in a noaale as shorn v-;here at the

entry A3, which is a iar,.-e distunes from the contraction, tho

flow is parallel to the ami® of the noazla, the velocity

distribution ia linear, find the pressure and density are of

course constant# It ia hoped that some of the affects of

compressibility on rotational flow will boom® apparent from

tho study# Once again a big disadvantage of difference methods

bocomas apparent vis# th.it a largo number of calculations

involving a variety of entry conditions will bo necessary before

any general trondo become apparent#

(bj hon-laontropio mis.

In the flow behind a curved shook wave, the conditions

although adlabatio arc not isontropio# The total head H,

however, has the sunt* value on ovary streamline, and so from

(32) and (33J, tho atresia function satisfies the equation

9XI /o Sx / ^ V p iy > "R »vf *•
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Tho entropy maintains a constant value along eaoh Btroaia-lino,
and ao Bernoulli's aquation for the r^1 streamline downstream

of the shook my ha written

where «a is the speed, of sound at a point of stagnation, and
(A^r» (ps) are th© values of the stagnation density and

+ U

pressure respectively on the r*" streamline downstream of the

shook. The pressure may be eliminated by using the abiabutio

gas law

*s - 2*ia. - aj/> it i <h£r (44)p* p/* 0 V r (fs)<
whsrs 30, pQ, and p 3 are the entropy, stagnation pressure, and
density on all stream-lines upstream of the shook, and 8- and k

ar® the entropy and udiabetio gas constant on the r15^ stream-line

downstream of the shook. Bernoulli's equation thus becomes

B a , a 1
't' *^r (-f^

which my bo written in the form

jfftt " <tferW~"}" ^ J'T?2 * - Hs'
(4b) and (45) are the fundamental equations for the flow behind

a shook wave. It will be advantageous to write theses equations
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In the non-dimensional torn*

V -^V8X ♦ ^ ~0 (46)

and ^ |1 ~X"U~^ * X4[ (—}" * (|£)E^ (47)
To obtain those equations, soma significant linear dimension a

pertaining to tJae problem under consideration is chosen, ,aa the

flow parameter oa th; r^ atreaa-lina behind the shook is

expressed as

in which a is the ma& flow per second under free atresia

conditions. ith a alight changs of notation, pi tljrt p, x, y
now stand for the non-dimensional quantities X/(/^)„t
y/4,p/ (pJ ,*/h, y/h. limlnatlng the pressure by moans of
(44) , (48) becomes

va c x ra - WaX « r Ltll ^--0. (48)
8v y * "ay

OT-

Thus the fundamental equations (43) and (40) take the

non-dimensional forms (47) and (48).

Before the last two equations can be used to evaluate the

flow, it is necessary to obtain the values of and { bS/^0 /R
on ovary stream-line downstream of the shock. As a consequence
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of the fact that 0/h ana cia have the same values on both sides
S3

of the shock, th© flow parameter ratio for the xtil etfrntsrlim

la given by

where V la the flow parameter on all stroant»H&os upstreaia

of the shock. Now using the $a« laws

where the suffixes 1 and 2 indicate quantities at the shock

on the upstream and downstream sides of the f**1 atreamrline

respectively, the flow parameter ratio becomes

Vs pi Pa J

or in terms of the ratio IV/only,

4. (£%&/(r"1'f <y-iitPs/Pj) » (y* i>i*y/<r"M
' Pl L (^iMp^/p^) ♦ fyS i)_

In order to use the method of finite differanoss, the

field to be examined is covered with a square network. The

central difference approximations to (47) and (48I are
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A *• I

and

r„ -ZtJVi- K) t r%(~f^ o = c
where a is the non dimensional aeah size. Thua Tor a given

1^- distribution, using (50), RQ and heaeaX0 c ifll ke oalculated
at ovary node of the network# Equation (51) will then enable

the residual FQ to be evaluated at every node of the field.
Modification of the original " distribution with a view to

eliminating those residuals is ourrled out either by trial and

error or by a relaxation pattern. In the present case the

changes in $W* U # 0# 1» i# || il consequent on an assumed
modification of «ri given by the relaxation pattern

formulae

s<v - - [ t UWb (t-+ £ *iL A*l fiA * -i*l

K)]«* «

and

- $(%). (m)jii-r,)]sr.
i 3 3 \

^=>,v,o
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shares g-

rm *

Sj ,

Those foimulao are- only approximately true, as it ia assumed

in their derivation that 0S/)tfc aad {V-rlc do not vary with
the increment S\j/Q of l(^0. The consequent imeourasy of the
relaxation pattern formulae is unimportant except in the

neighbourhood of the speed of sound, whore a trial and error

method of residual elimination is used on another account*

{see pp. /5f*5)
The present author {$) used the methods described to

obtain a solution for the problem of a uniform parallel stream

of .inch number Us X»8 (y * 0*4) flowing past a square nosed

two dimensional obstacle* The shape of the bom shock ws

wis obtained from a photograph made in the N»P* L. » ana the extent

of the field considered is from the axis of symmetry to the

first streamline which is not appreciably deflected by the

shock. . t such a streamline the shock angle should be

approximately the Maoh angle sla*1 (1/1*8)* It Is required to

find the complete pattern downstream of the shock.

The significant linear dimension h, which is introduced in

order to obtain non-dimensional quantltioa, ia chosen to be

five semi-widths of the square-nosed obstacle* The first

stream-line not appreciably deflected by the shock is at a

distance lOli from the axis of symmetry* The shook cuts this
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streamline at A ana the axis of symmetry at G* The aonio

velocity point cm the downstream side ot the shook Is B, the

stagnation point Is ~)t the obstacle comer is J, and the

perpendicular from A uoofcs the obstacle side at A, The methods

of the previous section are now used to evaluate the field

inside ABGMSt where the rotational flow is mixed subsonic
ana supersonic* The problem is illustrated (Fig, 8).

The boundary conditions for this region consist of a

knowledge of the stroati^function^, the Much number M, and the

slope of the downstream streamlines along AG, and also of xjf
along CSSJF* It is also necessary at this stage to obtain

VL. and { iSfotyllflt at .the shook on the downstream aide# At
every point of the shock wave the tangent makes the shock angle

tilth tiie direction of the axis of symmetry* It is well

known that for a given ilaoh number and deflexion angle there

are two possible shock-wave angles* The larger angle

corresponds to the strong shock and the smaller angle to the

weak shock. For example, at points G and A on the bow shock

wave whore the angle of deflexion is zero, the shock
. ■h ■ ■ ' .

conditions are strong ana weak respectively. If G is tfco

point on the bow shock where the streamline experiences its

maximum deflexion, than all points from a to a correspond

to strong shock conditions and all points from a to A to week

shock conditions. There is, of course, only one shock-wave

angle possible for the maximum angle of deflexion, since the

weak and strong shocks coincide at G* From an oblique shock
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position of the sonic lino baa baon establishes, the supersonic

region ABef is otnlnutod, It might be argued that a stop-by-

atop calculation is essential in ovnliiating a supersonic

region. However, in this problem, the conditions are known

at the downstream and of the supersonic region, (of. pp,/60*/)
ana so the central formulae (bOI and (bl) • can bo used, This

relaxation solution has the merit that instability will not

completely vitiate it, wfcoroue instability in a a tap-by-a top

calculation will render it usdisss. The complete field of

flow showing the linos of constant imofo number and vorticity

is illustrated in (4# t.. Fqfr downstream of the shock, where

the flow ia approximately parallel, the Much number varies
from 1.4a on the obstacle aide to l*ao on the first

streamline which peases through the shock without appreciable

deflexion, This illustrates the importance of taking into

account the rotational nature of the flow behind the shook

wave in the pr bleio. It the flow bahind the shook had been

•,assumed irrotutiosal, the Maeh number of the flow far

downstream would have be n approximately 1*80 on every

streamline.

Again at any point in the rotational field of flow behind

the- bow shock wave, the vortioity is given by

This aquation can bo written in the non-dimensional form

■p 1 VS
10 = rv<-1? if
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where with a alight change of notation, -v, p, and V'now stand for

the noa-dimcnslonal quantities Ui/oa>u>, p/'(p3) and \jf/G
respectively,

how, as mentioned earlier, V^/v and d«pand only

on ^«Hl so the quantity his a constant value along
every streamline behind the shook, The nonr-diiaenalornl quantity

p, like thu ilioh nuraber J&, is a function of X at the point in

question, and so (54) enables the uon-dliaoasioaal vorticity to bo
calculated 'everywhere in the field downstream of the shock.

Oaths shook wave itself, tto value of the vorticity does not

depend on the field downstream of the shook, Fig, 8 constructed

from oblique shodomvo data, enables U) to be calculated from

(54) without reference to the field downstream of the stock,

because p/ Gcarouses gradually with increasing \jfalong the
stock, the vorticity is found to be a lauxlmuta Just before the

point of inflexion on tto graph of (sr * s ) against '$% which
was obtained Xrota (o?). This point on the shock wave where

the vorticity is a maximum is of some importance, sines the

stream-line storting there will always pass through region® of

comparatively high vortiolty,

A formula will now bo derived for the angle between the

streamline and the constant Much number line through any point

in a rotational compressible field, Consider the 11?ld covered

by two orthogonal families of curves 1 a constant and a » constant,

the latter family being the streamlines, The velocity q at a

point is given by q * q(l,n), Thus along a line of constant
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volooity,

If (/> is the angle between the constant velocity line and the
stroaa&iao through a point la the field, It follows that

tun (f) » {^B ^1) s - jdg/^l)n
»X *1 q ($cy'"$n)

clft
Whore h^dl una / are tho uloetontary erC lengths along the
streaialine ana ita orthogonal trajectory at the point# Mow

tho voitiuity at a point is given by

" * - f
where L is the radius of curvature of the streamline at the

point# .llnlaatioia of {^dllJlL loads to tho result

whore da is the elementary arc length taken along a etroualino#

Oinae © has the mmo value on every streamline behind a

how shock, It can be deduced frau Bernoulli*a equation that a

line of constant velocity is also a line of constant Maoh

number* In adultion, it is easily shows that

q 9 i *$sJn i""> iy-Di^/a *
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The angle baboon the line of constant Maeh number ana the

streamline through a point is therefore given by

Jm.
taa<b * M "V Vn "4fix3^4#) +u>{litypif)'* }

where all the quantities in (S5) are aon-diaeiiaiona1* On

the obstacle sides in the present problem, the radius of

curvature la infinite ana the vartioity sore* Thus the

constant Haoh number linos moot the obstacle everywhere at

right angles*

It is worth while pointing out that in the rotational field

of flow behind a bow shock, since a& is conetaat everywhere, a

line of constant dimensional velocity is a line of constant

Ma eh number, constant non-dSiaenslonal pressure, end constant

noa-ciluanalona1 density* However, sinco ipa>„ and (ps)r vary
with r, lines of constant dimensional velocity are not lines of

constant dimensional pressure or constant dimensional density*

Cylindrical polar co-ordinates a, s are used, x doing

measured along the aria of symmetry and r perpendicular to it*

The components of the velocity q in these two directions arc

u, v respectively* The stream function for the rotational

axially symmetric flow of a friotionlesa compressible fluid

satisfies the aquation
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+ i/i^u ^ =o, (st.)bx ' %r[pr b~r J ^ >
wher© if tli® ssatyopy a and th- total head Ii ay-.* constant along

a strsaialina, the rotation Is given by (f7)

U) s rR rf* ♦ tD (S7jit ; &\jf .

In this sootioa, only tho flow fiald behind a curvea shook

wave is considered, wfeaza tii« total banc H baa tho anm value

on ovary streaialiiiOs, and so froia (5$) ana {57J» the stream

function aatlssfi#®

& !pr * SFfp5 !$» 'P ^ * °' ^
which reduces to

^1=0 (#
2 A2

waar© \7w denotes ♦ <&-» •a*1 a*1
flic flow behind the shook waya although adiabatio is not

isontropls, However, the entropy maintains a constant value

along oaoh atraaialiaa, and so In the aanaar of the

corresponding two diiaaaaional problem of the previous section,

Bernoulli's aquation for tha rtJl streaj-alina behind the shook

becomes

fcWdW""* ■Susi'a^i. w
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.aquations (53) and {&$) are the fundamental equations for the

uxlally symmetric fiold downstream of the shock mv»« In

non-diiaension., X form, these equations beooiae

and

where X » * P» *» r aw stand .for the noil dimensional
quantities Xy Xs)r, p/ (p^), x/h# r/k, In these
quantities s h is a significant length, 'dffQ is the taass flow

per second under free stream conditions, (AJ &»d (p ) ares r a r

the stagnation values of and p on the r1^ streamline behind

the shock, and the flow parameter on this streamline haa been

expressed us where og is the speed of sound
at a point of stagnation. «lioinating tho pressure p by

using tho adiabatic gas law, equation (60) becomes

V^Kv) - WLl%)- — +■ U_ -£_ J_ ii _v if-vl hiS) r->r r>rg:»'S s

whore tho value of the flow parameter Vr is given by (49).
In order to use the method of finite differences, the

field to be examined is covered with a square network of

non-dimensional stash sisse a, ihe finite difference

approximations to equations (61) and (6hi are obtained us



ic -= n-T-x-'T* - M
~r0 u <1*1 J

and

1 2.

whore the suffixes 0, 1, 2, S, 4 as?© as shown. fhus for a

|ifH distribution, uq, anu heaoe tit* residuals oan
bo oaloulatoa for each noOa of the aot# using equations {©3)
iiia (64), The T]/- distribution is now jatodified either by

using a relaxation pattern, or by trial and error, in order to

reduce the residuals* '-lie ohangos In the residuals

{,1 s o, 1, 2, 3, 4) fiiuwlifl a fjjjpfpt $\fe in Tfc are

given by the formulas

*

Sf- =- [ Z [K + 6A v.- VJ\I
1 ' /

- s. [&( f.-«.) -St4, *(EUh\4,<#B
*- &«r)

and

SB =Jx.+ 6.(ifc-'lfrjJ(4V.-^ vj3 ' n*<

V J
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where

r ii

° £a2r2
o

• \£jgH tij £s ' <«»3j • J s 1. 2. a. «.
3

5"
1 tK>\ _ ... Ar (H) » —~—stpst

S(^l)7C -4

ana whore c^j has the following values for j t 1, £, o, 4:

u - -S1
X

«s « - 2J& (to - V,> (tjo - to* ♦ asf
tt&m . .

Ss - <t - taxt6 -t7).

144 ■ ■ -14>(t0 - tW ■ ^ •
2_

In deriving those fensulae, it I#* a baen asauaod that (>4-)0
ana (|~,) 4© not vary with the change Sl|£ in 'ihe
aonsequeat iaaocureoy in tSao relaxation pattern lo unimportant.

Mitchell ana ;io€all i^f) us,?a the methods described to
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solve tha problem of a uniform parallel sir atresia of Much

number 1»S flowing past a square-nosed cylindrical obstacle*

She position and shape of the bow shook wave formed in front

of the obstacle was obtained from a photograph taken in the

H» 3P» L. the part of the field oxomined downatrcem of the .shook

«vs extends from tho axis of symmetry to the first streamline

not appreciably deflected 'ay tho shook wj. • t this

streamline the shock wuve mkea an angle ain~* with the

line of flow.

In this problem, the length h is chosen to ba five times the

semi-width of the obstacle, and &7TG to be the free stream flow

per second through a circular cylinder of radius h* The first

streamline not appreciably deflected by the shock wave is found

to be a distance sh from the axis of symmetry. The shock ws

cuts this streamline in thv. .point a, the sonic lino in 3 and the

axis of symmetry in G. -the obstacle is bounties by 'Me\ The

free stream conditions of this problem are M s 1*80, p * «£87,
V « 1*2$£, a 8 '0024, and r8.

the field inside AB0W where the rotational flow

is mixed subsonic and supersonic, is now evaluated hi tho methods

of the previous section. A brief summary of tho method used

need only be given, as it is similar to that described fully in

the evaluation of the similar two-dimensional problem. Tho

boundary conditions a$aia consist of a knowledge of the stream

function^along .&GM£ together with the Ma eh number M and the
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slope of ths atreaialinoa on the downstream aides of the shook#

la particular, knowledge ox the pressure ratio |~t across the
' X

shook enables the flow parameter V^-to he calculated froia
aju tioa (49) for every streamline# ffei quantity f Ma y^r

on the downstream side of the shock nave la found rrom a

knowledge of the entropy increase 4(3- * 3-,) across the shook
Q it # U

wove at all points# aid £ i^are each plotted against
ia fig# 11. ihoae quantities are constant along each

streamline, ana hence fig# II can he usaa everywhere downstream

of the shock. -~s in tfc- two-dimensional problem, the ratio

of thi flow jturaaotovs on the 'two aides of the shock is ae

■rout us 1-0 for the air MZllm which crosses the shook normally,

Using an initial network of iieah sisc a » 1/40, it is now

possible to start applying equations (S3) and (64) to a

distribution ia the region ASC-2&*. The value of a is

calculated from (63) for each node, ana from a graph of 3

against X » the value of X is found, The residuals IQ are
than calculated from (04;# In the redaction of residuals

at nodes away from the sonic line, Xf is modified using the
relaxation pattern# at nodes near the amnio line, however#

a trial ana error method of altering the stream function ia

again employed# The part of the field containing the sonic

lino and the corner ia examined in more detail using a finer

not of m&h ®iz® a * 1/80# rfho complete field of flow



showing the linos of constant llach number ana vortioity is

illustrated in itfh ha in the corresponding two-dimsnoiona1

problem, the <&ich nuuibar well downstream of the shock wave varies

from about 1*43 on the obstacle side, to 1«8G on the first

streamline not appreciably deflected by the shook, illustrating

the importance of taking into account the rotational nature of

tb) flow behind an axiully ®ymsetrlo bow shook wave. hue to

the increased curvature of the shook wave near the axis, the

point oa the shook at which the vortioity is a maximum is much

nearer the axis than in the two-aiiaensiona.1 case, --gain the

atrial in® starting there la o locus of high vortioity.

fhe non*4ti&sn >lona 1 voxtielty in the rotational field of

flow behind the bow shock wave is given by

oonstant value along each streamline behind the shock. The

non dimensional vortiolty is calculated from (G7) at all nodes

downstream of the shock, The value of the vorticity on the

shook wave is of course independent of the field downstream of

the shook, and since {ps/)J£) laorsaaus with inor • ..-a sin 5 iffalong
the shook, the vortieity is found to be a after the

point of inflexion on the graph of (3r - aQ) against

(67)



In the flow fields behind how shock waves, In both the two

dimensional and axicymmctrle cases, no attempt has been made to

estimate the stability and convergence of the difference

orooedurea employed. fh® complicated nature of the governing

equations makes any worthwhile error investigation an

itapossiblo task at this stage, sufficient to say that

knowledge of the stream function and the velocity round the

boundary of the region under examination will prevent serious

instability in the calculated solution, whilst the truncation

errors are unlikely to bo serious for the taesh sizes used.

Other methods of obtaining finite difference solutions of

axially symmetric compressible flow problems have boon

developed. Woods (50), with (f the velocity potential and
Stokes's stream function for the corresponding ineoraoressible

flow problem as independent variables, shows that L ( - log(l/qi),
where q is the compressible velocity, satisfies the equation

where the angle between the corresponding compressible and

incompressible flow Vectors hue been neglected# The finite

difference calculation involves a oantral difference replacement

of (SO), A solution of the corresponding incompressible

problem is necessary to start the calculation, md from this

solution, r, p,gt .ind & ^ era obtained as functions of <f) and
where end &g era the incompressible values of q and la
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the opinion of the present author, this method will to,* easy to

uso only if tho flaw is irrotatiansl (U> * 0), Hfcta rotation

la present, it will ba very difficult to apply unless u) is
known initially at nodo& on the l(p t\jrf grid# ;>© with the
corresponding two dimensional equation (21) # aquation (<5Q) is

unlikely to too a ocurata in supersonic regions#

At tho Ballistic ":.mmrcfo laboratories* Aberdeen# tl.O.A#,

Close# Olippinger, and Carter (5<) used the uiva to evaluate

the axiully symmetric rotational supersonic flow field behind

a shook war® attochad to tho ma® of a pointed body of

revolution. These authors expressed the aquations for steady

axiayra&otric flow in of the independent variables oL and

(3 , whero (x,r) a constant and > (x,r) « constant era tho
two faxaillea of characteristic surras, To obtain a numerical

solution, th® above aquations together with ths appropriate

boundary conditions arc replaced toy linear differonce equations

which are solved atop-»oy~step on a square network in the

characteristic plans* A measure of the truncation error in

this differones procedure is obtained toy calculating tho

expansion fan of a con© ayUnder combination for several

different values of the mmh length*
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III VII300U3 i'LCH

Due to the complicated nature of the ifevler 1tokos equation,

no satisfactory theoretical solutions are available for viscous

flow problems in two dimensions, In the case of a uniform

inoaapresfcibl© viscous flow past a semi-infinite flat plate,

lying in the direction of the stream, solutions obtained by

Carrier una Liim (S>2), hill (53) #and others arc not accurate .

over the complete field, r'or example, Carrier and uiun'a
solution la inaccurate in regions of the field where the

velocity is relatively high, whereas Jean's solution is not

applicable to the region round the leauin^edge of the plate.

Introduction of the Prundtl boundary layer assumptions

to the viscous flow equations Lis enabled theoretical solutions

to be obtained in both the inooraprassIble ami compressible

cases. In the problem of flow past a cylinder (including the

flat plate), these solutions have two major disadvantage*!

(1) in order to obtain the bounuury layer solution it is

necessary to postulate the distribution of pressure on the

cylinder, a result which should emerge from the solution of

the complete field,

(2) the boundary layor solution is unlikely to be accurate

In the vicinity of the offactive leading ©age of the cylinder,

Theoretical solutions of viscous flow problems, valid
over the complete field of flow, do not soma likely in the near

future and so there io a great need for numerical solutions of
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such problems, The former part of this section wtU bo devoted

to giving an account of the success so far achieved in applying

finite aiffcranes methods to incompressible viscous flow

problems, U© refercuea la made to the equations governing th©

flow of a compressible viscous fluid, m it is felt that these

equations will prove intractable oven to finite difference

methods, for mm tine to com©. The latter part of the section

will bo concerned with the application of difference methods to

the boundary layer equations*

Incompressible Viceour. . low.

The equations gprsmlng the two dimensional, flow of an

incompressible viscous fluid are

-te + -^ ^ ^
V'l^+w = C, Wd

whci'o u) is the vortioity ana >J is the eocffisnt of teSflSflM&t

viscosity. Introducing a basic length L and a basic velocity

U, equations (69) and (?0) take the noa dimensional forms

a ^ ^ = -k Vl«y ("7/)
v2 v +■ w = o, <7d

»*

wbar© m» ?,u), x, y, \[r now stand for u/U, v/U, (n4/y, x/X,
y/X», ^/(fH respectively, and a » UXy f is the Reynolds dumber,

overal finite difference solutions of (71) 'and (72) have been
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obtained for flam poet a circular cylinder, with zero velocity

on the cylinder, where L Is the radius of the circle and 0 is

the free stream velocity, A brief description of those

methods will now bo given,

Thon (5*4 avoided irregular nodes in the finite

difference calculations by changing the independent variables

from % and y to and ey the velocity potential and stream
function for irrotational flow past the cylinder, Equations

(71) and {72} now become

a it hi _ hi - -L/̂4. ) hi)
H va ^ i-i R I it in1)

(7*)Or . *Hit+ IS)*>= °>
whore

u* ■ i||i3 ♦ (|&8 ■ i^u*. (|ai" _3" j

Bqustions {7b) and <?4) differ from {71} and (7Z) only by Q2,
where '4 is the "velocity''5 of the transformation, The field

of computation la the ^ ^ plane in which the cylinder,
Irrespective of its shape, becomes a rectilinear slit. The

shape of the cylinder influences Q, only in equations (70) and

{74}* In the case of flow past a circular cylinder,

1 • *u ♦rSp*'
if a y(l *" t' x%y
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rifi i 1-2 (V**)^ «e i ♦ t, ■* ,f'
(x+y)

•Jfca s4| plane i» v*hieh the cylinder is a rectilinear slit is
covered by a square net of mash siaa a* The finite difference

a proximations of (73) unci (74) are

(Vi - V*.j| •->( -<^3) - I %' ViA °2 _u)V) = ■^■(Zya* - 4-u>«,
w. -- %""(£ v^- +fi),Ol 4 5| 7

z

15l J

yv
A

ev t \ IV
7 - '

ov

From an original V •* distributions to la calculated at each

j^n-boundary node using (7S). :.t a node on the slit, UJ la

obtained from the vaiaos of y on the normal to the slit through
the nods* For a proscribed Reynold's number, the appropriate

values of and l/T are then substituted in (78)* The original

^r- distribution is altered oy trial and error or according to a
pattern until (75) is satisfied at all non-boundary nodes of the

field. The boundary condition of zero Telocity on the cylinder

is of course replaced by a difference formula, which must be

satisfied in the neighbourhood of the alit. The final values
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of iff and U) are transferred bach to the 21, y plane* 'fhcm
carried out calculations for 8 » 10 and B a 20 using hia

"Method of Squares", Tula technique differs from the

relaxation technique described above by starting off with
assumed values of both y and U) at the nodes of the square

network* Instead of calculating residuals at the socles, Thorn

uses rearranged forma of (79) and (78) to improve directly

the values of ^ and u> * Fundamentally there is little
difference between the "Method of Squares" and the "Method of

Relaxation" as applied to boundary value problems*

Allen and • 'outAwell (55)» is the manner of Thorn, used

$ and srj as independent variables* In addition, a further
change of variables amblad these authors to obtain fundamental

equations which are substantially independent of '.eynold*a

number. 'fhua relaxation solutions can be obtained for a

range of values of B with a minimum of effort. Calculations

ware carried out for B s 0, l, 10, 100, 1000* Mow from

experimental evidence (5&, p*418) it is that viscous

flow past a circular cylinder changes from a steady to an

unsteady state with an increase in Reynold* s number* 'the

transition value of R is uncertain but is probably about SO.

Alloa and douthwell explain thoir apparently steady solutions

as a « loo, 1000- by asserting that those solutions would not

be realisable in practise because the manliest dlstu ..'banes

would upset them*

Finally Kawaguti (57)» using a transformation which
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changes tho infinite physical plana into a finite rectangular

ration employs an iterative finite difference method insido the

rectangle, and so obtains a solution for the viscous flow past

a circular cylinder for B « 40# ,ecording to Mhwaguti, the

numerical integration took about one year ana a half with

twenty working hours every week#

A problem which so far has not been tackled by finite

difference techniques is the flow of an incompressible viscous
lying in the direction of the stroma,

fluid past a semi-infinite flat plftlMU This problem, in which

there is no fundamental length, appears to be simpler than that

of f1ow past a circular cylinder, since the calculation can be

carried out on a square not without irregular nodes in the

physical x, y piano# An latereating comparison could be made

between this olutlon and tha corresponding theoretical boundary

layer solution, and a measure of the error In the boundary layer

solution near tha leading odge of the plate, obtained#

2n conclueion, by putting H » 0, aquation (71) simplifies

f\o =0, 177.)
...jllmiaating u) between (?S) and (!/7), the stream function yfor
infinitely slow flow is seen to satisfy the bihurmonio aquation

v*ir=c.
A "slow flow" solution to a viscous problem is thus obtained by

solving (7&) or (?a) and (7?), together with tha appropriate

boundary conditions# Thorn used finite difference replacements

of the latter pair of equations to solve tha problem of alow
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flow past a baffle la a channel {S$) end at the mouth of a

■t .'.ton itot (59) •

It will be emphasised again that all the problems considered

so far la '6hie section or; viscous flow are boundary value

problems | and so instability if present will not necessarily
vitiate the aolutiona obtained,

The ynooffprosa^i^o Hp^gy "m^r

The equations for steady laminar boundary-layer flow of an

incomprea sible fluiu are

u^>Tfy"ul^i*v,|^ ' (78)

|a * |x . o, (so)
where u^(x) is the mainstream velocity. The non-dimensional
forms of these equations are

where x, ys u, v, ui# nom stand for x/L, (y£rp/X,„ u/U„
iv:/k/U, u^/U, with H the Reynolds number and U, L the standard
velocity find length respectively. Bllmlaating v between (81)
and (82) # the result
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(ea:

is obtained, S®ve*al numerical procedures for solving (83) have

been outlined.

Hartree, replacing derivatives in the redirection by finite

differences and the other quantities by averages, related the

velocity distribution through th«* boundary layer at one section

to that at a neighbouring section# Using this step-by-step

formula, he obtained solutions in the case of retard-ad flow,

where the velocity in the main stream decreases linearly with

the distance downstream (90), and also in the case where the

pressure distribution in the free stream i3 taken to be

sohubaucr's observed pressure distribution for an elliptic

cylinder (6/), The errors in replacing the derivatives by

finite differences are estimated by carrying out two integrations

over tha mm range of x using intervals of different also. In

a very recent paper, Id# IbZ) outlined u method, bused on

bartree*a approximation of (88), which is particularly suitable

for an automatic •■computer#

In Oeraany, .'Ohroder (63), 6ortler (6^), and Witting (65)
obtained numerical solutions of (88) for a variety of problems

using the method of finite differences# In particular, the
, g

last two authors replaced the derivatives 3u 3u in
S3* 5y ' JJZ

(83) by central difference formulae and the integral by a

difference formula obtained by using the trapealma rule. The

resulting finite difference replacement of (88) is second order
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la x, an order higher than {Bui itself# since {Bui Is a

parabolic type differential equation, It is essential that

the diffsreace replacement of {Bui Is stable* If this la not

so, any steybystop calculation using the diffferoaeo formula

will bo of doubtful value# Accordingly the differential

equation (88), or more conveniently (81) together with (88),
and the higher order central difference replacement will now

be examined for stability*

Suppose small errore 5 and are present In the velocity

component a u and v respectively at a stop in the calculation#

Then from (81) and {@8), correct to the first order in "$ and

errors ore propagated according to the system of linear

differential equations

In the usual manner, suppose solutions exist of the form

where 3 and 5 are real# Substituting la {84) and (85), the

results

{34}

(85)

>vj n flo»*91Sy

ni 9 ^» 3*Si» oCG + iSh m 0,

{36}
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: obtained. Now tl» tradition for stability (p# 76) loads to

>&U rt iZ\ _

HI# 06 » *" — '* .' u ^ ^ 0. (all /$ )
♦A") * V rf

U <>6 s ** —11 "■ "*' • - !";i.,;|i•*■"'• ^ 0,
u® ♦ Mf

whioh reduces to

u 4. v ^ y 0
as Jy ^ (87)

In tho mixm^v of the last paragraph, the error aquations

corresponding to tii j contra! difference roplaooiaoats of (81)

a»d (88) are

"i.jafe1 ^wwt" ^ ^J,K
* v5.k lk' ^ l*l,k " * J-l.k' * ^ "

4Ciy)
* ^4-8,k ~ ^ ^ J#&* 4

(88)

rk {$ l,M+ i-l.fc1 " °-

L.

0+l^)

fyn,M

(fb k)

kj-h k)

(89)
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Again if solutions exist of the torn

11 k.

1i.k
&k Jx iSjJ ybe o »

substituting in (88) and (89), the results

/
_ / <*Z)X -o<dX\ ' _

^ T ^251 — (-«• - -*■ /+ 57 =<
<*dx -<</U

, , ^dx -AAx\ )u . X _. . „, - * - *
—- ci *€ - -L ) 4- r 4 A V^ t \ * ~r <

' + &k-o
are obtained where 3/)y « &. aquation (90) can be

simplified to give

A8 ♦ m - 1 » O, |91)
where \„ „« JBa- „. , a.

A.e^, (M)
u ' * fy siHT

Jinoe the modulus of one of the roots of (91) oxooodo unity,

the procedure Is aluaya an table. (p. 8 ) ffcla illustrates

again thj danger of replacing a differential equation by a

higher order difference equation,

Witting is now aware of the instability of the central

difference replacement and in a paper in the press he explains

this instability end also determines the stability condition
for a difference aquation of th sumo order as the differential

equation, much a difference equation Is
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u -Jt-iu - u. ) + v rrJ>^ (u, - u )
3,1c b* 4»h*l 4,is 4iH 82y 3+1,k

lui -£?" j,
(u, ♦ U, - 2U ), (93)

>is iA yi 4-2,is 3fk

together with

(,W" V * "**•* ' Ws (94)

In an exactly similar mamv to that explained in the previous

paragraph, the result

A s 1 - Z (95)

is obtained for (93) and (94), where A and £ are given by (92),

After some manipulation, the condition for stability is obtained

from (95) as

af(u t»& + v + (u sin-#*)/(A yl'"J
A* 4 ryu" i Wn i ml ft: ...A. i (S3)m

♦ (Bin^) / (d y) aJ ♦ (r Blarfr) /(Ayr ,

Comparing (37) end. (96) it is seen that provided the differential

equation Is stable, the difference schema (93) and (94) Is also

stable provided the step forward A x does not exoesd the jooitivo

quantity on thus rl,ghb-haad side of (96),

It Is surprising that no attempt has bu m made to obtain

numerical solutions of the boundary layer equations in von

Hises*s form. Accordingly, J.Y. 'Chomson (rat, Andrews University)
and the present author are examining the possibility and so far

the results obtained are quite encouraging, r'or an incompressible
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boundary layer, v/lth x and T\Tas independent variables, tho aquation
of motion In von Mlea»*s foa is

u a u. ->y u .J!** in
32* 1 m ^ -

In non-dimensional notation, this beoantos

Sa»h*!i ♦ * jBK;I§x u dx 3 J\fZ ;
1/

where x, u, u^, no* stand for (a/L) , (u/U), (u,/ilj, (ift / (UL)
respectively with U, L til© standard velocity and length, and -a

the -eynold,s number, In the problem of flow along a flat

plat© with no adverse pressure gradient, (97) reduces to

2,

The error equation oorraspoadJLng to (93), correct to the f irst

order in € , is

H ^ 4. 2 hi ^ 4- £
ix ~ i Y >r jy1

whore 6 is the error in u* Substituting

e « e**©4^ ( ji real)
in (99), the result

is obtained, and ao (93) Is stable if

£i± < o.

3Sow a differ©no© equation of the same order as (93) is

usl ° i (ua)
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Ax l^U *J+i,k*^u )s~l,k

*t
~i'<U").J#lJ,

i+i,k *

(101)

i.kh j(k*i
-> X

j~b^ *

v&th tfao oor»®apoa<ISjlft arror aquation

Substituting

in (102), the result

. «4Ax 1 - '[WW-*'"' Uui,1,^3-1,^
stniftAlfi] (105)

is obtained whore & * (Ax)/(Aifs)"* Th9 condition for

stability ja^x|^ j leads to

Si 2,
\*>-3(ujHyp.,,*)s~ *2*7+ (^ -

, . 4W)From (104) it follows that the atop-by-atop procedure using

(101) vdtll be stable if
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aob)

ana whan this condition is satisfied, if

o< $4 4 .

€4
(106)

o:-,paring (100) and (106) it is seen that the ause condition

is necessary for the stability of the differential and

corresponding difference equation* Using (101), Thomson

carried oat a numerical calculation ©for a lied tod range of

the boundary layer on a flat plate with constant velocity in

tho ran la stream* Throughout the calculation, conditions

(105) ana (106) were satisfied, and the results obtained are

in agreement with iiomrth's theoretical solution for the

problem*

For flow in the boundary layor along a flat plate with

adverse pressure gradient in the xaain at roam it lo

advantageous to introduce
8 &

Z m - u

aa non-dlmcasional dopandsat varlublo,

Thus (07) bocomes

N - ^ ^ 0s, (107)

with the corresponding linear error equation

If

3 raal)
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Zho result

^. r—^
2{u^' «*SlP <5^ '

is obtained, and ao tlio condition for the stability of (107) Is

If > o , (us)

fhe conventional four point difforoaoe raplaeament of (107) Is

33
^«(a, , - s ) * (u -s )'** —-^"9(s4 * s4 „ - SB, J iios)A* 3,fc+l l j,k (jy) Jt*
with. Hi© corresponding linear error aquation

},k.lj,fcSl <"V' L6/*/,* M* 2,j,fc ^j,

where £ is tha error in s*

WicJx . i|W6j,k * ° 0
it follow that

2'*
i «» «=w^3u"';iin'"' ^4?l* ♦ (£». ♦ z. -»Ss ) I• 1 * ain 3-1,fc j,k J '

'%© condition for stability | a ^ * j ^ j gives
z< i u + SJ , . * 2®, ^ 0 (110)3*1,11 ,3~l,k: J,h

together with

Ab expected, (106) and (110) constitute tiiu aurao condition*

finis a step-byaten calculation using (109) will bo stable

provided condition® (110) and (111) are satisfied during the

(111)
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calculation. A calculation Using this tachatquo has not yet been

carried out for flow in the boundary layer along a flat plate with

aaverse pressure gradient. It will be interesting to see how

accurately the new technique locates the separation point, as

most numerical procedures lose accuracy in the neighbourhood of

the point of separation of the boundary .layer. It can be stated

at this stags, however, that the finite difference replacements

of the boundary layer equations in von llioos'a torn are simpler

and the conditions for stability easier to satisfy than the

difference replacements and stability conditions of the boundary

layer equations in their original form.

SteLSmatMM&a Mtmsm Mm?

Th ;oretioal solutions of the compressible boundary layer

for the problem of flow along a flat plate are based on some or

all of the following assumption©*

CX) no adverse pressure gradient along the plate*

(8) Prandtl number unity,

(b) u) unity, where /to # aS $ jjl. being the coefficient of
viscosity, ? the temperature and a constant*

Accordingly, there is need for a numerical solution of the above

problem with an adverse pressure gradient in the main stream, and

with <5~ { raadtl number) and u) talcing the values G*?8 and 0*St

,-etivV;iy. these are the currently popular values of 6 sai

to for air, over the temperature rang® of moat problems*
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Attempt3 at numerical solution of the compressible boundary

layer equations have already bean made by dope and Hurtree (iolo)
and dadci (£7). TIio former authors worked with the equations In

their original fossa in the r,9 y plane, whereas the latter author

used Croooofs transformed boundary lay ax* aquations with the

viacons stress and enthalpy in terms of the independent variables

•x and u. Neither procedure mo pf.irticula.riy aueoesoful, and m

the present author is examining the possibility of obtaining

finite difference solutions of the oocipreaaibXe boundary layer

equations in von lUsos'e form, vis*,

where 1 (enthalpy) a o T with o the specifics heat at constant
P P

pressure. Equations (112) and (1X5) are non linear parabolic

equations, and together with

(lid)

(112)

constitute two equations in the two unknowns u and i.

i.laking the substitution

q • U t

equations (IIS) and (113) become

&"[$x S1]1 <4^ f^' (114)
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It further, jm # aT» simplifies to
du _ cXTpi u.1? 017J
>x 3R ^l^2"

where p._ is the constant value of the pressure everywhere in the
boundary layer ana Is the porfeot gas constant. except for

equation in the incompressible case. Consequently the difference

replacement and the stability conditions outllnou for (98) will

require only slight jaoclfioatian in order to be applicable to

(117). 'i&s enthalpy is obtained frota a modified version of

(lid) together with the calculates distribution of u. On the

other hand if 6 * 1 ana /xm aT , (US) reduces to

JKfff a prescribed value of ia, soy u) s 0*09, (118) can be

replaced by u simple four point difference formula, and a

numerical solution of u obtained. The enthalpy i is then

easily calculated using (119). The stability condition for the

procedure, although complicated, cun be obtained using the methods

previously outlined in this section.

In conclusion, sufficient toe nous been sola to justify the

author's contention that von I-lees's form of the boundary layer

equations is particularly suitable for use in finite difference

methods. Final Judgment on the techniques described, however,

If'" £*' * ,
(118)

where is constant and is given by

(119)
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